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Rogue Wave 
 

 
Come gather round people  
wherever you roam 
and admit that the waters  
around you have grown 
and accept it that soon you’ll be  
drenched to the bone 
if your time to you is worth savin’ 
then you’d better start swimming  
or you’ll sink like a stone, 
For the times, they are a-changing… 

 

- Bob Dylan, “The Times They Are A-Changin’” 
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1 2002: Year of the Rogue Wave 
The rogue wave has been the bane of seafarers (and the joy of surfers) since time 
immemorial.  Rogue waves happen when the crests of two or more wave patterns happen to 
synchronize, momentarily producing a much larger wave than any of the participating wave 
patterns could have produced alone.  Rogue waves are the bane of seafarers because their 
energies can be tremendous, and therefore potentially very destructive to a ship holding to a 
particular course—detrimental not just to the ship’s ability to hold the course, but to the very 
ship itself.  The inertial energy of the status quo joins with the momentum of the wave 
patterns, stressing the vessel in unexpected and massive ways. 

But to surfers and sailboarders, the rogue wave is a dream come true.  Rogue waves can take 
you farther and faster than any normal wave, providing a much wilder and more satisfying 
ride, but only if you are ready to ride when the moment comes to catch the wave. 

Contrary to our perceptions, ocean waves involve the movement not of water but energy.  
There are wave patterns in society as well—energies that move through our existence, 
turning the status quo on its head.  Technologies, religious and ideological movements, 
population bulges and dips, economic boom and recession, all are examples of the wave 
patterns buffeting human society. 

In this chapter, we will discuss how disruptive technologies and socioeconomic forces are 
combining their energies to create a powerful effect we will call the Rogue Wave.  In the next 
decade or two, a wave of changes will wash over us that will make the upheavals of the 
Twentieth Century seem like pond ripples. 

Investors, entrepreneurs, and executives face a stark choice: either surf or drown.  The 
Rogue Wave is coming, whether this year or several years from now. 

This paper explores possible alternative futures for the technology of the Web as shaped by 
the Rogue Wave over the period 2002-2006.  The results of the exercise are stories told about 
the past from a future perspective.  The “past” described in each of the stories is one possible 
way the next four years could play out.   

As we developed these scenarios, we considered many different factors, but our attention 
focused on the following questions:  

• How have the recession and the tragic events of 9/11/2001 affected the evolutionary 
forces driving software architectures, mobile connectivity, and the World-Wide Web? 

• What, if anything, will trigger the long-predicted boom in the wireless data market? 

• What will be the relative importance of the machine-centric embedded Web vis-à-vis 
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the “traditional” human-centric World-Wide Web? 

• What will be the tangible effects of the newly emerging profoundly distributed 
systems and application architectures on people’s everyday lives? 

The scenarios in this document provide some answers to these questions, not in the form of 
solid predictions of what will happen (nobody knows) but of how things might turn out, 
depending on the outcome of critical uncertainties with respect to driving forces. 

1.1 Why is 2002 so important? 

Two years have passed past the start of the dot-com implosion and the resulting recession, 
exacerbated by the 9-11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.  Information 
technology (“IT”) spending declined sharply over the past two years.  Venture capitalists still 
putting monies into IT have focused almost exclusively on later-round investments, leaving 
technology startups starving for capital.   

The net result of these forces on what had hitherto been a juggernaut of innovation and 
creativity was like a collective intake of breath, a pulling up short and taking stock.  The 
interlocked industries and research disciplines of Web technology slowed down en masse and 
are now together searching for the way forward. 

Recessions do not last forever.  The ice-jam in investment monies will eventually thaw, and 
IT spending will once again start to rise.  When the Web begins to blossom again, what sorts 
of technological innovations will drive the new prosperity?  Will the Wireless Web take off?  
Will direct human interaction continue to dominate Web traffic, or will the world witness the 
emergence of an embedded Web consisting of machine-to-machine interactions?  To sum it 
all up, does an end to the recession mean a return to business as usual, or can we expect 
something truly new and different? 

If we are reading the signs rightly, 2002 is going to be something more—much more—than 
the year in which the dot-com recession ended.  A number of forces have been building over 
the past few years that will join in 2002 to change the shape of life as we know it.  These 
forces will profoundly alter the nature of the Web, and the Web in turn will transform how 
we live our lives.  

The moment of hesitation introduced by the recession has provided us with a unique 
opportunity to look ahead and discern the shape of the fundamental change that is about to 
take place.  Our focus is on where to place our entrepreneurial bets—and how to hedge them 
as well—over the course of a fairly short period; but the change we will witness is nothing 
short of the world giving birth to a way of life that will characterize human progress for 
decades if not centuries to come. 

These are dramatic statements, and we are well aware that our audience has already had its 
fill of hype and exaggeration.  Our feeling is that we are if anything under-stating the nature 
of the changes that are afoot.  Let us look at why we think this is so. 

1.2 The Rogue Wave  

Over the course of the next four years, the world will experience the synergistic convergence 
of multiple disruptive technologies, which we will refer to by the shorthand term Rogue 
Wave.  We will explain why we chose this term shortly.  The Rogue Wave years will be a 
time of momentous change, and not just in the realm of IT.  This convergence will 
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fundamentally alter the way we live and work, everywhere from the major urban centers of 
the so-called “civilized” world, down to the level of remote villages in the poorest countries.  
It will change how we communicate, how we entertain ourselves, how we work and how we 
are governed. 

What do we mean when we speak of the “synergistic convergence of multiple disruptive 
technologies”?  The phrase is too much to swallow all at once.  Let’s break it down and see 
what it’s about. We will take the second concept first. 

1.2.1 Disruptive technologies 

Clayton Christensen coined the term “disruptive technology” in his 1997 book The 
Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail.  Technologies 
exist as solutions to real-world problems.  New technologies tend to emerge in evolutionary 
fashion; a technology that evolves smoothly out of its predecessors is called a sustaining 
technology because it merely refines existing solutions, sustaining the status quo of the social 
and commercial activities aided by the technology.   

But what if instead of evolution, there is revolution?  A disruptive technology introduces a 
fundamental change in the rules of the socioeconomic game.  When a new, better, even 
radically different solution is found to a previously solved problem, the new solution 
displaces the old, but does not change the rules of the game.  Disruptive technologies create 
altogether new markets by solving problems that were previously unsolved, changing the 
paradigm we use to produce mental models of the problem domain.  The new markets are 
initially marginal and of little interest to the customers of established companies.  
Involvement in the new market is unattractive to established firms because margins and 
volume are initially too low to justify the attention the new markets require. 

As a result, said Christensen, new firms that understand and can exploit the advantages of the 
new technology tend to displace the organizations that were committed to the old 
technology’s markets and customers.  They do this not by competing head-to-head in the 
existing market from the start, but by nurturing emerging markets until the new market 
attracts the existing customer base of the established firms.   

The older firms may well be savvy enough to see the changes coming, may even invest in 
attempts to adapt, but are constrained by the need to satisfy the evolutionary demands of 
existing customers, customers who are committed to the status quo rules of the game.  The 
very force of past success keeps an older firm from surviving the onslaught of a disruptive 
technology.  The first-mover advantage in the new market goes to the new firms because an 
existing mindset and customer base does not hinder their innovative efforts. 

The disruptive technology sweeps over a status quo firm like a storm-surge ocean wave.  
Anchored in place by its existing commitments, the old firm is compelled against its will to 
resist the energies of the wave, unlike the new firms that can float freely and go with the 
energy flow.  More often than not, the force of the disruptive technology inundates the 
existing firm, tearing it apart. 

1.2.2 Synergistic convergence 

Disruptive technologies are uncommon but not rare.  The twentieth century witnessed the 
birth of numerous such technologies.  The major events of the past twenty-five years in the 
world of IT have been the result of the ascendance of two different disruptive technologies 
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about a decade apart. The first disruptive technology was the introduction of the personal 
computer and in particular the IBM Personal Computer and Microsoft’s DOS operating 
system in the early 1980’s.  The second was the emergence of the World-Wide Web in the 
early 1990’s.   

Each of these changed the face of life in the advanced economies of the world in ways most 
of us would certainly call significant.  Yet the changes we have thus far experienced pale in 
comparison to what the next four years hold in store.  The reason: as we stated earlier, what 
we are about to experience is not just another emergence of a single disruptive technology, 
but the synergistic convergence of multiple disruptive technologies. 

What do we mean by “synergistic convergence”?  Synergistic convergence means the 
technologies harmonize, their disruptive forces melding in additive fashion.  Rather than 
mitigating the effects of each other, their energies join just as the energies of the sea combine 
to form the rogue wave.   

We will use the term Rogue Wave as a shorthand term for the synergistic convergence of 
multiple disruptive technologies.  It is easier and quicker to say, and it brings the right sort of 
image to mind—especially if you are by nature a surfer rather than a sailor! 

1.3 Why the Rogue Wave matters 

Rogue Waves have occurred in the past, with epic results.  Two prominent examples are the 
Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution. 

1.3.1 The Renaissance 

The Renaissance involved the convergence of a number of key inventions: 

• Movable type 

• New techniques in celestial navigation 

• Gunpowder 

• Double-entry bookkeeping 

• Limited-liability business entities 

The convergence of these technologies resulted in an aggressive age of exploration that 
ultimately led to the overthrow of multiple empires on four continents around the world 
(North and South America, Africa, and Asia) and their replacement by European colonial 
governments.  Daily life for ordinary people underwent a dramatic transformation, as print 
propagated literacy and a never-before-experienced freedom of thought and expression, 
religious institutions underwent fundamental structural changes, and colonialism brought 
about a massive movement of material wealth from the colonies to Europe. 

1.3.2 The Industrial Revolution 

The convergence of numerous disruptive technological and scientific advances also 
characterized the Industrial Revolution: 

• Industrial automation 

• Mass production 
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• Steam-powered factories and transportation 

• The open-hearth method of steel production 

• Democratic governmental institutions   

Once again, the technologies wrought vast changes in the social and governmental fabric of 
human life, sweeping away socioeconomic institutions that had prevailed for centuries.  A 
groundswell of grassroots opposition arose in reaction to these changes, most notable among 
them the Luddites of England.  Founded by one Ned Ludd, a weaver, the Luddites bemoaned 
and violently resisted technological changes that threatened their rural cottage-industry-based 
way of life.  But the protests of the Luddites and their fellow travelers were to no avail.  
Daily life for ordinary people once again underwent a dramatic transformation, with cheap 
mass-produced items and egalitarian political and economic theories compensating for a 
more frenetic pace and increased degree of alienation in daily life. 

1.3.3 Rogue Waves are social revolutions 

You’ll notice that in each instance of a Rogue Wave, social changes feed the technological 
changes and in turn are exacerbated by the influence of technology.  This added synergy is an 
important part of the mix.  In this paper we are going to focus on the technological aspects 
almost exclusively, but let’s take a moment and catalog the changes that are simultaneously 
underway in society: 

• Globalization  

• The replacement of voting with polling as a means of discerning the will of the 
people, an American phenomenon of the past three or four decades that has just 
recently gone global 

• The rise of fundamentalist religious-political movements, such as Islamism, Hindu 
nationalism, and Christian anti-abortion and survivalist cults 

• Increasing violence, sexual content, and political cynicism in the mass media 

• The breakdown of the social “safety net” in places where it had existed for the past 
few decades, centuries, or millennia 

In each case, these social forces have both positive and negative effects, and movements 
supporting and resisting the changes they are bringing about.  As in the other times of 
synergistic convergence, we can see that there is a growing instability in previously 
unquestioned social norms.  This instability is coming about simultaneously in many 
different cultures around the globe.  The societal disruptions leverage and are leveraged by 
disruptive technologies, making each a more potent change agent than would otherwise have 
been possible.  To take a couple examples out of myriads, the overthrow of Serbian dictator 
Slobodan Milosevic and the 9-11 attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon would 
have been difficult if not impossible without the Web. 

1.3.4 Rogue Waves are technological revolutions 

Social changes by themselves are not enough to create a Rogue Wave; neither is a single 
disruptive technology.  In each instance, multiple new technologies have appeared to act as 
catalysts for cultural upheaval.  Each technology would have been disruptive in and of itself, 
but the synergy between multiple disruptive technologies and concomitant social upheaval 
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creates the Rogue Wave effect. 

In the Renaissance, movable type enabled mass production of books, beginning with the 
Bible in the mid-15th Century, and followed by a “literacy revolution” that led to the 
development of new popular forms of expression such as the novel and the periodical.  This 
made missionary work more practical than it had been previously.  Gunpowder-driven 
weaponry had the effect of reducing the necessary size of an invading army; Spain took 
control of Central and South America with only a few hundred soldiers.  The invention of 
accrual-based accounting and limited-liability corporations provided the justification and 
organizational foundation for high-risk investment vehicles.  Taken together, these forces 
made possible an age of aggressive exploration and colonial expansion. 

1.4 The Theorem of the Disruptive Value of Information 

Christensen noted that because disruptive technologies create new markets, there was no way 
to know in advance who would be the customers or how great would be the potential of the 
new market.  Traditional market research and strategic planning techniques were essentially 
useless.  Citing the example of Hewlett-Packard’s failed introduction of the 1.3” disk drive in 
the early 1990’s, he recounted the lessons the HP managers felt they had learned: 

The HP project managers concede in retrospect that their 
most serious mistake… was to act as if their forecasts 
about the market were right, rather than as if they were 
wrong… If they had the opportunity to launch [the 
disruptive technology] all over again, they would assume 
that neither they nor anyone else know for sure what 
kinds of customers would want it or in what volumes.  
This would lead them toward a much more exploratory, 
flexible approach toward product design and investment 
in manufacturing capacity; they would, given another 
chance, feel their way into the market, leaving enough 
resources to redirect their program if necessary and 
building upon what they learned on the way. 

Since there is no way to exploit a disruptive technology except by bringing it to market, some 
action must be taken, but it must be substantively different than the actions involved in 
bringing a sustaining technology to market.  Sustaining technologies succeed or fail based on 
execution strategies; disruptive technologies require learning strategies. 

…in disruptive situations, action must be taken before 
before careful plans are made.  Because much less can be 
known about what markets need or how large they can 
become, plans must serve a very different purpose: They 
must be plans for learning rather than plans for 
implementation.  By approaching a disruptive business 
with the mindset that they can’t know where the market 
is, managers would identify what critical information 
about new markets is most necessary and in what sequence 
that information is needed. Project and business plans 
would mirror those priorities, so that key pieces of 
information would be created, or important uncertainties 
would be resolved, before expensive commitments of 
capital, time, and money were required. 

While analytical skills are still important, successful exploitation of a disruptive technology 
is heavily dependent on access to fresh information.  The entrepreneur can specify in advance 
what information is needed and in what sequence; ultimately, however, success depends on 
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the execution of an information acquisition strategy.  Fast, inexpensive access to new 
information is the key to success.  Christensen cites discovery-based planning as a technique 
for carrying out these instructions.   

In the course of this research, the author uncovered a heuristic for measuring the relationship 
between information and disruptive technologies.  The Theorem of the Disruptive Value of 
Information, hereinafter known as the DVI Theorem, can be stated thus: 

Di = 1 / ( (Tu - Ta) * Ca ) 

The disruptive effect (Di) of a unit of relevant 
information is inversely proportional to the temporal 
distance between its moment of access (Ta) and the moment 
of its use (Tu) multiplied by the cost of its 
accessibility (Ca). 

Simply put, the law states that relevant information is most disruptive when it is instantly 
accessible for zero cost.  The value produced by the formula is a real number between zero 
and infinity.  A value of zero means the information has no disruptive effect on the 
technological status quo; infinity means it has infinite disruptive effect.   

Since information always costs something to obtain and always takes some time to access, Di 
will never reach infinity, but lower cost and more immediate access greatly increase the 
disruptive effect of relevant information.  At the other end of the spectrum, information that 
costs too much or takes too much time to obtain has little disruptive effect in spite of its 
relevance. 

The DVI Theorem is the key to leveraging discovery-based planning.  Entrepreneurial genius 
is involved in developing the disruptive technology and in identifying the key pieces of 
information that must be acquired, but the DVI Theorem sets a limit on how effectively the 
planning strategy can be carried out.  Learning too late or too expensively is equivalent to not 
learning at all. 

When applied to the Rogue Wave, the DVI Theorem shows how the synergies are 
accelerated.    Each technology can potentially feed the discovery-based planning needed for 
the other technologies, decreasing the time required to discover and exploit the new markets.  
And the Web is the medium through which these synergies interact, as Christensen himself 
recognized: 

…the Internet looms as an infrastructural technology 
that is enabling the disruption of many industries. 

With the Web as the lens focusing the energies of the disruptive technologies, making 
relevant information ever faster and cheaper to access, the force of the Rogue Wave builds to 
unimagined intensity. 

1.5 The DVI Theorem and technology 

Many of the technological advances of the 20th Century had the dual effect of reducing the 
expense involved in obtaining information and bringing information access closer to its point 
of use.  This in turn accelerated all of the disruptive technological advances of the past 
century, still further reducing the cost and time involved in accessing information.  This 
positive feedback loop is the key to understanding the Rogue Wave’s inevitability and 
profound effects. 
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1.5.1 Technologies of the 20th Century 

Most readers have lived through the earth-shaking changes of the past thirty or forty years, 
and have trouble imagining that the future holds anything of greater magnitude.  Waves of 
technological change washed over us; these waves radically changed how we live and work.  
Having seen so many technologies change our lives in so many ways, we have become jaded.  
However, let us look at some of the most recent technological upheavals to see how they 
compare with the changes facing us today. 

1.5.1.1 Television 

Television was invented in the 1930’s and mass-produced in the 1950’s.  It changed how we 
entertained ourselves, but perhaps more importantly it changed how we conducted elections 
(the Nixon-Kennedy debates of 1960) and wars (television brought the Vietnam War into 
American living rooms, to the horror of the audience). 

1.5.1.2 The mainframe computer 

Commercialized in the 1950’s, mainframe computers made possible the automatic processing 
of data on a massive scale.  Of all the technologies that went into the effort to put humans on 
the moon in the 1960’s, the mainframe computer is arguably the most important.  Back here 
on Earth, the mainframe made possible such mundane features of life as junk mail and 
inexpensive long-distance telephony. 

1.5.1.3 The integrated circuit 

Invented in the late 1960’s, the integrated circuit (“IC”) made possible the invention of a host 
of powerful yet compact electronic gadgets in the 1970’s, including the pocket calculator, 
cassette recorder, and the microwave oven. 

1.5.1.4 The personal computer 

The initial hobbyist versions of the PC were an outgrowth of the IC revolution in the 1970’s, 
but the PC did not become a disruptive technology until the introduction of the IBM XT and 
AT Personal Computers in the early 1980’s.  The disruptive effect can be attributed not to the 
computing power PC’s gave to ordinary people, but to the PC’s open hardware architecture 
and non-proprietary operating system. The open architecture gave birth to an industry of add-
on peripheral devices, and the non-proprietary operating system spawned PC clone 
manufacturing companies and a vast market for third-party software products. 

1.5.1.5 The cellular telephone 

Another child of the IC revolution, cellular telephony was developed and commercialized in 
the 1980’s.  During the decade of the 1990’s, it spread like wildfire through the developed 
world, and made significant penetration in the developing world as well. 

1.5.1.6 The World-Wide Web 

The late 1980’s and early 1990’s saw the emergence of corporate local-area networks.  The 
World-Wide Web brought wide-area networks into daily use on virtually all corporate 
desktops by 1995.  It also provided the market incentive for the development of fast home-
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based connectivity.  The World-Wide Web turned the home computer into a machine that 
combined entertainment, communications, news & information, and commerce features.  In 
effect the PC with a broadband connection to the Internet merges the functionality of 
television, telephone, mail, newsstand, library, and shopping mall. 

1.5.2 21st Century Technologies 

Each of the above examples washed through world society in relatively short time periods, 
ranging from two decades for television to less than one for the World-Wide Web.  Each is 
like a wave washing over human culture from a different technological arena.  Moreover, the 
period between waves in each arena is shortening, and the effect of the waves is increasing, 
when measured in terms of numbers of people experiencing the impact after, say, the first 
five years of commercial availability.  These accelerating energies are a direct effect of the 
DVI Theorem. 

Each of the above examples embodied for the most part the introduction of a single 
disruptive technology.  The IC led to the introduction of many other inventions, but these 
inventions did not achieve much synergy with each other.  The World-Wide Web did manage 
to achieve synergy between some of its spin-off technologies (e.g., between entertainment 
and electronic commerce Web sites), but none of its ancillary technologies have proven truly 
disruptive, as the dot-com implosion showed.  With the possible exception of MP3 music 
downloads, most World-Wide Web-centric technologies are sustaining extensions to existing 
brick-and-mortar businesses and organizations. 

In 2002 we are on the verge of witnessing the simultaneous introduction of multiple 
disruptive technologies more or less simultaneously.  Moreover, there are great potential 
synergies between these technologies.  Consider the following brief descriptions of the 
revolutionary changes we will be examining in later chapters: 

1.5.2.1 System architectures 

In 2002, 10 Gigahertz Ethernet will become available.  We are so accustomed to order-of-
magnitude speed improvements in electronic technologies that this may elicit a ho-hum 
response from many in the audience.  However, 10 GHz Ethernet has a special significance, 
since it means that for the first time in the history of the current PC architecture, external 
connectivity will be faster than the internal system bus.  Especially in Internet server data 
centers, the current PCI bus standard will become the bottleneck preventing further 
throughput speed improvements. 

This will lead to the introduction of new bus architectures, such as Infiniband and 3GIO, 
which will break system components “out of the box” and make possible entirely new 
physical structures for distributed computing platforms.  These structures will resemble the 
mainframes of old in their distributed nature, but the miniaturization of all manner of 
components permit previously unimagined arrangements of system components. 

Once these architectural changes take root in large-scale data centers, they will quickly 
propagate to the more widely distributed outer edges of the network, changing how we think 
of computers. 

1.5.2.2 Human-computer interfaces 

Computers will interact with the world and each other in new ways.  Voice recognition 
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technology is on the verge of widespread commercial adoption, thanks to advances driven by 
the cellular telephony and automotive telematics industries.  Electronic Ink, a paper-like 
material that can act as a terminal for the display for digital information, will soon rival flat-
panel and CRT displays.  Tangible user interfaces and virtual reality headsets will appear in 
commercial use.  Handwriting recognition and speech input/output devices will soon reach 
commercial levels of user-friendliness. 

1.5.2.3 Computer-computer and computer-environment interfaces 

New technologies for on-the-fly negotiation of machine-level interfaces are in their infancy 
but growing fast, under the umbrella concept of Web Services.  Moreover, computers are 
acquiring multi-sensory input, through advances in interface technologies including radar and 
sonar, infrared, and thermal, pressure, and chemical sensors.  Perhaps the most exciting 
developments are in the realm of nanotechnology.  One example we talk about in some detail 
are wireless-networked microelectromechanical (MEMS) sensors, such as the pea-sized 
devices that represent the current evolutionary state of the “Smart Dust” concept. 

1.5.2.4 Application architectures 

The new systems architectures and interfaces will take the evolution of distributed software 
programs to new heights.  A premier example of the exciting opportunities in this area is the 
new field of grid computing, which transforms the idle CPU cycles on vast numbers of low-
power machines into a supercomputing fabric. 

1.5.2.5 Knowledge technologies 

Skunk-works research during the decade-long “nuclear winter” of the artificial intelligence 
(“AI”) field has finally begun to pay off. Natural-language interfaces to machines capable of 
limited common-sense reasoning are already possible, and will likely become commonplace 
in the next four years.  These efforts will not only make computers easier for humans to 
use—they can make computers easier for computers to use as well, by eliminating the need 
for detailed standards for computer-to-computer conversations even in complex transactional 
domains. The Semantic Web envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World-Wide 
Web, provides the conceptual framework for all kinds of research in this arena. 

1.5.2.6 Wireless data communications 

Third-generation (“3G”) wireless data communications will bring the Internet to people in all 
manner of remote locations and to a wide variety of remotely-located devices.  The next four 
to six years will see speed increases of as much as two orders of magnitude in wireless data 
transmission.  Meanwhile, wireless local-area networks such as those based on the IEEE 
802.11 standards family will become ubiquitous not just in offices and homes, but in public 
places such as airports, libraries, restaurants and Internet cafés.  Key facilitating technologies 
for the 3G wireless data revolution include adaptive interfaces to support heterogeneous 
populations of end-user devices, and databases capable of seamlessly supporting intermittent 
connectivity. 

1.5.2.7 Bottom line 

Each of these technologies makes information easier and cheaper to access.  Thanks to the 
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effects of the DVI Theorem, the reduced friction of information access accelerates in turn the 
evolution of new technologies.  The next four years will see the synergistic convergence of 
all these different technologies, in an environment of social unrest and uncertainty that will 
further exacerbate the disruptive effects of the emergent technologies.  The current 
socioeconomic environment is the subject of the next section. 

1.6 The DVI Theorem and a world in transition 

Our world is not just facing multiple technological disruptions.  The DVI Theorem has direct 
and synergistic effects on human society as well.  Socioeconomic forces of awesome 
magnitude are at work, whose disruptive influences enhance the effects of the technological 
rifts. 

1.6.1.1 Globalization 

Unification of the global economy is occurring at a rapid and increasing rate, in many forms: 

• Economic unions such as the European Union, NAFTA, and the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) 

• Immensely rich multinational corporations 

• Within the US and other countries, the replacement of locally-owned and operated 
businesses by vast commercial franchise operations (e.g., Wal-Mart) 

• Fully automated worldwide currency, equities, and bond trading networks 

As is the case with each of these disruptive socioeconomic trends, globalization is not 
welcomed by all who experience its effects.  A worldwide grassroots opposition movement 
has sprung up, composed of such strange bedfellows as trade unionists, small farmers, 
religious organizations, and radical environmentalists. 

A key sign of the effects of globalization was the worldwide nature of the recession that took 
hold in 2001.  For the first time since the Great Depression, the world’s major economies 
proceeded in lockstep into an economic downturn. 

1.6.1.2 Population explosion 

In the year 2000, there were approximately two billion teenagers in the world, the vast 
majority residing in Africa, India, China, and Southeast Asia.  By the year 2005, at least half 
of these will have entered the world’s work force, counterbalanced by only about one 
hundred million dying or retiring—a net increase of almost one billion individuals.  The vast 
majority of these, perhaps 90-95%, live in developing countries, where unemployment rates 
are already in the 15-40% range and the effects of automation are on the rise. 

1.6.1.3 Media-induced rising expectations in the Developing world 

Beginning almost twenty years ago now, pop stars such as Michael Jackson and Madonna 
pioneered the globalization of media culture.  American and European music and cinema 
now entertain teenagers growing up in remote Asian and African villages.  The jarring 
contradictory images of prosperity and violence presented in such media are setting up 
expectations for the future in the minds of the two billion teenagers mentioned above.  It 
matters little that the media imagery is a largely fallacious depiction of life in the developed 
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world—the DVI Theorem applies even to distorted or false information! 

1.6.1.4 The rise of fundamentalist movements 

The attacks against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001 
galvanized the entire global community.  These attacks were merely the most visible 
symptom of a global rise in fundamentalist religions worldwide.  In this particular case, the 
perpetrators were allegedly Muslim, but there are fundamentalist movements arising out of 
almost every religion or ideology. 

Fundamentalists of every stripe share two similarities.  First, they seek to surround 
themselves with those who would live a way of life in keeping with their beliefs.  Second, 
they feel their way of is being threatened by the increasingly diverse global culture that is 
impinging on them from all sides.  The effect of the DVI Theorem on such groups has been 
to extend the reach of their affinity groups while simultaneously reinforcing their paranoia 
across the vast expanse of cyberspace. 

Fundamentalists are a minority of every group in which they are found, and fundamentalists 
willing to engage in violent action to further their cause are actually quite rare.  Nonetheless, 
fundamentalists form a growing political and military (or para-military) contingent that will 
continue to influence world events for the foreseeable future. 

1.7 The role of the Web in the Rogue Wave 

The focal point of the Rogue Wave will be the Web.  By the “Web” we mean the Internet, 
and the name comes from the Internet’s most visible protocol, the World-Wide Web.  The 
Internet is the World-Wide Web, but it is also many other things: electronic mail, file 
transfer, database access, chat, remote procedure calls, systems management, and directory 
services.  Since its origins in the academic/defense industry consortia of the Cold War, the 
Internet has rapidly evolved into the fastest-growing public communications network in the 
history of humankind, connecting people to machines, machines to machines, and people to 
each other with equal facility and efficiency.  When we talk about the Web, we refer to this 
vast, fast-evolving information interchange in its entirety. 

Each of the technologies and each of the socioeconomic forces described above is disruptive 
in its own right.  The Web is the common thread on which all these disruptive forces 
converge in the next few years.  The Web focuses and magnifies them in lens-like fashion, 
giving these forces even greater disruptive effect. 

As we can see in the following diagram, the Web plays a central role in the interplay between 
technology and modern society.  While technology and society continue to act on each other 
directly, each also acts directly on the Web, producing indirect forces on each other through 
the mediation of the Web. 
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Figure 1 - Technology and society influence each other through the Web 

The net result of the convergence of these technological and socioeconomic disruptive forces 
will be a revolution in human culture much like the Renaissance and the Industrial 
Revolution—another Rogue Wave.  The next Rogue Wave will inundate us very soon. 
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2 Planning for the Rogue Wave 
We’ve established that a Rogue Wave is on the way, and we know with reasonable certainty 
that it could hit us in the next four years, certainly within the coming decade.  How will the 
Rogue Wave affect the technology of the Web, and the businesses and organizations that 
build and use that technology as part of their core competencies?  What will the world look 
like four years from now, in the midst of the Rogue Wave’s impact? 

Like the elephant examined by the five blind men in the parable, the Web is different things 
to different people.  In our research, we looked at it from four different perspectives:  

• Users, including private individuals and organization participants 

• Businesses, governments, and other organizations 

• Providers of content, including the vast sea of Web sites as well as public and private 
databases and document repositories accessible over the Web 

• Entrepreneurs, investors, and IT architects who view the Web as a technology they 
have collectively created and enhanced.   

We also took into account the socioeconomic disruptive forces described in the previous 
section, and looked at how they will affect the evolution of technology over this four-year 
period.  Ultimately, though, we keep focused on the technologies of the Web.  

2.1 Why scenario planning? 

To paraphrase Stewart Brand, the purpose of a scenario planning exercise is not to ensure we 
will always be right about the future, but to try to ensure we will never be wrong.  In other 
words, our intention here is not to tell you, the reader, what the future will hold; instead we 
want to help you free yourself from the natural and innate human assumption that there is 
only one possible future.   

If the exercise is successful, your strategic planning efforts will take into account important 
potential divergences that could become manifest.  Moreover, you will be able to recognize 
cardinal signs that indicate the world is turning in one or the other direction, well before the 
impact of the change is felt in daily life.  Keeping ahead of the curve in this fashion is a vital 
skill for entrepreneurs, investors, and technology executives, especially in the realm of IT, 
and even more especially in the time of the Rogue Wave. 
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2.2 Content and technologies of the Web 

Past technologies fell into one of two categories. The technology was either: 

• A communications medium through which information was transmitted and which 
affected our minds only, or  

• A tool that allowed us to manipulate the physical world  

The Web is unique in this respect: It is definitely a communications medium, but it is also 
already and increasingly a tool for manipulating the physical world. 

Prior to the advent of Internet-based electronic mail and the World-Wide Web, computers 
were primarily tools.  They could be used for communication, but only with great difficulty 
and at great expense.  Now, however, the Web is emerging as the communications medium 
of choice.  Unlike other communications media, the Web is both a broadcast medium and a 
facilitator of intimate person-to-person contact.  Where computers had been used in the past 
for data processing, they now play a significant role in shaping the thoughts and world-views 
of hundreds of millions of people around the globe.  For this reason, we will look closely at 
the special role of content on the Web. 

We also look at the implications of a number of emerging technologies that bear on the future 
of the Web, including: 

• 10 Gigahertz Ethernet 

• Infiniband and 3GIO 

• The Semantic Web 

• New user and device interface technologies like Electronic Ink and “Smart Dust”  

• Heterogeneous devices and data stores 

• Intermittent connectivity 

The socioeconomic changes taking place in global society and culture are even now 
combining forces with these emerging disruptive technologies to compel the emergence of 
the Rogue Wave. 

2.3 Critical uncertainties over the next four years 

There are two critical uncertainties in the future of the Web as the Rogue Wave hits home.  
The first of these is the economy.  Our scenarios show how a recession or recovery could 
push the world in different directions.  We will look at how economic effects on people, 
organizations, and content providers will drive trends in the realm of technology. 

The second critical uncertainty, in our view, is the absence—thus far—of a truly compelling 
application for 3G wireless data.  The dramatic takeoff in sales of the IBM Personal 
Computer was in large measure a result of the spreadsheet application Lotus 1-2-3.  Market 
acceptance of the Apple Macintosh was driven by Aldus PageMaker, the pioneer in the realm 
of desktop publishing.  In each case, the “killer app” was followed by other applications as 
the devices proliferated, but neither computer family would have achieved anything like the 
success they enjoyed without the initial stimulus of the “killer app”. 

The world of wireless data is advancing on two fronts, wireless LANs and 3G cellular 
networks.  The wireless LAN market is settling on the IEEE 802.11 family of specifications, 
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and is a relatively straightforward extension of networks running on copper and glass.  The 
additional security holes opened by wireless LANs are a minor barrier to widespread 
acceptance.  Wireless LANs are a very typical evolutionary technological development, 
unlikely to have disruptive effects on the world of the Web. 

3G cellular packet data networks, on the other hand, suffer from the lack of a single 
established standard, in addition to economic and political infrastructure build-out obstacles 
we describe in some detail in the paper.  But if a “killer app” emerges for 3G wireless, 
market momentum could sweep away the political and economic barriers, making it into a 
truly disruptive technology. 

2.4 The 2002 Rogue Wave Scenarios 

By looking at the possible combinations of outcomes of the critical uncertainties, we 
developed four scenarios, which allow us to imagine how the world could look in four years 
or so, in the midst of the effects of the Rogue Wave.  A brief description of the scenarios is 
given in this table.  The “thumbs-up” and “thumbs-down” symbols indicate which direction 
each of the critical uncertainties takes in a given scenario. 
Table 1 - Summary of the 2002 Rogue Wave scenarios 

Small Moves 

Economy   

3G wireless killer app   

The economy stagnates.  Wireless technologies idle on the runway, 
unable to get enough momentum to take off.  IT budgets remain 
jaundiced.  The Web undergoes some growth, but any changes in 
technology are evolutionary and non-disruptive.  The Rogue Wave rolls 
in toward the end of the four-year window, but with less immediate 
energy and effect. 

Post-Wired Doldrums  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

In spite of a stagnant economy, 3G wireless data technologies find a 
sweet spot and begin to take off.  The third-generation (3G) Wireless 
Web becomes a reality, albeit a “lean-and-mean” reality focused on a 
particular “killer app”.  The Rogue Wave rolls in later and with less 
energy, except in the arena of wireless data. 

Wi-Fi Paradise  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

The economy recovers, and the technologies of the Web begin to 
blossom and bear fruit again.  Many wonderful things occur, but the 3G 
Wireless Web is not among them.  Lack of a killer app leaves the world 
of wireless data access still a realm of expensive toys and narrow-niche 
successes.  One aspect of wireless technology that does take off is the 
802.11b (“Wi-Fi”) wireless LAN, which becomes a ubiquitous feature 
both inside organizational walls and in all manner of public spaces.  The 
Rogue Wave’s power is strong in the near-term, except in the arena of 
wireless data. 

Post-Wired Cornucopia  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

In the midst of an economic recovery, 3G wireless data sprouts wings 
(in the form of a killer app) and takes off.  The technologies of the Web 
proliferate, funded by venture capitalists, who are sadder but wiser after 
the recession of 2000-2002 and the dot-com bubble-burst.  The Web 
becomes truly pervasive, becoming part of our clothing, buildings, 
appliances, and landscape.  The Rogue Wave crashes down on us with 
massive force. 

The four worlds we will look at are very different in some ways, and (in the author’s opinion) 
each is a plausible evolutionary descendant of our current reality, a different way the Rogue 
Wave could play out in the next four years.  Then we will address the question:  What can we 
do now to prepare for these very divergent possible outcomes?  What are the business 
implications of all this for technologists, entrepreneurs, and investors interested in the Web? 
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2.5 What will this all mean a hundred years from now? 

If we are correct in our prediction, the coming of the next Rogue Wave will be an event for 
the history books, the coming-of-age of information technology.  Like the ages of the 
Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution, we and our children and grandchildren will live 
through a great change in how the human race sees itself in relation to both the natural world 
and the endless realms of the imagination. 

Our four-year window lets us see only the barest beginning of these changes, of course.  By 
alternating between an historical viewpoint and the mindset of a technology entrepreneur, we 
are trying to think globally but act locally.  The critical uncertainties that drive our scenarios 
will have a great effect on the coming four years, but they will have no long-term effect on 
the ongoing course of technology evolution, nor will they have any long-term effect on the 
disruptive socioeconomic forces at work in the world today.  The four scenarios we present 
are based on short-term variations, which are of great interest to investors, entrepreneurs, and 
technologists but will probably be of little interest to historians looking back on the onset of 
the Rogue Wave a hundred years from now. 

Uncertainties abound as we look further into the future, but the profundity of the changes 
facing us is not in question.  The next four years may be a time of great change or tentative 
first steps, but there is no turning back.  The various forces are already at work and the 
synergies are inevitable. 
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3 How to read this document 
In the next few chapters, we will look in more detail at the technologies that are driving the 
Rogue Wave, and then examine the special role of Web content and how it will affect the 
impacts of the Rogue Wave.  To keep a sharp focus on the technologies of the Web in 
keeping with our entrepreneurial perspective, we will omit a detailed discussion of the 
socioeconomic forces. 

Next, we will present the results of our scenario planning exercise in detail, to try to give a 
feel for how the effects of the Rogue Wave could play out in the next four years or so.  
Finally, we will look at the implications of the Rogue Wave for entrepreneurs, investors, and 
IT executives, and take a peek even further into the future, to the time of the pervasive 
information fabric. 

Feel free to read the technology and content chapters in any order.  At the start of each 
technology chapter are summaries of why the technologies are disruptive and how they 
synergize with the others through the Web. The reader can skip any or all of the technology 
chapters without significant damage to the train of thought presented in the scenario planning 
section, though a read-through of those summaries would help keep the reader oriented.   

Following the technology overviews are the scenario planning chapters.  Chapter 10, 
, is a brief introduction to the scenario 

planning process that may not interest everyone and is not essential to your appreciation of 
the scenarios themselves.  Feel free to move on directly to the scenario chapters.  Following 
the scenario chapters, we wrap up with some advice and a peek into the more distant future. 

Scenario Planning: A Lightning-Fast Overview
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Technologies for the Web 
 

It went “zip!” when it moved 
And “pop!” when it stopped  
And “whir!” when it stood still 
I never knew just what it was 
And I guess I never will. 

 

- Peter, Paul, and Mary, “The Marvelous Toy” 
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4 New systems architectures 

4.1 Summary 
 

A sea change is about to take place as the designers of computer system hardware begin to 
think “outside the box” for the first time in more than twenty years.  While most of the time 
this phrase is used figuratively to describe unconventional approaches to existing problems, 
in this case the meaning is also literal—designers of computing hardware are about to be 
released from form factor constraints that have held sway in the personal computing industry 
for a generation.   

Perhaps this should not be too surprising, since the change is being driven in large measure 
by advances occurring “outside the box” as well, most notably the emergence of 10-
Gigahertz Ethernet networking.  With this order-of-magnitude jump in the pace of LAN data 
transfer, the internal PCI bus becomes the bottleneck for bandwidth-intensive applications 
like streaming audio and video. 

As new interconnect technologies like Infiniband and 3GIO begin to take hold in data centers 
and enterprise LAN environments, system architectures will take new and varied forms.  
Perhaps the most significant possibility on the horizon is for systems to adopt profoundly 
distributed topologies.  Components that previously had to exist in close proximity to one 
another can now be hundreds or even thousands of meters apart without degrading 
performance.   

The effect on application architectures will be revolutionary.  An application may run on a 
“virtual machine” dynamically assembled from CPU, disk, and other device pools miles apart 
from each other.  When this application finishes, the components become available for use by 
other applications initiated from anywhere on the Web. 

4.1.1 Why are the new systems architectures disruptive? 

The computer industry has adapted to form factor constraints that have existed for more than 
twenty years.  New device types have appeared on the fringes of the industry, but the core 
assumptions have remained constant for a long time—a very long time in an industry 
characterized by continuous innovation! 

The Internet has placed very high demands on server system architectures, and these 
demands continue to grow at a geometric rate, with the increasing popularity of streaming 
audio and video in particular.  Until recently the limitations of the servers’ internal bus 
architecture were hidden by network latency.  Gigabit (1GHz) Ethernet brought the LAN to 
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near-parity with PCI bus speeds, and with 10GHz Ethernet the PCI bus will become the 
bottleneck. 

Replacing PCI with new interconnect standards like Infiniband and 3GIO will do more than 
just take the internal bus off the critical path, however.  The new standards are serial, making 
them less expensive and less subject to signal crosstalk; this makes it feasible to stretch bus 
topologies across longer distances, breaking components out of the boundaries of the self-
contained computers of the 1980’s and ‘90’s.  Moreover, the new architectures are peer-
oriented, eliminating the control bottleneck inherent in the hierarchically-structured PCI 
architecture. 

The new systems architectures foment change, and not just in the hardware arena: existing 
operating systems and applications software have an inherent hierarchical client/server 
mindset.  Newcomers, better positioned to exploit the features of the new systems 
architectures, will challenge industry stalwarts who are committed to these legacy 
technologies.  The resulting shakeup will be interesting to watch, to say the least. 

4.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

Why do the new systems architectures foment change?  We find the answer in the DVI 
Theorem.  Infiniband- and 3GIO-style architectures will bring information access closer to 
the point of use, increasing its disruptive effect.  By extending bus-speed connectivity 
throughout corporations and even into residences in high-density areas, information access 
will acquire a sense of immediacy that we have not thus far experienced.  Moreover, this 
immediacy will extend past the desktop, to airport kiosks and Internet café booths, and even 
to our kitchen tables! 

The distributed nature of the new systems architectures converges with the trend toward 
distributed application architectures that has been underway for more than a decade now.  
The ultimate convergence will take longer than our four-year window, but we expect the 
synergies to become apparent within this time frame as long as the global economy 
experiences at least a moderate recovery.  As we saw in our look into the future, the 
convergence is strongest in Web-based applications. 

These new architectures are ideal for the delivery of streaming content over the Web.  
Moreover, the symbolic computations required by the implementation of the Semantic Web 
will benefit greatly from the flexibility and scalability inherent in the new systems 
architectures. 

Given the emergence of a killer app, the greatest synergies happen with respect to wireless 
data.  The ascendance of wireless computing will end the dominance of the desktop/server 
PC architecture forever, breaking open the client side to all kinds of radical innovations.  The 
out-of-the-box thinking that goes with such a paradigm shift on the client side will synergize 
with the same sort of transformation in the data center, bringing the 1990’s vision of truly 
pervasive computing into full swing. 

The sea change in system architectures is the foundation of the Rogue Wave’s energy, and 
the nexus pulling the energies together is the Web. 
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4.2 The details 

4.2.1 Emergence of 10GHz Ethernet 

On the near horizon is the next order-of-magnitude leap in distributed system performance, 
10GHz Ethernet.  With the arrival of this new technology, network I/O will become faster 
than the current-generation internal system bus standard, Peripheral Component Interconnect 
(PCI). 

Up to this point, distributed systems have always been limited by network throughput.  The 
architecture of the individual computer was never in question.  With the coming of 10GHz 
Ethernet, we can expect the world to turn upside-down: instead of the system bus waiting for 
the NIC to make data available, the NIC will be waiting for the system bus! 

This situation is especially ironic given the effect of Moore’s Law on the computer’s various 
chip components, most visibly the CPU but also DRAM, graphics, and various other 
integrated subsystems.  In the next four years, the PCI bus will be a significant bottleneck. 

 
Figure 2 - Performance Bottlenecks under 10GHz Ethernet 

This effect would be magnified by distributed applications working across the Internet, since 
every intervening server and router would have the same internal bottleneck issues.  PCI 
therefore represents a substantial barrier to widespread use of distributed applications. 

Enhancements to the PCI architecture, such as PCI-X, have extended its lifespan, but the 
architecture is ultimately doomed to failure in the race for speed.  Fortunately, successor 
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technologies are already waiting in the wings, notably the Infiniband and 3GIO initiatives.  
Both promise to raise internal bus speeds to levels that will eliminate the bottleneck.  We will 
discuss these in the next section. 

4.2.2 Infiniband and 3GIO 

Infiniband has emerged from the efforts of players in the Storage Area Network market 
space, and is intended to facilitate very high-speed interconnection of peripheral devices 
within the context of a data center.  3GIO has some overlap with Infiniband, but is more 
oriented to interconnection of chipsets (silicon-to-silicon interconnect) rather than the 
externalization of peripheral devices. 

Though we won’t discuss them further, we should mention that there are other technologies 
in the works that parallel the effects of Infiniband and 3GIO, but targeted at particular market 
niches.  For example, American Micro Device (AMD) has produced a chip-to-chip transport 
called HyperTransport, targeted at the embedded systems market.  It is a tremendous 
commercial success already due to its use in Microsoft’s Xbox game machine.  Another 
similar technology, RapidIO from Motorola, is targeted at the communications device market 
niche. 

While the goal of these technologies is to overcome the limitations of PCI, in the process 
they eliminate the need for a single box to contain CPU, RAM, mass storage devices, user 
interface I/O controls, and other peripherals.  Instead, these components can be intelligently 
aggregated and interconnected by a very smart, high-speed bus architecture.  This will allow 
more specialized server devices that can share peripheral components easily and be 
connected and disconnected while running “hot” (no need to power down to add or remove a 
fixed-disk or NIC, for example).   

 
Figure 3 – Infiniband Architecture Model 

This architecture is a radical departure for those of us who grew up during the 
IBM/Macintosh PC wars, but is actually a throwback to the channel-based architectures of 
mainframes in the 1960’s and ‘70’s. 

Why are Infiniband and 3GIO more efficient and cost-effective than PCI?  PCI is a parallel-
wire circuit-based bus architecture; Infiniband and 3GIO are serial-wire, message-based I/O 
fabrics.  Let’s look in a little more detail at what these concepts imply. 
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Table 2 - Bus versus fabric comparison 

Factor Description 
Serial-wire versus parallel-
wire 

Serial connections are less expensive and more flexible, 
extensible, and reliable than parallel connections.  In a 32- 
or 64-bit parallel PCI bus, bandwidth is often wasted as data 
bits rarely divide evenly by 32 or 64.  Where PCI bus 
architectures are implemented using gold on-board traces or 
very short parallel cables, serial Infiniband and 3GIO 
architectures can be implemented using relatively 
inexpensive copper or fiberoptic cabling that can be 
multiple meters in length (in the case of Infiniband, 
kilometers in length).  This permits much greater choice in 
distribution of system components within a data center or 
even across a campus or city. 

Circuit-based versus 
message-based 

When a PCI device transmits, it must “own” the circuit, 
which is the entire width of the bus.  This means only one 
device (the “bus master”) can transmit at a time, like a voice 
telephone circuit.  Transmissions must proceed “single-file” 
and overhead steps are required to deal with collisions 
between devices trying to take control of the bus.   

On Infiniband and 3GIO architectures any number of 
devices can be talking to each other in parallel, since each 
conversation can operate on separate sets of wires.  
Infiniband and 3GIO architectures are message-based rather 
than circuit-based, which means that a switch or router can 
handle multiple conversations in parallel without the need 
for blocking mechanisms. Moreover, this message-based 
approach gives these new architectures the potential for 
LAN-like features such as packet prioritization and 
transaction bracketing. 

Bus versus fabric The PCI bus is a linear data path, which can be made tree-
like through the use of PCI-to-PCI bridges.  The CPU is 
always at the top of and in control of the hierarchy of 
devices, a one-to-many relationship.  Multiple CPU’s can be 
employed as long as they are symmetric, i.e. acting as if 
they were a single CPU.  PCI is not designed for use by 
multiple independent control devices. 

Infiniband and 3GIO architectures are well suited to many-
to-many relationships, with all devices essentially peers on 
the fabric.  There is a distinction between host and target, 
but it is a purely practical choice based on the need for 
unified initialization and shutdown and a few other similar 
services.  For all other purposes, any two devices on this 
new architecture can connect to each other and exchange 
data without the need to get permission from a centralized 
control mechanism. 
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4.2.3 Wanted: a new operating system paradigm 

A new generation of operating systems software will take full advantage of this new 
hardware architecture.  The throwback nature of the architecture may increase the value of 
those Baby Boomer systems programming veterans who remember how to take best 
advantage of this kind of distributed model.  High-powered object-oriented programming 
tools will be the weapons of choice in competition to define the next OS paradigm, and 
twenty-plus years of research into hierarchical modular systems modeling will finally bear 
fruit. 

The effects of this architectural revolution will become manifest first in the larger data 
centers and Internet backbone nodes.  The first efforts, already coming on the market in late 
2001, do not fully exploit the new architecture, but that will change as more Infiniband 
peripherals are released, reducing the need to rely on last-generation PCI peripheral devices.  
Early adopters of the new architecture will experience increases in network throughput and 
overall distributed system robustness and reliability, but the truly dramatic increases will 
come only when hardware and operating system software is available that takes full 
advantage of the new paradigm. 

4.2.4 How the new systems architectures will affect the Web 

Infiniband and 3GIO were developed to address issues in the “first 50 feet of the Internet”.  
The second wave of effects will be seen in the “last 50 feet of the Internet,” the user 
environment.  Computers will stop being boxes and become integrated into home, office, and 
factory furnishings (not to mention vehicles and clothing!).  To put it succinctly and mildly: 
expect surprises. 

If we put on our far-seeing goggles and allow ourselves to think outside the 4-6 year time 
frame, after the Rogue Wave has washed past us, we can imagine distributed system 
architectures that would look something like the accompanying diagram: 
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Figure 4 - Enterprise system architecture after the Rogue Wave 

We can see a number of intriguing things from this picture.  The Data Center (greatly 
simplified) has CPU and storage clusters located separate from each other, with the CPU 
clusters kept in a cold room where they can be radically overclocked.  We have called the 
storage clusters JBOD’s (for Just a Bunch Of Disks1, which already exist) and the processor 
clusters JBOPP’s (for Just a Bunch Of Powerful Processors, which have yet to be invented).  
The Infiniband connections between these clusters carry data as fast as or faster than if they 
were all co-located on a PCI bus, but the units can be located many meters from each other, 
even in separate buildings if that were desirable.  Needless to say, there would be other 
clusters of devices that used to reside in the box, such as RAM, serial and parallel ports, and 
specialized chipsets for encryption and compression and other common tasks. 

3GIO is used for short-haul connections, and Infiniband for longer connections within the 
Data Center.  Connecting the Data Center to the outside world is a router with Infiniband on 
the inside face, 10GHz Ethernet connectivity into the corporate local area networks, and a 
wideband connection (e.g., a T-3 or OC-3 connection) to the Internet. 

                                                 
1 JBOD’s could be RAID servers, of course, but Infiniband eliminates most of the reasons we needed RAID in 
the first place! 
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Within the corporate departmental world, another Infiniband router manages the connection 
to the Data Center.  A local server mirrors critical data, allowing critical departmental 
operations to carry on in some limited fashion in the event of a temporary external network 
outage.  This and a Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN) base station are the only 
departmental machines physically connected to the router.  Other computers throughout the 
department connect to each other via the Wi-Fi LAN.  (Another wireless standard, Bluetooth, 
may come into play as well, but it is similar enough to Wi-Fi for our purposes that the author 
has chosen to leave it out of this analysis.) 

On closer inspection, we notice that the other computers in the department are a strange 
collection of devices.  Desktop terminals look the most like what we currently expect to see 
on a desktop, but they consist only of a CPU, graphics, and DVD device, internally 
connected via Wi-Fi.  No internal storage is needed, since the LAN provides that for you.  
Moreover, corporate applications are fully distributed, so the local CPU gets a power-assist 
whenever necessary from the LAN connection to a JBOPP in the Data Center.   

High-performance applications may run on workstations that have a physical10GHz Ethernet 
connection to the departmental router, instead of or in addition to the Wi-Fi connection.  This 
high-speed link will permit the application to use JBOPP processors as if they were local to 
the workstation. 

Other employees are carrying tablet PC’s, similarly outfitted but without the DVD.  These 
are used in place of notepads by virtually everyone.  Desk-bound individuals like customer 
service staff have Smart Desks, which are desks with computing components fully integrated 
into the furniture.  Speech, touch, and handwriting input provide a way to talk to the 
machine.  Output is provided by several means: text-to-speech, a flexible and portable paper-
like Electronic Ink display, and/or a color flat-panel display built into the desktop or the wall 
facing the person. 

Some individuals who are mobile and need to be hands-free are using wearable computing 
devices, which are not clunky boxes that strap to your forearm but the actual clothing you 
wear.  Display is provided by a pair of protective glasses with built-in heads-up overlay 
display.  Speech input is augmented by gesture-sensitive gloves, which support the use of any 
nearby surface—or the air in front of you for that matter—as touch-screen-like pointing 
interfaces. 

In the outside world, again greatly simplified, we show two examples of the distributed 
nature of post-Rogue Wave system architectures.  Road warriors are connected to the 
corporate network via 3G wireless data connectivity, using an interface much like today’s 
PDA but much more powerful, given a few more turns of Moore’s Law.  And vehicles in the 
corporate fleet are tracked via GPS and 3G wireless, providing continual monitoring of their 
location and activities.  Each vehicle also effectively becomes a departmental node, 
providing local connectivity for the passengers—and the cargo as well, which may have 
wireless tracking devices printed directly into the wrapping paper! 

In this glimpse of the post-Rogue Wave world, we have looked at only a small part of the 
possibilities.  We haven’t looked at all at home life or public life, or at the possibilities 
inherent in less visible machine-centric communications.  Future chapters will touch on these 
possibilities in greater detail, but in a work of this size we can only skim the cream off the 
very top.  The Rogue Wave will change system architectures in ways we can only begin to 
imagine at this point in time. 
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5 New application architectures 
The shift to distributed, Web-based applications has definitely affected and will continue to 
affect how the Web is evolving.  This effect will be greatly augmented by the revolution in 
system architectures.  Intermittently connected remote machines have specialized 
synchronization needs; non-traditional devices like WAP phones and Palm Pilots put special 
demands on the skills of user experience designers and applications engineers.  In the next 
four years, a new generation of application architectures will play a central role in the 
building of the Rogue Wave. 

In this chapter, we will look at the following factors contributing to the evolution of 
application architectures: 

• An increasing reliance on Web-based applications 

• Maturation of application frameworks 

• New structural models 

• A suite of additional features that are coming to characterize most modern distributed 
applications, regardless of application framework or structural model 

These topics will help us understand the contribution of next-generation application 
architectures to the energies of the Rogue Wave. 

5.1 Summary 
 

5.1.1 Why are the new application architectures disruptive? 

The coming paradigm shift from the thin-client Intranet/Extranet/ASP world to a Web 
Services model is a classic example of a disruptive technology.  The Web Services model 
changes the business rules at the same time it changes the mechanics of application 
development and deployment.  We believe that with the emergence of the Web Services 
paradigm, application architectures are transforming from merely distributed to profoundly 
distributed.  Profoundly distributed application architectures will characterize the “killer 
apps” of the Rogue Wave years. 

In the author’s view, the most disruptive characteristic of Web Services is the ability to do 
on-the-fly automated discovery and negotiation of services.  As this model pervades the 
marketplace, it will significantly reduce the friction of commerce, realizing one of the most 
important early promises of the Web.  This reduced friction translates into increased 
immediacy and lowered cost of access, pushing on both levers in the DVI Theorem. 
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5.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

We have already discussed the synergies between new systems architectures and application 
architectures, but we did not emphasize that the effect is truly synergy.  Application 
architecture enhancements, notably in the Web Services arena, will drive the move to the 
new systems architectures at the data center level and encourage the proliferation of new 
client devices, especially in the wireless data niche. 

Web Services synergizes with the new user interface architectures by enforcing the 
separation of content and presentation.  The new model is ideally suited to a world in which 
heterogeneous end-user devices are the rule, and machine-to-machine interaction is a major 
component of application traffic on the Web. 

In the content arena, it is the Semantic Web that will drive the on-the-fly negotiation aspect 
of Web Services to its ultimate conclusion, a world in which computers use common-sense 
reasoning to negotiate service transactions without the need for a priori establishment of 
detailed interaction standards.  The Rogue Wave’s energies are enhanced in many different 
ways by the paradigm shift in application architectures, but the realization of this new realm 
of applied machine intelligence is the aspect with the greatest potential for fomenting 
revolutionary change on the Web. 

 

5.2 The details 

5.2.1 Increasing reliance on Internet-based applications 

For a variety of reasons, enterprises are taking more advantage of the Internet in recent years.  
Though the economic conditions are not ideal for risk-taking, some early adopters are able to 
justify deployment of new Internet-based applications because of the competitive advantage 
they bestow, especially if they can demonstrate a reasonable expectation of fast return on 
investment. 

Use of the Internet as a transport for distributed applications is a trend seen in many areas, 
including but not limited to supply and support chain management, remote monitoring, 
CRM, ERP, and collaborative computing. 

5.2.2 Application Framework 

Developers almost never produce applications from scratch.  Instead, they rely on existing 
application frameworks to provide an architectural starting point and a library of reusable 
components.  In addition, many application frameworks offer development tools that boost 
productivity in multiple ways.  Some higher-end frameworks go far beyond this to offer 
business process modeling and re-engineering features that take an enterprise to a new level 
of organizational integration in a short period. 

Application frameworks boost productivity and quality in most cases, but there is a price to 
pay.  The framework you select will limit many of the architectural options by imposing 
solutions in various aspects of the design.  Sometimes these impositions can be 
circumvented, but when this is possible, it usually involves significant additional effort and 
risk.  If the imposed architectural features are neutral or beneficial to the application, as they 
usually are when an appropriate framework is selected, the application framework’s benefits 
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outweigh its costs. 

Three types of application frameworks are prevalent at this point:  

o Integrated development environments (IDE’s; e.g., Visual Studio, Delphi, etc.) 

o Enterprise application frameworks (e.g., SAP, PeopleSoft, etc.) 

o Internet-focused frameworks (e.g., J2EE and Microsoft.NET) 

As listed, these are in decreasing order of prevalence but increasing order of future 
importance.  In other words, IDE’s are the most common framework and is expected to have 
the least influence on future development.  Contrariwise, Internet-focused frameworks are 
just starting to be deployed but are expected to dominate the application architectures of the 
next decade.  Because their Internet orientation will enable them to synergize with the new 
systems architectures we have already discussed along with all the other factors presented in 
the coming chapters, Internet-focused frameworks will dominate the time of the Rogue 
Wave. 

5.2.2.1 Integrated Development Environments (IDE’s) 

The least expensive application frameworks are general-purpose 3GL and 4GL language 
toolkits called integrated development environments (IDE’s).  IDE’s offer many tools that 
simplify development of standalone applications.  IDE’s target particular environments; most 
currently target either Windows or Java environments.   

The chief disadvantage of IDE’s is that they are not generally very useful for producing 
distributed architecture applications, which are the most common new development projects 
being undertaken as of 2001.  Integration of distributed application components, which may 
include Web pages, server-side executable components, and client-side components along 
with configuration and data files, is usually a manual process.  This is changing as distributed 
applications become more popular. 

5.2.2.2 Enterprise Application Frameworks 

This family has several major players that each come from different starting points, but have 
converged on a single goal: providing a comprehensive IT framework for medium- to large-
scale enterprises.  The major players are shown in the following table. 
Table 3 – Some Enterprise Application Framework Providers 

EAF Provider Description 

SAP R/3 SAP is a German firm that started out in the financial and materials planning arena. 

PeopleSoft Originally a human resources system. 

J.D. Edwards Originally an accounting systems developer.  

Oracle Oracle has a diverse suite of enterprise applications based on its flagship relational 
database (RDBMS). 

Baan Baan originated as a financial and administrative consulting service provider.  It 
was catapulted to international prominence in this market when it obtained a 
~$150M USD contract with Boeing in the mid-1990’s. 

Broadvision Broadvision is unique in having originated in the e-commerce marketplace.  It is 
used in many large-scale commercial sites in the B2C arena. 
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EAF Provider Description 

Siebel Systems Siebel was started by an ex-Oracle sales giant, initially focusing on sales force 
automation, now dominant in the field of Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM). 

Each of these enterprise-scale application frameworks has its own development tools and 
techniques; each imposes many constraints on the shape of the application architecture, at the 
same time providing many benefits through the encapsulation and complete integration of 
best-practices business processes.  Each framework offers some flexibility in the architecture 
of end-user interfaces; in particular, all offer some sort of Web integration for use in intranet, 
extranet, and Internet applications. 

5.2.2.3 Internet-Focused Frameworks 

General-purpose application server frameworks are emerging that are targeted at Internet 
development activities.  One is proprietary and one is an open-architecture framework.  Each 
is backed by industry heavyweights and both can be expected to garner significant mind and 
market share.  They are shown in . Table 4 - Internet-Focused Frameworks
Table 4 - Internet-Focused Frameworks 

Platform Intellectual Property 
Status 

Implementation(s) 

Java 2 Enterprise Edition 
(J2EE) 

Open Source (in most 
cases with proprietary 
extensions) 

BEA WebLogic, IBM WebSphere, Lutris Enhydra, 
numerous others 

Microsoft.Net Proprietary Microsoft Visual Studio.Net aod Microsoft.Net 
SDK (Both now in beta) 

The J2EE framework is supported by the R&D efforts of industry leaders IBM, Sun, 
Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, and BEA in addition to tens of thousands of Open Source 
volunteers.  This family is based on the Java language.  Although Open Source implies free 
software, J2EE IDE’s range from community-supported freeware to expensive, high-value-
added commercial tools from heavyweights such as BEA, IBM, and Oracle. 

Internet-focused frameworks integrate many useful services for development of distributed 
applications, including but not limited to the following: 

• HTTP server  

• Partitioning of application 
functionality across multiple 
server machines, including any 
combination servers 

• Database integration 

• XML parsing, transformation, and 
DBMS integration 

• Naming and directory services  

• Message queues, including 
electronic mail, Simple Message 
Service, and other asynchronous 

• Remote procedure calls support 
including service discovery, 
description, and invocation 

• Web Services (a specific type of 
remote procedure call expected to 
become the standard model for e-
business interactions; see the Web 
Services section under Structural 
Model/Application Server 
Architectures for more details) 

• Wireless and other non-traditional 
device access via separation of 
content and presentation  
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communication protocols • Workflow 

As we mentioned earlier, .NET and J2EE represent the most important new features of the 
application architecture landscape as of 2001.  Each is expected to grow dramatically in the 
next few years, but it is unclear which platform will dominate the scene. 

5.2.3 Structural Model 

The structural model is the division of labor between components in the application 
architecture.  Interestingly, in the current architectural explosion we see not only the 
continuation of existing and emergence of new architectural forms, but the re-emergence of 
architectures that had gone out of style decades ago!   

As we saw in the chapter on system architectures, a key characteristic of Rogue Wave system 
architectures will be a quantum leap in the distributed nature of such architectures, with fully 
integrated functionality dispersed across vast distances on a wide variety of devices.  
Application architectures will reflect and synergize with this quantum leap in the distributed 
nature of system architectures, providing a substantial contribution to the Rogue Wave.  The 
cardinal manifestation of this will be the rise of Web Services to dominance in the next few 
years, since Web Services represents the most scalable and flexible structural model for 
application architectures that the IT industry has yet produced. 

The accompanying figure shows the evolutionary context of the architectural structures 
described in this section, and also including their mainframe-based ancestors that are not 
elucidated here. 
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Figure 5 - Application architectures discussed in this document 

5.2.3.1 Paradigm Shifts 

There have been two paradigm shifts in the realm of application structural models: the shift 
from mainframe to desktop in the mid-1980’s, and the shift from fat to thin client 
architectures in the mid-1990’s.  The third paradigm shift is just starting. 

The mainframe world had evolved from batch applications to a thin-client world where users 
updated mainframe data either by asynchronous, line-oriented text interactions entered on 
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dumb terminals such as teletype or CRTs (a CRT was a cathode-ray tube with attached 
keyboard), or by synchronous transmission of mini-batch jobs created using formatted data 
entry screens on smart terminals like the IBM 3270.  The value from the sales perspective 
was in the mainframe hardware; other factors, like software, connectivity, and terminals, 
were often loss leaders used to cement the deal. 

With the commercial emergence of the personal computer (PC) in the late 1970’s, and 
especially the IBM PC in 1982, a new possibility emerged.  End users could do meaningful 
work (document creation, accounting, graphic arts) on machines they themselves owned and 
maintained, which sat on or beside their desks.  Whole new industries of application and 
peripheral development were created as the PC transformed the business workplace.  The 
mainframe was still valuable, but as PC networking evolved the mainframe moved into a 
new servant role in which it provided secure storage, printing, and other centralized services, 
while the “real work” was done on the PCs. 

With the privatization of the Internet in the early 1990’s and the widespread availability of 
cheap modem-based connectivity, the scene was set for the emergence of the World-Wide 
Web, which provided universal access not just to prosaic mainframe-type services, but to the 
fast and cheap interchange of text and graphics, using protocols that allowed almost anyone 
to set up their own Web site.  The addition of protocols for interactive applications over the 
Internet led to the second major paradigm shift, in which applications moved back from the 
desktop PC to the server, albeit a server that was now located on the Internet rather than a 
corporate LAN or WAN.  

Because each layer has built upon rather than totally supplanting its predecessors, a rich and 
fertile environment now exists for application architecture.  In today’s world, many structural 
models exist and the architect is often free to choose the most suitable for any given 
application.  The most exciting developments are currently happening in the area of Web 
Services, which we believe will form the basis of the third great paradigm shift.  First we will 
look at the more general context of Web Services, the realm of application server 
architectures, to contrast it with competing application server architectures and see why Web 
Services will emerge victorious. 

5.2.3.2 Application Server Architectures 
 

Overview ♦ 

This is a family of multi-tier architectures that are extensions of the Intranet or Extranet/ASP 
model, depending on whether the connectivity is LAN- or Internet-based.  Application 
responsibilities are divided amongst three logical tiers in these architectures.  More 
functionality may be distributed to the client, moving back in the client/server direction, but 
the application server architecture always involves the use of multiple servers to contribute 
different services to the application.  

Distribution of functionality back to the client complicates application configuration 
management, but is an inevitable result of the growth in power on client platforms.  Near-
supercomputer power is a discount store commodity item in the early 21st century.  A desktop 
configuration with an 800MHz processor, 128MB RAM, 20+ GB fixed disk, 56K modem, 
and 17” color monitor, fully multimedia-enabled and Internet-ready, can be purchased for 
well under $1,000 in any number of retail outlets. The most minimal Palm Pilot configuration 
is more powerful in almost every way than the IBM PC of the early 1980’s, and the higher-
end Windows CE-powered Pocket PCs exceed the desktop computers available only a 
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decade ago.  A Linux-based handheld PC was released in March 2001 for under $300.  

At least three conceptual layers are involved in the application server architecture.  The client 
ideally handles details of the external interfaces of the system, especially the UI/GUI (model 
visualization) and any user interactivity.  The second layer, the application server, is a control 
layer incorporating multiple client coordination (transaction management) and business logic. 
A persistent object store forms the third layer.  Application server architectures are very 
flexible: any layer could conceivably be distributed across multiple machines, and any two 
layers could be combined on a single machine. 

 
Figure 6 - Conceptual Layers In Application Server Architectures 

Wireless data applications add a fourth layer, the adaptation layer, to accommodate 
heterogeneous end-user devices (see 

).  Some examples of application server architectures include: 
Figure 12 - Architectural impact of wireless 

connectivity

o Peer-to-peer 

o Server-assisted peer-to-peer  

o Collaboration Software Add-in 

o Enterprise Application Framework Add-In 

o Web Services 

We will look at each of these in the sections below, with a special emphasis on Web 
Services. 

5.2.3.3 Peer-to-peer 

In peer-to-peer architectures, each computer acts as both client and server, initiating and 
servicing requests as needed in the fulfillment of each application’s goals.  Interactions in the 
peer-to-peer model are scripted conversations carried out through the exchange of datagrams.  
Protocols such as XML enable disparate hardware and OS configurations to carry on peer-to-
peer conversations.  

In a peer-to-peer protocol, each transaction has a client/server appearance to it: the initiating 
party acts as client and the responding party acts as server.  What differentiates this protocol 
from client/server is that each party to the protocol has the capacity to initiate as well as 
respond to a transaction request.   

Peers can interact with each other on a LAN without intervening firewalls or on a WAN such 
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as the Internet if a way is found to interact through any intervening firewalls.  One common 
way of accomplishing this is called “HTTP tunneling,” wherein requests are exchanged 
between peers in the guise of Web server request-response interactions.  This is in theory 
only possible if the firewall allows each such client to act as both client and server on the 
HTTP port (typically port 80).  While most clients have the ability to initiate HTTP requests, 
the ability to respond to HTTP requests is typically only given to server machines.  This 
apparently insurmountable limitation can in practice be overcome using a server assist, as 
described below in the section entitled Server-assisted peer-to-peer. 

Peer interactions are common between Internet servers, such as SMTP (mail) servers, but 
less common between clients in an application context.  The file sharing service Gnutella is a 
recent example of a pure peer-to-peer application.  This architecture often exhibits scalability 
problems and is best suited to small communities of peer applications. 

 
Figure 7 - Peer-To-Peer Architecture 

5.2.3.4 Server-assisted peer-to-peer 

Server-assisted peer-to-peer is a hybrid architecture.   The clients use peer-to-peer 
interactions where appropriate in the application operation, but they rely on centralized 
servers to provide facilities that are better off centralized, such as directory and data base 
facilities.  The server may also mediate interactions between clients behind firewalls by 
acting as middleman in an HTTP tunneling scheme. 

The music file sharing service Napster was based on a server-assisted peer-to-peer 
architecture, successfully orchestrating the interactions of as many as 10,000 simultaneous 
users on a routine basis.  Whatever we may think of the legal controversies surrounding 
Napster, we can admire  the elegance and efficiency of its architecture. 
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Figure 8 – Server-Assisted Peer-To-Peer Architecture 

5.2.3.5 Collaboration software framework add-in 

This architecture uses a general-purpose framework to support distribution of application 
functionality across servers and clients.  Examples of collaboration software frameworks 
include IBM’s Lotus Notes and Microsoft’s Office front end with Exchange as the back end.  
Services such as electronic mail and persistent data storage may be built into the framework, 
but the developer must program business logic. 

 
Figure 9 - Collaboration Framework Add-In Architecture 

IBM’s Lotus Notes, Microsoft’s .NET initiative, and Oracle’s e-commerce suite are 
examples of attempts to create all-encompassing collaboration software environments.  On a 
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more entrepreneurial note, Ray Ozzie, original architect of Notes, has recently released a beta 
version of a peer-to-peer hybrid model collaboration software framework called Groove. 

5.2.3.6 Comprehensive framework add-in (e.g., SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft) 

These frameworks extend the concept of collaboration software frameworks to include 
substantive “shrink-wrapped” implementation of business process logic.  Third-party 
solutions partners associated with the enterprise framework vendors provide these kinds of 
products, which usually still require customization to the needs of the specific customer and 
application environment. 

 
Figure 10 - Enterprise Framework Architecture 

5.2.3.7 Web Services 

The emerging Web Services paradigm is a peer-to-peer hybrid architecture in which the 
peers are themselves servers.  This paradigm is expected to dominate the applications 
marketplace over the next decade, as the client/server model dominated in the early to mid 
1990’s and the Intranet and Extranet/ASP models did the late 1990’s and the early 2000’s. 
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Figure 11 – Web Services Architecture 

Architectural details ♦ 

Architecturally, this form is not to be confused with the multi-tier client/server architecture, 
which consists of three or more layers in which each pair of adjacent layers relates in a 
predetermined client/server fashion.  Instead, servers in a Web Services environment act as 
libraries of procedures that can be accessed by other servers, or directly by clients.  
Procedures are accessed via remote procedure calls. 

Offered services are described in a registry that can be accessed by any potential consumer of 
the services.  The registry contains descriptions of the services offered (analogous to the 
telecom world’s Yellow Pages), contact information for the service provider (analogous to 
White Pages), and calling protocols for each of the offered services (analogous to the Green 
Pages—the section in a telephone book that describe how the telecom service works). 

The implication of the discovery and description mechanism is profound, and it remains to be 
seen how soon its full potential can be realized.  With Web Services, it should be possible to 
allow computers to configure dynamically and automatically interactions that now require 
tedious negotiation of protocol definitions and manual programming. 

Although there is no official standard for Web Services yet, the world seems to be settling on 
several standard protocols as their basis, as shown in Table 5 - Protocols used in Web 
Services.  These protocols allow highly automated electronic conversations that can 
implement an unlimited variety of interactions.   
Table 5 - Protocols used in Web Services 
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Acronym Protocol Name Usage 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol Transport of messages across firewalls 

XML eXtensible Markup Language Syntax for all message content in SOAP, UDDI, and 
WSDL 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol Semantics of remote procedure calls 

UDDI2 Universal Discovery, 
Description, and Integration 

Semantics of service discovery, description, and 
integration 

WSDL Web Services Description 
Language 

Semantics of service descriptions (calling scenarios, 
call formats, call argument formats, response 
formats) 

♦ 

♦ 

Benefits of Web Services 

The benefits of Web Services over other application server approaches are compelling: 

• Software vendor-agnostic: A Web Service built using any computer language from 
any vendor is accessible from any client. 

• Hardware vendor-agnostic: A Web Service running on any brand or model of 
computer will be accessible from any other brand or model of computer. 

• Dynamically discoverable: Web Service interfaces can be published by a provider 
and discovered and accessed by a consumer without human intervention.  Two or 
more Web Services with the same interface definition should be completely 
interchangeable, creating a competitive service marketplace based on business benefit 
to the consumer rather than protection of proprietary advantage by the provider. 

Which Framework Wins? 

The big question in the Web Services realm is this: Which of the Internet-focused application 
frameworks will come to dominate the Web Services landscape?  J2EE had been ahead as of 
1Q2001, with two players—BEA with its WebLogic software and IBM with WebSphere—
sharing the limelight almost equally.  Other J2EE implementations, especially Oracle9iAS 
and the Sun/Netscape alliance’s iPlanet offering, were rapidly growing competitors for the 
two leaders.  Microsoft, however, had put together a very compelling package in its beta 
versions of Microsoft.NET.  .NET is an open standard, in spite of its origins at the world’s 
most aggressive advocate of proprietary software.   

As this is written in early 2002, .NET is being rolled out to an enthusiastic response from 
Microsoft adherents, and a degree of grudging admiration even from stalwarts in the Java 
camp.  As expected, Microsoft is providing a first-class implementation, and other players 
are positioning themselves to join in the game as .NET begins to gain market acceptance. 

5.2.4 The Rogue Wave application feature set 

Multi-user applications in different problem domains seem to be converging on a set of 
features that are common regardless of the architecture in use.  This feature set will 
characterize Rogue Wave-era applications in all kinds of commercial, industrial, and 
governmental domains.  The feature set includes: 

                                                 
2 UDDI and WSDL may be replaced or exist in competition with ebXML, an OASIS initiative. 
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o Device heterogeneity 

o Intermittent connectivity 

o Workflow management 

o Knowledge management 

o Heterogeneous data integration 

5.2.4.1 Device heterogeneity 

The advent of wireless computing has produced a profusion of devices and device types that 
can act as application clients.  Many applications will need to support access from multiple 
device types.  The problem raised by multiple devices is not simply a formatting issue: 
different kinds of devices may require entirely different content selection and user interaction 
scenarios, due to limitations on screen size and bandwidth.   

A three-tier architecture has been popular throughout the late 1990’s and into the early 
2000’s, with the three layers being presentation, business logic, and storage management.  
Device heterogeneity adds an additional layer, responsible for device-specific filtering and 
translation, which is required to adapt the application to the user’s device of choice.   

 illustrates this graphically. 
Figure 

12 - Architectural impact of wireless connectivity

Figure 12 - Architectural impact of wireless connectivity 

Differing implementations of the adaptation layer usually follow the same basic approach.  
The business logic layer provides information to display in XML format.  XSLT style sheets 
are used to transform the XML to an appropriate format for the client device (e.g., WML for 
a WAP phone, a subset of HTML for a Palm Web Clipping application, or XHTML for a 
desktop or laptop running a Web browser). 

 

5.2.4.2 Intermittent connectivity 

Intermittent connectivity requires that the client provide its own implementation of some 
subset of server functionality while disconnected, hence it requires some implementation 
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effort.  The subset typically includes data storage and retrieval and message queuing.  A 
synchronization activity occurs whenever the intermittent connection is re-established.  
Complex reconciliation logic is required to support serializable database transactions in an 
intermittently connected architecture.   

Intermittent connectivity architectures are a requirement for truly robust and reliable wireless 
data applications, and immensely useful as a basis for telecommuting and remote workforce 
automation applications such as sales force and field service applications. 

As used in this document, intermittent connectivity refers to the inability of the 
encompassing system to guarantee the possibility of continuous connection, for example in 
the case of a laptop computer that must dial into an ISP to join a WAN, or a Web-enabled 
cell phone that may go in and out of the service area.  If an application must continue to 
operate when disconnected, and connection cannot be guaranteed at all times, intermittent 
connectivity support must be provided.  However, intermittent connectivity architectures can 
be advantageous even where continuous connectivity is presumed to be available.   

For example, in applications in which users are sporadically involved in heavily interactive 
sessions interspersed with periods of inactivity, intermittent connectivity can help maximize 
UI responsiveness, synchronizing during idle times.  Moreover, the greater complexity of 
intermittent connectivity architectures can sometimes be justified simply because the cost of 
downtime is too great in a particular application.  An ATM might be networked to its bank 
via a highly reliable well-shielded leased line connection; but in the relatively rare case that 
the WAN goes down, the ATM still must not lose any deposit transaction it has already 
accepted. 

Furthermore, when considered in conjunction with device heterogeneity, we can see that 
intermittent connectivity transcends the assumption that the user will reconnect with the same 
client device as before—hence the state of the user’s data is maintained on the network in a 
form that can be served to any device of the user’s choice. 

5.2.4.3 Workflow management 

Many enterprise applications can be modeled using a refinery approach.  Information comes 
into the system; is normalized, refined, and/or transformed in some way (or perhaps one or 
more of several ways depending on the nature and timing of the inputs); undergoes a cycle of 
approval and aggregation; and is periodically released to the system’s customers.   

This model obviously applies to information providers, such as news archiving and 
aggregation operations and the production of periodicals.  However, it also applies to 
enterprises that manufacture complex products requiring extensive design and systems 
engineering activities, such as pharmaceuticals and aircraft.  It applies to wholesalers and 
retailers planning inventory management and marketing activities based on seasonal cycles.  
It applies to knowledge-based professional practices such as medicine and law.  It also 
applies to consultative sales organizations, where the closing of any given sale requires 
coordinated timing of efforts among several team members. 

In any application of the refinery approach, workflow management is an important feature.  
Workflow management uses queuing and routing techniques to track and control the passage 
of work items through the system.  The actors in the system are modeled as workstations, 
whose activities can be divided at an abstract level into scheduling, transformation, and 
quality control activities.  Each workstation type may actually represent multiple physical 
workstations, each of which has its own queue holding work waiting to be processed.   
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If multiple stations can accomplish the same task, assignment to a given workstation may be 
done according to a round-robin approach or by assignment to the station with the shortest 
queue.  In the case of quality-control workstations, a given work item may require approval 
from any one of the QC workstations or from all such workstations; in the latter case, it may 
be possible to route work items to the QC workstations serially or in parallel, depending on 
the nature of the items. 

Workflow management implementations range from the simple to the complex.  The 
implementation mechanism can be an add-in to an electronic mail system such as Exchange 
or Notes, a customizable workflow management product, or a complex custom database 
application.  Especially in the case of the distributed architectures described above, workflow 
management will be an increasingly common feature in the future. 

5.2.4.4 Knowledge management 

Many enterprise systems manage large quantities of complex content.  RDBMS tools for 
searching such content have been given short shrift in the vendors’ R&D budgets, with the 
emphasis instead put into such areas as performance optimization, data warehousing, and 
analytical processing. 

Enterprise managers’ needs and interests are shifting in a direction that some practitioners 
have begun to call knowledge management.  The inclusion of the word “knowledge” in this 
term threatens to open up endless epistemological debates, but the underlying expectation is 
clear—just as a CEO expects the data processing systems to “do what I mean,” a search 
against the enterprise’s content base is expected to “find what I mean”. 

Such content has been partitioned between paper-based file systems and rigid, simplistic 
database schemata for the last fifty years, so the “find what I mean” issue has been academic 
or laughable, depending on your point of view.  However, recent advances in document 
processing have made this goal much more achievable.  These advances include: 

o Invention of semantic markup languages such as SGML and XML 

o Advances in optical character recognition, handwriting recognition, and speech 
recognition that allow capture of information not originally stored as computer-
accessible text  

o Advances in computational linguistics that allow the extraction of lexicons from 
bodies of content 

o Development of techniques such as concept-based search and fuzzy search that allow 
more sophisticated targeting of natural-language queries 

Taken together, all these techniques can be said to enable the creation of a knowledge layer 
overlaying the entire body of enterprise content, a layer that represents the structure of the 
body of knowledge that constitutes the primary intellectual asset of the enterprise.  This 
knowledge layer supports sophisticated queries against heterogeneous content stores, which 
may include databases, microfilm or microfiche stores, image repositories, and even paper 
file systems if they have been adequately catalogued.  It presents new opportunities as well as 
new management challenges that must be addressed by emerging application architectures.   

Toolsets for dealing with this challenge are emerging from a number of startup ventures, and 
we expect they will be acquired and integrated into RDBMS as they evolve over the next few 
years. 
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5.2.4.5 Heterogeneous data integration 

The problem of heterogeneous data integration is a challenge to all Rogue Wave-era 
organizations.  The next four years will see the development of multiple competing solutions 
to this problem, but thus far the shape these solutions will take is not clear.  

Data stores ♦ 

⇒ 

Enterprises contain numerous data stores, each of which contains a part—but only a part—of 
the information representing the history and accumulated knowledge of the enterprise.  These 
data stores fall into several categories, all of which have implications with respect to the 
distribution of applications over the Web.  They include: 

• Database management systems 

• Electronic mail archives 

• File systems  

• Document management systems 

• Directory systems 

• Web sites 
Database management systems (DBMS) 

DBMS fall into two major categories, relational (RDBMS) and object-oriented (OODBMS).  
The new kid on the block is the tuplespace, a technology just beginning to reach commercial 
implementation. 

5.2.4.5...1 RDBMS and OODBMS 

Relational systems store data in spreadsheet-like tables that can be related to each other in 
any conceivable fashion.  Indices and primary-secondary key relationships can be used to 
improve performance of commonly used relationships.  OODBMS store data in hierarchical 
structures that mimic programming objects and their relationships and behavior.  Most 
RDBMS have begun to integrate OODBMS features, including hierarchical relationships and 
the ability to attach behavior to objects.  OODBMS normally also provide versioning of 
objects, a feature not found in RDBMS. 

The three major database vendors—Oracle, IBM, and Microsoft, all vendors of RDBMS—
have all introduced different technologies for integrating XML and RDBMS.  These 
technologies have implications for both the transactional XML applications and document-
oriented applications.  Each of the major vendors’ approaches shows promise, and the 
competition will be intense between the three to demonstrate tangible business benefit.   

OODBMS like eXcelon and Software AG’s Tamino offer high degrees of XML integration, 
though these cannot be expected to play a widespread role in Web applications development 
until a few large-scale deployments have operated successfully for three to five years.  
XML/DBMS integration issues will affect the development picture throughout the 
foreseeable future. 

Within large-scale enterprises, heterogeneous data integration issues arise even between 
traditional databases when the underlying RDBMS systems come from different vendors.  
Such situations obviously arise through mergers and acquisitions, but can also happen due to 
inadequate IT purchasing controls resulting in the deployment of different RDBMS at the 
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departmental and corporate levels. 

5.2.4.5...2 Tuplespaces 

In recent years, an entirely new type of transactional database system has emerged, called 
tuplespaces.  Traditional relational databases and their predecessors, network and 
hierarchical databases, are designed to act as repositories for relatively stable and persistent 
data.  When used for high-volatility transactional data, such as inputs from analog-to-digital 
sensors, in distributed systems performing massively parallel operations, traditional systems 
tend to break down. 

Tuplespaces are designed to be simpler and much higher speed for handling heterogeneous 
types of relatively simple data structures.  Near-commercial examples include Sun’s 
JavaSpaces and IBM’s TSpaces projects.  Because of their ability to handle heterogeneity at 
high speeds, tuplespaces may provide the overarching framework for managing 
heterogeneous data integration. 

Email archives ⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

Electronic mail systems are database structures themselves, but these systems have 
historically been utterly distinct and separate from corporate DBMS.  They typically have 
their own search capability, but integration with any other corporate information system is 
difficult to impossible.  Mail systems handle mail objects in any MIME-compatible format 
(MIME is an Internet standard for object interchange).  They integrate with directory systems 
to identify senders and recipients (both individuals and groups). 

File systems 

Many types of enterprise data reside in individual files stored in directory structures 
maintained by the operating systems of individual servers and workstations.  These 
documents include, but are not limited to, data of the following types: 

• Structured documents (SGML, XML, and other formats) 

• Unstructured or loosely structured text documents 

• Images and other non-text data 

• Executable documents such as spreadsheets, scripts, DHTML, etc. 

Because file systems are an inherent feature of operating systems, they are universally 
available at essentially zero cost.  Their drawbacks include limited search capabilities and 
scalability issues. 

Document management systems (DMS) 

DMS combine the capabilities of file systems and OODBMS.  Beyond features normally 
associated with object-orientation, such as hierarchical structure and the association of 
behavior with data structures, DMS provide workflow management capabilities that suit 
them well to office automation applications and editorial and publishing systems 

Directory systems 

Directory systems are a specialized kind of OODBMS that store identification of and 
relationships between corporate resources (humans, facilities, and equipment).  These 
systems are tightly integrated with mail systems and often also with the operating system for 
purposes of login and access control.  Many enterprises suffer from the problem of having 
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multiple directory systems that do not integrate with each other.  Entities may have multiple 
identifiers that bear no resemblance and have no relationship to each other.   In some cases a 
single identifier may be associated with multiple entities, especially when multiple directory 
systems each provide their own cross-referencing mechanisms to the other system or 
systems.  

Web sites ⇒ 

♦ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

⇒ 

Large enterprises often have many Web sites that contain important data, ranging from 
corporate Intranets to Internet Web sites that may either be publicly accessible or limit access 
to employees, suppliers, and/or customers.  In most cases information on the Web sites is 
also available elsewhere in the enterprise, and in many cases all or part of the Web site is 
actually generated on-the-fly from a corporate DBMS or DMS. 

Solutions 

The problem of heterogeneous data integration is difficult.  Below are three technologies that 
are used to attack the problem. 

Data warehouses 

The entrenched approach in large enterprises is the data warehouse, essentially just another 
database that provides a nexus for gathering data from heterogeneous sources.  Data 
warehouses gather and in many cases summarize data from a wide variety of sources, 
including DBMS, DMS, and file systems.  They are enterprise-specific and expensive, but 
provide a lot of tools and capabilities. 

Portals 

Portals take a different approach, leaving the data where they live in the organization and 
providing access through a Web interface.  Portals provide a single start page partitioned into 
areas of interest to the user.  Key features of portals include aggregation and personalization. 

A portal aggregates access to data by providing links to large quantities of documents and 
data relevant to the purpose of the portal.  Portals are composed of static content, hyperlinks 
to other documents, and content that is dynamically composed from the results of DBMS or 
DMS queries. 

Enterprise portals could contain a staggering number of links and query results, so it is 
possible to define a personalized page that contains data relevant to the observer.  An initial 
customization can be provided based on the person’s roles and responsibilities as well as 
location.  Many portals provide additional means for the user to tailor portal content and/or 
appearance even further based on personal preferences. 

Alternatives to the desktop metaphor 

Some industry thought leaders have begun to question the ongoing utility of the desktop as a 
metaphor for how end users interact with computers.  This is especially true as computers 
leave the desktop and become part of a more pervasive computing environment.  Products 
are now beginning to appear that offer appealing alternative metaphors. 

An example of such a product is ScopeWare from Mirror Worlds Technologies, 
http://www.scopeware.com/.  This product is the brainchild of David Gelernter, a Yale-based 
computer science researcher who predicted the advent of the World-Wide Web in the mid-
1980’s.  ScopeWare discards the desktop-and-directories metaphor so firmly entrenched in 
the minds of software developers, replacing it with a chronology-based approach based on an 
underlying tuplespace implementation.   
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As with portals, the data are left in place in native-format repositories.  ScopeWare provides 
a self-organizing view of data in these repositories.  References to information in a wide 
variety of disparate sources are arranged in chronological sequence, with the ability to apply 
filters by project, person, organization, or any other attribute.  This approach is much better 
matched to how humans actually work than the desktop-and-directories metaphor.  Whether 
this particular metaphor will acquire enough momentum to overturn the status quo is of 
course an open question, but it is the only approach this analyst has seen thus far that can 
actually provide a comprehensive solution to the problem of heterogeneous data integration. 
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6 New user & environmental interface architectures 
Throughout the 1990’s the sole meaningful user interfaces to the Web were browser 
programs, notably the many generations of Netscape and Internet Explorer.  To handle the 
proliferation of new Internet-enabled devices, including but not limited to cell phones, 
PDA’s, and set-top boxes, the graphics-rich 1990’s style browser will begin to share the stage 
with a diverse array of Web-enabled software components.   

Moreover, not all users are human.  Computers themselves are users now, interfacing with 
each other and with the external environment.  The whole spectrum of new user and 
environmental interface architectures embodied in these components will contribute to and 
be strongly affected by the Rogue Wave.  The emerging field of nanotechnology holds 
particular promise in this regard. 

6.1 Summary 
 

6.1.1 Why are the new interface architectures disruptive? 

For decades, user interfaces have conformed to the simple formula of a human engaged in 
hads-on use of a machine with a rigid screen, keyboard, and mouse.  There are some 
variations, for example touch-screen systems without mouse and/or keyboard, handwriting-
based input to replace the keyboard, and projection-based displays for use in presentations.  
There are variations in the size of the display, especially evident in the PDA realm.  But 
fundamentally the formula has held true, and many businesses have staked their corporate 
lives on its continuance. 

Environmental interfaces didn’t exist at all except in applications of embedded computing, 
such as process control and facilities management.  These systems were typically not directly 
linked to the enterprise LAN in any case, so the environmental data that did get collected 
remained isolated from the larger world.  For the most part, what computing systems knew 
about the world around them was limited to what they were told by their human users. 

The world is changing.  There will no longer be a single formula.  Display technologies are 
being transformed by technologies like Electronic Ink, and the input side is diversifying with 
the introduction of voice-enabled interfaces, tangible user interfaces.  Form factors are 
further changed with the introduction of wearable computers, computer-integrated furniture, 
and other mergers of the computer with the analog environment. 

Perhaps most significant, though, is the flowering of computer-computer and computer-
environment interfaces.  Web Services, Internet telemetry and “smart dust” exemplify the 
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potential for this new arena. 

Existing companies who assume the existence of a uniform and static user interface model 
will be unpleasantly surprised as the world changes around them.  New companies will 
appear that will take market share from existing companies as they simultaneously grow the 
pie by solving previously recalcitrant problems with clever applications of the new user 
interface architectures. 

6.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

The new user interface architectures bring the Web into new situations, pushing the 
computing technology into the background and providing more natural and intuitive means 
of interaction.  Wireless data technology removes the need for user interfaces to have any 
separation from the user’s person.  The new profoundly distributed application architectures 
made possible by the innovations in system architectures will bring Web-enabled functions to 
a new level of integration with the world of the end user.  And these end users will include 
other machines, engaged in on-the-fly negotiation of services and compensation.  All these 
forces synergize through the Web with the new user interface architectures to feed the 
energies of the Rogue Wave. 

6.2 The details 

6.2.1 User Agents 

In the vernacular of the HTTP specification, the components on the client side of an Internet 
conversation collectively form a category of software devices called “user agents”.  Traffic 
between HTTP servers and user agents moves in both directions, and the proliferation of 
display devices (not to mention the non-display uses of HTTP, such as Web Services) means 
more work on both sides.  Application servers must now recognize and support multiple user 
agents, and this is a trend that cannot be stopped.  The user agents have radically different 
display characteristics, ranging from a few lines of twenty or so characters in the case of 
Web-enabled cellular phones to multimedia-enabled workstations with vast amounts of 
screen real estate at the browser’s disposal.  Display characteristics are not transmitted to the 
server as part of the HTTP dialogue, so this information must be inferred by the server with 
only the user agent name as a guide. 

On the client side, user agents must tell the server what types of content they can handle, and 
adapt the content they receive to their display.  They must format any user input in a format 
dictated by a MIME type supported by the server, and transmit it to the server. This user 
input can be derived from keystrokes, button presses, mouse moves and clicks, voice input, 
or whatever other input capability the device supports.  Displaying content received from the 
server may involve “dumbing down” highly formatted HTML for presentation on a limited 
output device. 

Let’s take a moment and drill down on just a few of these user agent technologies to get an 
idea of what could be in store in the coming time of the Rogue Wave. 

6.2.2 Electronic Ink 

Until now, computer display technology has assumed the existence of a rigid screen that is 
either backlit (e.g., CRTs) or dependent on the availability of adequate light (e.g., LCD 
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arrays).  CRTs work well in dim light, but are unsuitable for use in bright sunlight.  
Moreover, since they must continually refresh themselves, they consume lots of power 
maintaining their display.  LCD displays work well in bright light but not in dim lighting 
conditions.  They consume less power, but still consume some power continuously.  Both 
CRTs and LCDs depend on the user viewing at a particular angle, especially in bright light.  
Both types of display require careful handling, since they break relatively easily under real-
world conditions. 

Paper, by comparison, is an ideal display technology.  Information displayed on paper is 
easily viewed in bright or (relatively) dim light, and is not dependent on viewing at a 
particular angle.  It can be folded and put in one’s pocket or briefcase without fear of 
damage.  It consumes no power, hence can be stored with its information intact indefinitely.  
Its chief disadvantage is the refresh rate: in general it can take only a single static image in its 
lifetime, and must then be remanufactured altogether (at considerable cost to the 
environment) before the next image can be displayed.  While cheap enough to be useful even 
for such transient information resources as daily newspapers and 3M’s ubiquitous Post-it 
notes, it is utterly unsuitable for dynamic displays. 

Enter a new concept: Electronic Ink. 

 
Figure 13 – The Electronic Ink concept 

Electronic Ink uses a flexible display similar to newsprint in handling and viewing 
characteristics.  Bi-color particles permanently embedded in the pixel regions of the display 
are imbued with a positive charge (white particles) or negative charge (colored particles).  
Colored particles rise when a transparent electrode above the pixel area is given a positive 
charge; white particles rise when the electrode receives a negative charge.   

The flexible display contains integrated circuits created with special flexible transistors.  The 
embedded circuitry drives the display by sending appropriate charges to the electrodes, in a 
manner very similar to a monochrome LCD display. Unlike LCDs, the charged particles 
remain visible and static after the power stops, continuing to display the image, and they 
remain in their configuration until power is once again applied to change their valence.  

Two companies are heavily invested in Electronic Ink research and development: the E-Ink 
Corporation and Xerox PARC (whose efforts have now resulted in a spin-off company, 
Gyricon Media Incorporated).  E-Ink’s Ink-In-Motion technology is undergoing its first 
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commercial use in March, 2002, in the form of flexible window display overlays. 

Given that display circuitry can be embedded in this paper-like display, there is no reason 
why other circuitry cannot be similarly embedded, the obvious next step being data 
communications.  To get a feel for what this could imply, picture a “newspaper” left lying on 
the tabletop in your breakfast nook.  Sometime during the night, it completely refreshes 
itself, turning from yesterday’s paper into today’s via a Bluetooth connection to your home 
wireless network.  Breaking news appears on the paper as it happens, distributed to your 
home network via your broadband Internet connection.  The newspaper can be customized at 
the individual level, much like a Web portal such as Yahoo. 

6.2.3 Digital Voice Navigation 

Electronic Ink is all about how computers talk to humans.  Another example of user interface 
technology goes the other direction, from human to computer.  Digital Voice Navigation is a 
concept that has been around for a long time, but which has only recently matured to the 
point where commercial products are possible. 

 
Figure 14 – e.Digital’s MXP-100 

Speech recognition technology languished for years, hampered by a research focus on the 
very difficult problem of conversational-speed text entry.  Recent commercial R&D efforts, 
derived from defense-related successes, focused on the narrower problem of command 
recognition. 

The first wave of resulting products includes personal electronic devices such as MP3 players 
(e.Digital’s MXP-100 is shown above) and cellular phones, and the automotive controls 
featured in 2001 and later luxury cars.  The next four years will almost certainly see 
innovative voice navigation applications in one or more Web market spaces. 

6.2.4 Tangible User Interfaces 

Another breaking area of research is the Tangible User Interface.  This interface can work in 
both directions, and involves the presentation and manipulation of tangible real-world objects 
that simultaneously represent and manipulate a model represented in computer system 
storage. 

An example of a tangible user interface can be depicted as in the following scenario.  
Imagine a situation in which a team is designing the navigation for a large, complex Web 
site.  As is common in the industry, the designers are using a large whiteboard with 3M Post-
It notes representing individual pages, with some explanatory text written on the note.  
Navigation is specified using lines drawn between the Post-It notes with a marker.  A 
tangible user interface for this would combine a digital camera that will capture the page 
representation and their interrelationships in a vector-graphics (object-oriented) drawing 
representation.  Handwriting recognition software would attempt to translate the content of 
the Post-It notes and place the resulting text into node objects representing the corresponding 
page, and pattern recognition algorithms would be used to capture the position and 
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interrelationships amongst the page objects. 

 
Figure 15 – Tangible user interface example 

Most such systems are still in the academic research phase, but their utility in groupware 
contexts is so powerful that this analyst thinks they will take off very quickly when the 
venture capital markets recover their momentum. 

The above example shows a relatively light-duty tangible user interface, but much more is 
possible.  Imagine being able to manipulate objects in a dangerous environment by remote 
operation, as in the crater of an active volcano or in a live-fire combat zone, using massive 
computing power located at a protected central facility linked via wireless Internet to 
unmanned probes on-site.  Five years ago this would have been a far cry from 
http://www.amazon.com, but it’s not such a long distance any more! 
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6.2.5 Wearable computers 

In the section on Electronic Ink we mentioned in passing that it was now possible to “print” 
electronic components such as integrated circuits and batteries onto flexible material.  This 
means that circuitry of virtually any type can now be embedded in fabrics, packaging, and 
indeed almost anywhere.  This makes possible computing devices you can wear; a beret, for 
example, that reads your email to you—presumably with a French accent! 

6.2.6 Machine-machine  and machine-environment interfaces 

Another emergent aspect that could be considered part of the UI world is focused on an 
entirely different class of users: intelligent software agents running on all sorts of Internet-
enabled embedded devices.  The latest buzzword in software is Web Services, which is an 
initiative targeted at this very class of “users”.  We discuss Web Services in more detail 
elsewhere in this document.   

There was much disappointment in the late 1980’s when a decade of concerted 
entrepreneurial effort failed to lead to the expected breakthrough in artificial intelligence.  In 
retrospect, it became apparent that computers could not become intelligent for a very simple 
and fairly obvious reason.  Computers know nothing other than what we tell them—and we 
don’t bother to tell them very much. 

Consider a child growing up.  The child is constantly surrounded by environmental stimuli, 
and is engaged in a continuous process of building up an ongoing sense of context, of where 
one is in the world and how the world works.  This is possible because the child has five 
senses and an active mind at work on the problem. 

Now consider a blind and deaf child like Helen Keller.  Her world was chaotic and senseless 
(in a literal as well as figurative sense) in the absence of the two main sources of 
environmental stimuli available to a human child.  It was only through the protracted efforts 
of her mentor, Annie Sullivan, that she finally was able to establish a sense of context.  She 
accomplished this through alternate sensory experiences since hearing and sight were denied 
her, but the end result was the same—she was able to bind symbolic meaning to sensory 
stimuli and thereby build up an internal mental model of the world around her. 

Computers at present are in a very similar situation, except they lack an Annie Sullivan-like 
mentor (though Doug Lenat at Cycorp has spent more than a decade building the foundation 
necessary to playing that role, as we shall see in Chapter 9, ).  An even 
bigger lack than the absence of a mentor, though, is the lack of sense organs.  Very few 
computers have any sensory input beyond receipt of character data through keyboard or 
network device, or very limited gestural “pushes” through a mouse or other pointing device. 

The Semantic Web

As happened with Helen Keller, though, a moment will come—soon, we expect—when 
computers will be able to attach symbol to sensory input.  We will defer discussion of the 
mentoring until Chapter 9, but it is possible to look at some of the means computer sense 
input can be extended, today or in the near future.  We will do this in the next few sections. 

As computers gain access to more and varied sensory input, they will be able to build more 
realistic mental models of the external world.  Eventually their models will surpass our own, 
since their sensory inputs can be extended infinitely and their processing powers are growing 
at a geometric rate. 
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6.2.6.1 Internet Telemetry 

Sensors linked to the Internet can perform services ranging from turning off unneeded light 
and heat in a home environment to monitoring stress in bridge trusses or fast-changing 
driving conditions on treacherous mountain highways.  The field of Internet telemetry covers 
such applications, and a rich commercial market for Internet telemetry products and services 
already exists. 

6.2.6.2 Microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS)  

MEMS (microelectromechanical sensors) are the outcome of a new field of research and 
development that has emerged in the last few years.  These devices are the first potential 
commercial expression of the bleeding-edge domain called nanotechnology.   

One example already in prototype form, generically called “smart dust,” consists of tiny 
electronic sensors that can detect pressure, temperature, or chemical changes in the 
environment and transmit the changes wirelessly (albeit over relatively short distances) to a 
network node.  The sensors collectively form an ad hoc peer-to-peer network, with messages 
hopping from sensor to sensor until they are passed to a base station node that aggregates 
data and uploads it to the “larger” world.   

Current “smart dust” prototypes are in the magnitude of ¼ to ½ cubic centimeters in size, but 
form factors are expected to shrink geometrically in a manner similar to Moore’s Law and 
Metcalfe’s Useful Equation. Smart dust could be used to produce a cheap and easily 
implemented network that could detect footsteps anywhere within a given area, even in 
wooded or covered-over areas, using sensors scattered on the ground.  It could be used to 
monitor flows within a turbulent fluid or gas, furthering the discipline of chaos theory in a 
manner not unlike (but far more real than) the methods presented in the 1990’s feature film, 
Twister.  And it could provide an easily deployed advance warning system for the detection 
of leaks and spills within chemical manufacturing operations.   
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7 Wireless Data: Revolution or Evolution? 
There are two technological issues related to the Wireless Web that will have dramatic 
effects on the shape of the Web in the time of the Rogue Wave: 

• Regulatory approval of 3G wireless spectrum 

• Emergence of 3G wireless data’s “Killer App” 

These two uncertainties are distinct from each other yet interrelated in their effects.  In 
particular, the emergence or non-emergence of a killer app to drive adoption of 3G wireless 
data will have a major influence on the direction taken by the Rogue Wave over the next few 
years.   

Widespread adoption of 3G wireless data will push the “last 50 feet of the Internet” into 
remote regions of our world, regions where the wired world could never afford to go.  
Economies of scale resulting from widespread 3G adoption in developed economies will 
bring the Internet within reach of even the remotest villages in the developing world, as has 
already begun to occur with cellular voice telephony.   

The roll-out of the data-centric 3G Wireless Web in the USA is less of a certainty in the near 
term, due to bandwidth allocation issues that go back to the early days of television.  
Entrenched owners of the spectrum bands that are needed to support growth of 3G wireless 
are unlikely to give up their allocations without a fight.  A killer app for wireless data will 
provide the necessary momentum to overturn the status quo. 

If the killer app does not emerge, the Digital Divide in the USA will continue to widen and 
deepen for years to come.  The Rogue Wave will hit anyway, but with radically different 
effect in each case. 

7.1 Summary 
 

7.1.1 Why is 3G wireless data disruptive? 

As we have seen, in this case the first question is whether or not 3G wireless data actually is 
a disruptive technology.  We believe the answer is yes, but only following the emergence of a 
killer app for 3G wireless data.  Whether this will happen during the Rogue Wave years is an 
open question.  Otherwise, we expect IEEE 802.11-based wireless LANs to become the 
evolutionary extension of the Web into the wireless world, a much less radical prospect. 

Once a 3G wireless killer app is in place, major upheavals are to be expected in aspects of the 
IT world that have committed themselves to evolutionary extension of LAN technology.  A 
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3G wireless solution leaps across great distances in space at little cost, once the infrastructure 
is in place, and the infrastructure roll-out for 3G is far less costly per square kilometer of 
coverage than for 802.11 wireless.  Organizations that fully understand the implications of 
this economy of scale will eat the lunch of entrenched organizations blinded by their 
commitment to the status quo.   

7.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

When 3G wireless takes off and the infrastructure roll-out reaches a critical mass-like 
threshold of coverage, 3G becomes an enabling technology for revolutions in many different 
areas.  Organizational topology and ecology will be transformed by synergies between 
wireless data and the new systems architectures.  3G wireless makes possible profoundly 
distributed architectures for Web applications, bringing them off the desktop and into the real 
world.  User interface architectures are transformed by removal of the need for user interface 
devices to have a hard-wired connection to the CPU, moving the world from “thin clients” to 
“paper-thin clients” like MEMS and embedded Internet telemetry devices on moving objects.  
And perhaps most important, 3G wireless brings the content of the Web into situations where 
it otherwise could not go, greatly leveraging its value.   

All these Web-centric synergies depend on the emergence of the killer app, but when it 
arrives it will augment the forces of the Rogue Wave in ways we can only begin to foresee. 

7.2 The details 

7.2.1 Regulatory approval of 3G wireless spectrum 

The regulatory approval process is a governmental barrier to organizations and technologies.  
Government regulations affecting the allocation of wireless spectrum bandwidth are of 
special interest to the Web, since the introduction of 2.5G and 3G wireless data services in 
the USA is dependent on carriers finding more bandwidth than they currently own.  The 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is responsible for managing the allocation of 
bandwidth in the United States. 

What follows is a mini-tutorial on the current state of the wireless marketplace, with 
emphasis on the US market.  Europe and Japan currently have a significant edge on the US 
with respect to wireless data, mostly because of greater acceptance of standardized protocols, 
but the move to 3G may change the nature of the game. 

7.2.1.1 Definitions of wireless protocol generations 

The following table defines the different generations of wireless protocols. 
Table 6 - Wireless data protocol generations 

Protocol Definition Examples Expected Real-world speeds 

1G Analog cellular, circuit-
switched (a connection 
occupies an entire 
circuit) 

All early cellular 
networks that 
provided any data 
capability 

1200-4800Bps (bits per second), 
equivalent to 120-480 byte-sized text 
characters per second (Cps) 

2G Digital cellular, circuit-
switched 

All current major 
cellular providers 

Up to 14.4KBps, roughly 1,400 Cps 
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Protocol Definition Examples Expected Real-world speeds 

2.5G Digital, packet-
switched (data travels 
in packets, multiple 
connections per circuit) 

Cingular and 
AT&T’s GPRS 
services; Nextel’s 
iDEN service, both 
available in limited 
areas now 

20-40KBps, roughly 2-4,000 Cps 

3G Lite Digital, packet-
switched (data travels 
in packets, multiple 
connections per circuit) 

Nextel, Sprint PCS, 
and Verizon’s 
CDMA2000 
1XRTT services; 
AT&T’s EDGE 
service (all 
expected in 2002) 

50-100KBps; roughly 5-10,000 Cps 

3G Digital, packet-
switched (data travels 
in packets, multiple 
connections per circuit) 

AT&T and 
Cingular expect to 
be first to deploy in 
2003 

200-500KBps, or 20-50,000 Cps 

7.2.1.2 The protocols 

The following table shows the most important protocols and their generation level. 
Table 7 - Wireless data protocols 

Protocol Generation Carriers Definition and Additional Notes 

GSM 2G All of Europe and 
China; 
VoiceStream; 
AT&T and 
Cingular in limited 
areas of US 

Global System for Mobile communications. 

TDMA 2G AT&T Time Division Multiple Access, closely 
related to GSM 

iDEN 2G Nextel A TDMA variant designed for data 
transmission 

CDMA 2G Sprint PCS, 
Verizon 

Code Division Multiple Access 

PDC 2G NTT DoCoMo 
(iMode) 

Personal Digital Cellular, another TDMA 
variant optimized for data 

HSCSD Very low 
2.5G 

UK’s Orange High Speed Circuit Switched Data; Cheap 
but limited upgrade path from GSM 

GPRS 2.5G Cingular and 
AT&T 

Upgrade path from GSM and HSCSD 

EDGE 3G Lite Not yet adopted; 
AT&T expected to 
deploy in 2002 

Upgrade path from TDMA, GPRS, and 
HSCSD 

CDMA2000 1XRTT 3G Lite Not yet adopted; 
Nextel, Sprint, and 
Verizon expected 
to adopt in 2003 

Upgrade path from CDMA 
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Protocol Generation Carriers Definition and Additional Notes 

CDMA2000 
1XDVO 

3G Not yet adopted CDMA2000 voice-only; Upgrade path from 
CDMA2000 1XRTT 

CDMA2000 
1XDVD 

3G Not yet adopted CDMA2000 voice-and-data; Upgrade path 
from CDMA2000 1XDVO 

WCDMA 3G Not yet adopted; 
Cingular and 
AT&T expected to 
adopt in 2003 

Wide-band CDMA; Upgrade path from 
iMode, GPRS, EDGE 

7.2.1.3 TDMA versus CDMA Protocols 

Early cellular networks used Time-Based Multiple Access (TDMA) as a basis for sharing 
scarce spectrum amongst multiple simultaneous conversations.  TDMA breaks a message up 
into pieces that can be transmitted in non-adjacent time slots, with other conversations 
interleaved in the intervening time slots.  This leaves the calls relatively open to interception, 
forcing the introduction of costly and time-consuming encryption if privacy must be 
guaranteed.  It also reduces signal fidelity, severely limiting the possible bandwidth of data 
transmission. 

CDMA, short for Code Division Multiple Access, divides each conversation into chunks that 
are transmitted on different frequencies, with the transmitter and receiver shifting from 
channel to channel according to one of a set of predetermined patterns (collectively referred 
to as the “code”).  The pattern, or code sequence, consists of a set of frequencies and the 
amount of time (the “dwell time”) to remain on each frequency.  The sequence repeats as 
often as necessary to complete the conversation. 

Each conversation begins by negotiating the particular code sequence to be used.  This 
eliminates the need for encryption as long as the code is kept secure.  There are literally 
trillions of possible code sequences for allocating conversations on cellular bandwidth, so 
bandwidth use is fairly efficient.  Because the conversation signal is virtually continuous, 
fidelity is high, in many cases higher than land line calls, opening the possibility of higher 
bandwidth data transmission. 

7.2.1.4 US carriers and expected upgrade paths 

All cellular carriers in the US have developed tentative plans for the migration to 3G.  The 
execution of these plans is contingent on the availability of adequate spectrum and the 
resurgence of the economy (at least with respect to demand for wireless data services).  The 
following diagram illustrates the expected migration from 2G to 3G for all the major US 
carriers. 

For all the reasons cited in the previous section, wireless carriers are moving in the direction 
of CDMA, in particular CDMA2000 and Wideband CDMA (WCDMA).  Verizon, Sprint, 
and VoiceStream have used CDMA from the beginning or switched over during the 1G-2G 
transition a few years ago.   

Most of the rest of the world is using GSM, a TDMA protocol; GSM users will migrate to 
WCDMA in most cases via TDMA-based intermediate steps such as GPRS and EDGE.  
Cingular and AT&T in the US are in this same boat, as their networks in the US are based on 
GSM or other TDMA protocols.  Nextel uses a 2G TDMA protocol called iDEN, and will 
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migrate to CDMA2000 sometime during the Rogue Wave years. 

 
Figure 16 – Protocol upgrade paths by vendor and generation 

7.2.1.5 The wireless spectrum allocation problem 

Now, with these facts in mind let’s return to the issue of spectrum allocation.  Within the US, 
three spectrum bands have been identified that are appropriate for use by the 3G wireless 
data protocols.  The FCC is responsible for allocating bandwidth, and the spectra identified 
for wireless suitability have been allocated for a long time to other users. 

The military occupies the 1.7GHz band, and is willing to share it or give it up—except in 
certain key geographic areas, which unfortunately include NYC, the District of Columbia, 
Denver, Dallas, and the San Francisco Bay area.  However, because the Pentagon’s spectrum 
is not normally in use, a power-sharing agreement may be reachable. 

Another spectrum band, at 2.5GHz, is mostly used by educational institutions, the Roman 
Catholic Church, and public broadcasters for distance learning and other similar purposes.  A 
portion of this band is already in use by Sprint and Worldcom.  None of these users will give 
up their portion willingly. 

The final band, at 700MHz, is occupied by UHF television channels 60 through 69.  These 
broadcasters will give up their spectrum in exchange for an equivalent elsewhere, but only 
either in 2006 or when 85% of US households are equipped to receive digital television 
signals.  2006 is expected to arrive before the 85% level is reached. 
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The FCC must somehow find a way to negotiate amongst these competing interests if 
wireless data is to take off.  At this point the supply exceeds the demand, but that is not 
always expected to be the case, especially if a “killer app” emerges for the wireless data 
market.  That happens to be the subject of the next section. 

7.2.2 Emergence of 3G wireless data’s “Killer App” 

At this point, 3G wireless data is a technology in search of a problem to solve.  There are 
some interesting niche applications that will obviously benefit from the ability to access 
databases remotely, but most of these activities have been conducted for a long time without 
this capability.  3G wireless data usage will take off slowly unless an application emerges 
that reveals it  as a  disruptive technology, in the sense of the term as used by Clayton 
Christensen in The Innovator’s Dilemma.   

As we pointed out in the first chapter, Christensen spoke of two kinds of technologies.  
Sustaining technologies were evolutionary advances that improved performance and lowered 
price in a steady reduction of the price-performance ratio.  Disruptive technologies, on the 
other hand, redefined the meaning of performance, changing the rules of the game entirely.  
The desktop PC was a disruptive technology in the computer marketplace, completely 
redefining the nature of the market to the detriment of established mainframe manufacturers.  
But disruptive technologies are not simply a result of the building of a dramatically different 
type of device; instead, a disruptive technology is distinguished by an application—the 
“killer app”—that provides a compelling reason for a critical mass of purchasers to buy into 
the new technology. 

There is actually a third class of technologies, of course, as we hinted at the start of this 
section.  This third class consists of irrelevant technologies, devices in search of a problem to 
solve.  The 802.11 wireless LAN standards family is clearly a sustaining technology, being a 
straightforward extension of LANs running over copper and glass.  But what about 3G 
wireless data? Is it a disruptive technology, or will it remain a device in search of a problem 
to solve?  The answer to this question depends on the emergence of the “killer app” for 3G 
wireless data. 

In Europe and Asia, SMS has thus far turned out to be the closest thing to a killer app. SMS, 
whose full name is Short Messaging Service, is a standard that operates on top of GSM 
networks.  SMS is enormously popular among certain population segments, notably 
teenagers and young adults (essentially the same demographic segment that has adopted 
Instant Messaging as one of their most favorite activities on the PC desktop).  In Sweden, 
roughly 500 million messages are sent annually via SMS, in a country with a bit less than 
nine million people!   

While SMS per se is unsuitable for use in the US due to its dependence on a protocol that is 
not widely used here, the concept is what really interests us.  SMS is really just a form of 
Instant Messaging (IM).  Is there a way to produce a truly universal IM for the wireless 
world?  It would need to interoperate between all manner of wireless devices, from cell 
phones to PDA’s to wireless-enabled laptops.  It would also need to interoperate with 
desktop-based IM services, amongst which interoperability is already a serious problem 
(notably between America Online’s AOL Messenger and Microsoft’s incompatible IM 
service).  This could easily become the killer app for the US market. 

It may also be that a completely unforeseen application will turn out to be the wireless killer 
app.  For example, the killer app could be something that connects embedded computers or 
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MEMS devices to the Web, bypassing the need for any direct human interaction.  However, 
one thing is certain: unless a killer app does emerge, wireless data will continue to struggle to 
find a meaningful identity.  A killer app will drive the market in several different ways: 

• It will drive demand for 3G wireless devices 

• It will drive demand for 3G wireless coverage  

• This will in turn draw in investment monies and create the political momentum 
needed to overcome regulatory hurdles 

• Finally, a 3G killer app will open up opportunities for other applications, related or 
unrelated, by validating the technology and the market space 

Of course 3G wireless data will eventually take hold, in some form or other; our question is 
what role it will play in the time of the Rogue Wave.  The question loomed large in our 
scenario planning analysis. 
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Content on the Web 
 

 
Look through any window 
What do you see? 
Smiling faces all around 
Moving to that busy sound 
Where do they go?... 

 

- The Hollies, “Look Through Any Window” 
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8 The Unification of the Human Fund of Knowledge 
Content differentiates the Web from earlier manifestations of computing technology.  
Content is what makes the Web a mass communications medium as well as a tool.  The time 
of the Rogue Wave will see us through to the full flowering of the Web, and Web content 
will play an important role in that transformation. 

The concept of content in the realm of computing essentially did not exist until the 1980’s.  
Up to that point, computers processed data, or at best information.  Content existed in books 
and periodicals, in radio and television programs, or in films, but it was not a digital 
phenomenon.  There were content tracking systems for media businesses, but the idea of 
creating or storing content digitally simply had not arisen, except in research contexts.  There 
were rare exceptions, for example the development of archiving systems at high-end 
newspapers, a phenomenon that arose during the 1970’s. 

With the emergence of personal computing in the 1980’s came easy access to computer 
graphics and desktop publishing.  Meanwhile, the Federal Government and many large 
corporations, especially in the aerospace and automotive industries, were looking for ways to 
ease the burden of creating and maintaining documentation.  

8.1 Summary 
 

8.1.1 Why is the unification of the human fund of knowledge disruptive? 

The shift in the locus of information from restricted to pervasive access has only begun to 
show its effects.  Some processes that have been underway for several years give hints as to 
the nature of the disruption it will cause.  A decade ago, scientists shared knowledge via 
journals that took months to reach other scientists and were invisible to the world at large.  
Virtually nobody outside of the domain of theoretical physics could say where the important 
papers in that domain were published, let alone gain access to such journals.  In medicine, 
arguably the most accessible domain in science, most laypersons could name at most two 
such publications, the New England Journal of Medicine and the Journal of the American 
Medical Association.   

Today, most scientists share knowledge first in newsgroups on the Web, and only later in the 
scientific journals, which are still the archive of record.  Since the newsgroups are accessible 
to anyone with Web access, immediate awareness of scientific advances is no longer just a 
privilege of the learned.  The effect on the acceleration of scientific innovation, and the 
dispersal of such innovations, is tremendous.  Given the time it still takes for innovations to 
reach commercial application, it is safe to say we have not yet begun to feel the 
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transformative effects of this acceleration and democratization of scientific knowledge. 

8.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

The acceleration and democratization effects of the unification of the human fund of 
knowledge apply to the other technologies we have elucidated in prior chapters.  Inventors 
working out of their homes in their spare time now have immediate access to the database of 
patents.  New ideas in systems and application architectures become immediately visible on 
the Web, and in fact often originate in the various newsgroups.  Moreover, given that the 
Web itself is a product of prior revolutions in systems and application architectures, we can 
easily see that the effects are synergistic.   

The revolutions in wireless and in user interface architectures have yet to come to full 
fruition, but the same synergistic effects clearly will apply here as well.  Tim Berners-Lee, 
creator of the World-Wide Web and director of the World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C), 
has coined the term “The Semantic Web” to embody the need for tools to promote machine 
understanding of Web content.  The Semantic Web will come to pass in the time of the 
Rogue Wave, augmenting and augmented by the other disruptive technologies of the Rogue 
Wave.  The Semantic Web and its effects are the subjects of the next chapter. 

8.2 The details 

8.2.1 Markup Languages and the Web  

The convergence of these technological imperatives led to the creation of the Standard 
Generalized Markup Language (SGML), which created a distinction between the three 
aspects of content: presentation, syntax, and semantics.  In traditional data processing, only 
syntax (structure) is represented; presentation (output formatting) and semantics (meaning 
and business rules) are embedded in reporting and business logic programs respectively.  
SGML permitted the definition of data structures in a way that captured both syntax and 
semantics.  Related technologies such as DSSSL (Document Style Semantics and 
Specification Language) allowed developers to attach different presentation modes to the 
same content, e.g., one stylesheet for print output, one for CD-ROM output, etc.  
Repurposing of content became possible; this provided a compelling reason to move content 
manipulation processes completely into the digital realm.  The late 1980’s and early 1990’s 
saw the continuation of this process, culminating in the advent of the World-Wide Web in 
1992. 

The Web originated as a means to redistribute academic papers first produced in hard-copy 
print media, so it was a repurposing venture from the very start.  As the Web evolved into a 
cult phenomenon, it went through a phase (1993-96 or so) in which much of the content on 
the Web was produced exclusively or at least originally for the Web.  With popularization 
and commercialization came the need for cost efficiencies, and the commercial and 
governmental organizations putting content on the Web throughout the second half of the 
1990’s decade were repurposing print content. 

Since 1998 or so, the world has turned a corner and begun to originate content in electronic 
form almost exclusively.  Meanwhile, with the widespread adoption of broadband 
connections, large-scale delivery of video and audio streams over the Internet became 
possible.  Electronic book technology also reached commercial potential in the late 1990’s, 
though it has yet to reach its full potential, due to the limitations of current user interface 
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technology. 

Marshall McLuhan, the media guru of the 1950’s, ‘60’s, and ‘70’s, talked about how a new 
medium would come along and make its predecessor obsolete.  In the process, the old 
medium usually became content within the new medium—thus we end up with radio shows 
about newspaper reporters, television shows about radio production, movies on television, 
and so on.  McLuhan’s prophecy reaches its ultimate fulfillment in the Web, which gathers 
virtually all pre-existing media under a single umbrella.  We will consider his ideas in more 
detail in the next chapter. 

8.2.2 The unification of the human fund of knowledge 

We face an awe-inspiring prospect in the 21st century—the unification of the fund of 
knowledge for the entire human species.  The amount of information accessible to the 
average person via the Web, already vast, is growing in volume exponentially as more and 
more repositories are brought online.  A sophisticated organizational or governmental user 
with access to private databases is in a position to reach an even larger volume of 
information.   

To attempt to convey the scale of this situation, consider the following.  Hal Varian and his 
colleagues at UC Berkeley’s School of Information Management and Systems produced a 
report called “How Much Information?” (found on the Web at the URL 
http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/research/projects/how-much-info/) which provided the 
following definitions of measurement units: 

• A terabyte is a million megabytes, roughly the equivalent of the textual content of a 
million books 

• A petabyte is a thousand terabytes 

• An exabyte is a thousand petabytes, or a million terabytes, or the equivalent of the 
textual content of a trillion books 

The world is producing between 1 and 2 exabytes of new information each year at this point 
in history, the equivalent of the text of 250 new books per human on the planet.  That’s a lot 
of monkeys and a lot of typewriters!  Within this figure there is of course some duplication 
and a great deal of material that is of merely personal interest.  Nonetheless, the volume is so 
staggeringly large that even the removal of a high percentage of chaff still leaves a lot of 
wheat on the table. 

Unlike physical space, which can be navigated (for any practical purpose) only in accordance 
with the laws of Newtonian physics, information spaces permit instantaneous navigation—if 
only we know where we want to go and how to get there!  This turns out to be a more 
difficult problem than we denizens of the 20th and now the 21st century could have imagined 
before it was possible.  The problem in information space navigation is that less is often 
more; the less information we have access to, the more likely we are to find what we seek.  
The reason for this is quite simple: we are often looking for something we cannot yet 
adequately describe.  The “do what I mean” problem of systems analysis and design turns 
into the “find what I mean” problem in the world of information architecture. 

Full-text search can at least provide some start at selecting relevant information objects, but 
if we do not know what search terms are most likely to bring relevant information to the 
forefront, the truly relevant documents may not bubble to the top of what is often a huge 
result set.  So we are faced with a seemingly unprecedented problem as we approach even 
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vaster information spaces. 

From the perspective of content development, the Web is at a very interesting juncture.  
Economic, social, and technological forces are driving a tremendous convergence of new 
search and display capabilities with a wealth of legacy content.  Moreover, new content is 
being produced digitally and made immediately available in multiple media for use both over 
the Web and through more traditional channels. 

8.2.3 Information architecture 

Making sense of enormous volumes of information requires that we master the discipline of 
information architecture.  Arising from the field of library science, which brought centuries 
of experience to bear on the problem of managing access to large volumes of information, 
information architecture gives us survival skills in the age of information explosion. 

Simply put, information architects are computer scientists who design information spaces.  
Information spaces are databases or document bases made accessible to applications, and 
hence (presumably) to end users.  Database is a term that hardly needs definition to this 
audience, but the term document base may require some clarification.  A document base is a 
database whose content consists of documents and metadata that describes the relationships 
among the documents.  A document is a complex information structure that may be strongly 
or loosely typedthat is, members of a class of documents may all have identical structure, 
or they may have no little or no common internal structure.  The boundaries of any given 
document are clearly defined in the mind of document base users, and usually also in terms 
of physical storage.3   

Information architecture is the conceptual design of knowledge representation for 
information management applications.  What do we mean by this? What is knowledge and 
how does it manifest itself in the storage, retrieval, and indexing mechanisms used to 
implement databases and document bases? 

To avoid falling into any particular ontological tar pit here, let's define knowledge in very 
pragmatic terms that have everything to do with implementation and little to do with theory.  
Knowledge for our purposes is the network of relationships among a coherent collection of 
topics.  In harmony with the authors of the Topic Maps specification, we will define a topic 
as a concrete instance of a subject, and a subject is defined as “…any thing whatsoever, 
regardless of whether it exists or has any other specific characteristics, about which anything 
whatsoever may be asserted by any means whatsoever”.4 

We commonly talk about a fund of knowledge, as in the “medical fund of knowledge” or the 
“pharmacological fund of knowledge”.  While these are hardly what anyone would call 
concretely defined terms, physicians and pharmacologists don't waste a lot of time arguing 

                                                 
3 Nitpickers will recognize that according to this definition, any database is also a document base: a payroll 
database stores job applications, paychecks, payroll reports, W-2's, etc., albeit in fully normalized form.   

I completely agreeI would actually argue that twenty years from now there will be no such thing as a 
database.  Pundits tell us that computers as we know them now will have merged into the fabric of our lives and 
become invisible parts of our houses, vehicles, and clothing.  Similarly, we will no longer think in terms of data, 
which consists of decomposed documents.  Instead, we will deal with virtual representations of the documents 
themselves, just as we used to in the days before computers.  But that is the subject of a different paper.  Let's 
not go there for the present! 
4 ISO Specification 13250, Topic Maps, section 3.18. 
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over the definitionsrather, they devote their energies to exploring and furthering the 
interconnections between the many topics within the fund of knowledge.  If additional topics 
can be brought into the picture by the discovery of new relationships, they will be welcomed, 
as long as the relationships are well-founded in scientific method. 

A fund of knowledge has content, in the form of facts, hypotheses, opinions, data, imagery, 
and so on.  A database or document base representing that fund of knowledge will contain 
only a subset of all that content.  Two or more databases or document bases representing that 
fund of knowledge will contain different content subsets, but they will each be recognizable 
to a domain expert because their content is coherent.  How does the expert know this?  The 
expert can see this because (if the information architect is doing his job) the outer 
manifestations of the databases or document bases conform to a recognizable mental model 
of the domain. 

What are these “outer manifestations” and how does the database or document base support 
them?  These are the questions an information architect must ask, and answer, in the design 
of an information space.  How is a medical knowledge base recognizable to a physician?  
The physician will look at the table of contents, indices, etc. and expect to see knowledge 
structures important to her work:  

• lists of terms from the vocabularies of anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, and other 
disciplines that form foundations of medicine 

• taxonomies of diseases, signs and symptoms 

• semantic networks like diagnostic triage heuristics that guide inference in situations 
characterized by high complexity and uncertainty 

Since the expert can tell that the two databases/document bases represent a particular fund of 
knowledge because of these structures, we can see that the structures of 
knowledgesequences, hierarchies, and networksexist independent of the content, and are 
in fact properties of the fund of knowledge itself.  The representation of these structures, 
distinct from any particular content set, has distinct value as a map of the fund of knowledge.  
Design of these kinds of representations is the bread-and-butter work of the information 
architect.  

Just as good software design dictates separation (i.e. decoupling) of algorithms and data, 
good information architecture dictates the separation of knowledge and content.  The 
following diagram shows this layering, using terminology from the Topic Map specification: 
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The Content Layer
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its layer can be
disentangled from
the content.

Content represents
the "meat" of the
knowledge value
proposition, where
the knowledge
framework created
by the associations
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As the picture states, separating the knowledge layer from the content layer allows us to re-
use the knowledge with different content.  Another interesting possibility is the application of 
an inference engine on top of that layer, supporting artificial intelligence capabilities like 
expert systems. 

Now let’s take another look at the structures the physician recognized as indicating the two 
data/document bases were representative of the same fund of knowledge: lists of terms, 
taxonomic hierarchies, and semantic networks.  A computer scientist looks at this set from 
the viewpoint of data structures and sees three abstract types: sequences (lists), hierarchies 
(trees), and networks (graphs).   

Not surprisingly, these have been identified as the key concepts in organization of thought, as 
in “Organizing Thoughts into Sequences, Hierarchies, and Networks”, a paper by Andrius 
Kulikauskas of Minciu Sodas Laboratory and Saulius Maskeliunas of the Institute of 
Mathematics and Informatics, both of Vilnius, Lithuania. 

The job of the information architect is the representation of these three data structures in a 
way that conforms to the mental model in the mind of the domain expert.  As Kulikauskas 
and Maskeliunas point out, the really interesting part happens when knowledge structures 
combine, as when you layer a sequence on a hierarchy.  While subjects like database schema 
design and document type design are important to an information architect, the axis around 
which these revolve is the relationship between the content of the document base or database 
and the mental model of the knowledge domain that exists in the mind of the expert. 

Additional mental models may need to be incorporated, as when a medical or pharmaceutical 
knowledge base is accessed both by professionals and laypersons.  Even in these cases, the 
mental model of the expert prevailsit is simply cast in the same terms the expert would use 
to explain domain concepts to the end user. 
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9 The Semantic Web 
The W3C’s recent launch of the Semantic Web initiative is a move in the direction of 
Internet-hosted knowledge-based content management founded on the RDF standards, with a 
possible assist from other XML-related technologies such as XML Topic Maps (XTM).  If 
this initiative takes off, enterprise IT departments will follow suit, analogous to the creation 
of Intranets in the wake of the takeoff of the World-Wide Web.  Knowledge-based Web 
services will flourish, whether hosted by ASPs or by corporate IT organizations.  Knowledge 
technologies are positioned to play a very important role in the time of the Rogue Wave. 

9.1 Summary 
 

9.1.1 Why is the Semantic Web disruptive? 

The Semantic Web brings into question assumptions about how data are structured on the 
Web, and how they can be indexed and made accessible for both human and machine 
consumption.  This puts the many organizations that have added value to the format-based 
information structures of the current Web.  As the volume of available content increases at a 
geometric rate, the proportion of content on the Web in old-style HTML format will decrease 
relative to the proportion available in semantically accessible formats, especially XML.  
Meanwhile, common-sense reasoning and natural-language interpretation technologies will 
render obsolete the full-text indexing technologies that currently dominate Web search.  
Opportunities abound for startups that can use the Semantic Web to catch and ride the Rogue 
Wave. 

9.1.2 Synergies with other disruptive technologies 

The implications of the synergistic convergence of the Semantic Web with the other 
disruptive technologies of the Rogue Wave years can be derived from Nobody’s Practical 
Postulate, described above.   

• Everything we can do to reduce the distance between where we access information 
and where we employ it in the real world increases the value of the information.  This 
means the Semantic Web synergizes with 3G wireless, profoundly distributed 
application architectures, and the new user interface and systems architectures, 
because these enable us to take information access directly to the point of use. 

• Similarly, everything we can do to reduce the cost of information access increases the 
value of the information.  This is the role of the Semantic Web, to make information 
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easier and more intuitive to access via the Web, both for human and machine 
consumers of Web-based information stores. 

The Semantic Web interacts both in obvious and subtle ways with the other disruptive 
technologies we have discussed to build the energies of the Rogue Wave. 

 

 

9.2 The details 

9.2.1 Implications for human-computer interaction 

Employing a knowledge-based approach, a user can perform concept-based search and 
retrieval, which is more powerful than simple full-text search since it takes into account 
synonyms and domain context.  A knowledge-based content management system supports 
navigation of enterprise content via the conceptual structure of the fund of knowledge 
underlying the content base, which often has distinct but overlapping facets.   

For example, a pharmaceutical company’s Intranet can present company research using 
taxonomies based on chemical structures, diagnostic indications, or product lines.  Which 
taxonomy is of interest depends on the organizational role played by a particular user; hence 
a knowledge-based approach to content allows intelligent personalization of the Intranet to 
each employee.  A pharmaceutical information provider can use a similar mechanism to 
deliver vital information to health professionals and health service consumers over the 
World-Wide Web. 

In a practical sense, human users are not likely to notice the transition to the Semantic Web.  
Instead, they will experience the same Web they have today, but its content will become 
richer and more easily accessed.  Such effects will become manifest incrementally; there will 
be no Grand Opening of the Semantic Web!5  You will be able to do more things, and do 
them more easily and quickly, than is now the case.  Over a four-year period, the effect will 
be substantial, but its gradual nature will belie the profundity of the transformation. 

The infrastructure layers underlying the user’s view of the Semantic Web is where the real 
action will occur.  Machine-machine and machine-environment interfaces, the mechanics of 
which we discussed in chapter 6, will be the fertile ground in which the Semantic Web will 
take root, as we shall see in the remaining portions of this chapter. 

9.2.2 Implications for machine-to-machine interaction 

To understand the implications of the Semantic Web from the standpoint of application-to-
application (A2A) interaction, the domain of machine-to-machine interactions, we need to 
engage in a bit of time travel.  Let’s go back to the 1970’s and sit at the feet of Marshall 
McLuhan, the guru of all things media. 

According to McLuhan, media are the extensions of our senses, our bodies, and our minds.  
As the caddisfly larva manufactures its little house of stones, the bird its nest, the spider its 
web, Homo sapiens manufactures media to protect him/herself from the world.  Every 

                                                 
5 …though, if the crass nature of e-commerce continues to prevail, we can probably expect a few Blue-Light 
Specials! 
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technology produced by mankind is what McLuhan would have called a medium—it 
mediates between ourselves and the reality of the world that surrounds us.  There is a price, 
however—media also deprive us of direct experience of the world, an effect McLuhan called 
“amputation”.  In the time of the Rogue Wave, we will see the emergence of machines that 
will be able to act as proxies, experiencing media on our behalf without our direct knowledge 
or oversight—devices we will call “media proxies”.  These devices will prove, in a 
metaphorical sense, that amputated organs can acquire a life of their own! 

 
Figure 17 - Caddisfly larva encased in its “house”—insect technology! 

McLuhan believed that media form the all-important ground against which all our 
perceptions and actions are figure.  Because they mediate all human experience, media play a 
vital role in determining the conceptual framework of a society or culture.  As media evolve, 
the culture around them is distorted and altered by that evolution.  However, it is only in 
recent decades that media have begun to change at a rate fast enough to be detected by those 
experiencing their effects.  This evolutionary quickening made possible the discipline of 
media studies, which McLuhan pioneered from the 1950’s until his death at the dawn of the 
1980’s. 

McLuhan distinguished between hot and cool media.  Hot media contain lots of information 
and therefore require little interpretive participation on the part of the experiencer.  Cool 
media, on the other hand, are low-definition and require a high degree of participation and 
involvement.  Examples of hot media include books and radio; television 6 and the World-
Wide Web are cool media. 

So do hot media excel at knowledge transfer, since they provide more information? Not 
necessarily! In fact, not likely!  There actually appears to be an inverse relationship between 
McLuhan’s concept of heat and the knowledge we seem to gain from a medium.  Consider 
these media with which our readers should be familiar (with their McLuhan “heat ratings” in 
bold): 

Lecture: Hot 
Seminar: Cool 

Lab: Cooler 
Life Experience: Coolest 

9.2.2.1 What is knowledge? 

In the last chapter we defined knowledge in pragmatic terms as the interrelationships 

                                                 
6 It might seem strange that TV is a cool medium.  McLuhan referred only to the North American broadcast 
standard, known as NTSB, which has many fewer scan lines per inch than the broadcast standard used in 
European and Asian countries, called PAL.  Because the TV image is generated by a ray moving over phosphor 
at a relatively slow rate in NTSB, the mind of the observer must actively—if unconsciously—participate in 
constructing the image. 
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amongst the various units of information in a subject domain, but let’s take a more rigorous 
approach and see what the term really means so we can understand the implications for 
machine-to-machine interaction.   

Knowledge is not an inherent property of content; more information does not automatically 
translate into more knowledge.  For living beings knowledge is an experience, the extension 
of your conceptual framework as the result of stimuli you receive—stimuli that come from 
the message and the medium.  The extension of the conceptual framework can’t be forced by 
any amount of information—you can’t know something you’re not ready to learn, as 
McLuhan would have pointed out.   

But information can be more or less effective at imparting knowledge.  Everything depends 
on the match between the presentation of the information and two factors unique to the 
experiencer: the current state of his conceptual framework and the modality through which 
this experiencer is most receptive.  For example, one person may learn best when presented 
with the content orally and in lay terms; another might more easily acquire the same 
knowledge by visual examination of diagrams of a very technical nature.  For a third person, 
the best approach might be a hands-on laboratory approach. 

Cool media are inherently better at knowledge transmission than hot media, because the 
experiencer actively participates in the extension of the conceptual framework. 

9.2.2.2 The Laws of Media 

McLuhan posited four Laws of Media, which in typically iconoclastic fashion he framed as 
questions we should ask about any given medium. 

1. What does it extend?  What sensory or motor capacity is amplified by the medium? 

2. What does it make obsolete?  What other medium or direct sensory experience is 
pushed aside by this medium? 

3. What does it retrieve?  What other, previously obsolesced medium or sensory or 
motor capacity is brought back into play by this medium? 

4. What is its reversal potential?  What happens when there is “too much of a good 
thing?” 

For our purposes here, it is enough to focus on the implications of the First Law of Media as 
it applies to the Web.  But first, let’s get a little more background. 

9.2.2.3 Media as humanity’s extended phenotype 

In genetics, an organism’s phenotype is the outer manifestation of the tendencies inherent in 
the genetic material (the organism’s genotype).  The extended phenotype is the reach of 
genetic tendencies beyond the organism into the external world—e.g., the caddisfly larva’s 
stone house we saw depicted earlier.  Media act as humanity’s extended phenotype by 
extending our sense, motor, and mental capacities.  Thought and experience are evanescent 
phenomena; they exist only in the moment.  Media allow us to reify thoughts and 
experiences—to treat them as if they were concrete objects with substance and duration—so 
we can experience them again at later points in time, or provide the experience to others.   

To get a clearer picture of how this works, consider this rather simplified diagram of our 
mental operations and how they related to media and the world.  Note that the mental 
operations are depicted essentially in reverse order of complexity—perceptions enter through 
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the top and proceed down through increasingly more sophisticated functions (each relying on 
innate capacities for symbolic logic and computation), until they enter into the current 
context of our conceptual framework.  From this moment of direct experience, the 
perceptions can be stored for later use; some experiences in the current context consist in the 
retrieval (or recollection) of these stored perceptions. 

Media encase the self, mediating between the external world on the input side (sensory 
organs) and the output side (our capacities to act on the world, including locomotion, speech, 
and gesture). 

 
Figure 18 – Media and the self 

Where humans excel is in the upper layers of reasoning (again, the drawing above depicts 
them upside down): model-building, inference, and story interpretation and generation.  
These areas were where the AI movement of the 1980’s bogged down, and it is only recently 
that visible progress has been made in these areas, notably in the Cyc project7.  

9.2.2.4 SGML, HTML, and XML 

Now we can turn to the question of the Web as a medium, after which we will finally loop 
back around to the question of the implications of the Semantic Web for machine-machine 
interaction (lest you think we’d forgotten!).   

The Web arose out of the convergence of the Internet and SGML.  SGML extended our 
pattern recognition, discrimination, and classification capacities by standardizing the syntax 
of semantic markup across OS/HW platforms and human and computer languages.  It was, 

                                                 
7 For further information on Cyc, check out http://www.cyc.com and http://www.opencyc.org/. 
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however, a hot medium in McLuhan’s sense of the word.  Everything, and I do mean 
everything, had to be defined with crystalline clarity for SGML to work.   

HTML is an example of an application of SGML to a particular problem domain, in this case 
the online presentation of hypertext documents.  HTML by itself was a well-behaved child of 
SGML, but when set loose in the libertarian, do-your-own-thing world of the Internet in the 
form of the World-Wide Web, HTML became a highly participatory phenomenon, for a 
couple of different reasons.   

First, HTML authors and browser makers engaged in a continual process of defining new 
extensions and variations on HTML, far exceeding the glacial pace of the standards bodies.  
To play in that game meant immersing yourself in the process of defining the standards on-
the-fly, in newsgroups, conference calls, and other means of rapid collaboration.  Second, 
HTML defined only formatting standards, so the interpretation of the semantics of the 
content of a Web page became a highly participatory process, indeed a rarefied art. 

XML arose out of the need to bring all this under control, and also—seemingly unrelated—to 
facilitate machine-to-machine communication.  XML is inherently neither hot nor cool as a 
medium—it allows strict definition of the structure and semantics of the information it 
contains, but it does not require it.  XML has proven especially useful for defining the 
semantics of various vertical and horizontal domains.  Vertical domains include particular 
industries and academic disciplines; horizontal domains include broadly applicable 
operations and concepts, such as accounting, supply and support chain management, and 
order processing. 

9.2.2.5 The evolution of the Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web is a “machine-readable” successor to the current World-Wide Web.  
However, there are really two facets of the Semantic Web—a human-centric facet and a 
machine-centric facet. 

The machine-centric facet of the Semantic Web will be the exclusive workplace and 
playground of media proxies.  Media proxies are more or less complete extensions of our 
selves—software-based androids, if you will—that operate independently and autonomously 
in cyberspace.  They are the logical conclusion of a process of extension that has gone on for 
100,000 years! 

9.2.2.6 Media Proxies: Automata as Actors and Audience 

Existing media proxies exhibit very limited intelligence, performing pattern recognition, 
discrimination, and classification.  For example: automata such as bots and spiders 
manipulate the medium of the Web on our behalf; they are media interacting with other 
media as our proxies. 

Thus far, what currently distinguishes machine intelligence from human intelligence is that 
the former lacks two of the primary attributes of the latter: 

• A robust conceptual framework (a vast and extensible store of cultural and “common 
sense” knowledge) 

• The contextual tools to initiate, maintain, and refine complex and long-enduring 
sequences of action based on high-level goals (i.e., stories, plots, or scripts) 

Let’s look at each of the attributes lacking in machine intelligence and see what can be done 
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to bring machine intelligence up to speed. 

Robust conceptual framework ♦ 

XML-based semantic technologies like the Resource Description Format standard (RDF) and 
XML Topic Maps (XTM) provide us with languages for describing semantic networks.  
Currently these semantic standards are used primarily for the sharing of ontologies.  Along 
with public/private initiatives like the Cyc project and its spin-off Cycorp, such standards 
efforts have begun to lay the semantic foundations for a truly robust conceptual framework 
for machine intelligence, a framework that is complete, shared, dynamically extensible, and 
self-correcting.8  

  What do we mean by these terms?  The table below should answer this question. 

Table 8 - Attributes of an intelligent conceptual framework 

Complete Humans don’t ordinarily “fall off the edge” of their conceptual frameworks—we 
can fit emergent events into our view of the world, adapt, and move on 

Shared Humans (at least within particular cultures) share a wealth of common “facts” 
(assumptions) and a set of stories (scripts, plots) that explain the course of any 
given set of events 

Dynamically extensible Humans can integrate new facts and stories into their conceptual frameworks as 
new information arrives 

Self-correcting Humans can operate in the face of uncertainty (even blatant contradiction) and 
discard invalidated facts 

What sort of semantic ambiguities should a complete, shared, dynamically extensible, and 
self-correcting conceptual framework be able to handle?  Here are some examples in a brief 
quotation taken from the Cycorp Web site (http://www.cyc.com/products2.html): 

Consider the following pair of sentences:  

• Fred saw the plane flying over Zurich.  

• Fred saw the mountains flying over Zurich.  

Although the sentences are very similar, humans have 
little difficulty in recognizing that in the first 
sentence, "flying" probably refers to the plane, while 
in the second sentence, "flying" almost certainly refers 
to Fred. Traditional NL systems will have difficulty 
resolving this syntactic ambiguity, but because CYC 
knows that planes fly and mountains do not, it will be 
able to parse these sentences just as easily as a human. 
It's difficult to see how this could be done without 
relying on a large database of common sense.  

Here are a couple more examples; these involve pronoun 
disambiguation:  

• The police arrested the demonstrators because they 
feared violence.  

• The police arrested the demonstrators because they 
advocated violence.  

• Mary saw the dog in the store window and wanted 
it.  

                                                 
8 Information on RDF can be found at http://www.w3c.org.  XTM information is at http://www.topicmaps.org.   
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• Mary saw the dog in the store window and pressed 
her nose up against it.  

In the above quotation, “Cyc” refers to the Cyc Knowledge Engine, a commercial product 
offering from Cycorp.  As can be seen from the above examples, the problem of correct 
interpretation of natural-language sentences is non-trivial. 

Context maintenance tools ♦ 

Research now focuses on the development of context maintenance tools.  The Web Services 
paradigm is an example of a first halting step toward this common conceptual framework.  It 
can hardly be called complete, even when it is fully fleshed out according to the current 
consensus vision.  Moreover, it will probably not be self-correcting in any meaningful sense.  
However, the Web Services paradigm will at least lay the groundwork for a shared, 
dynamically extensible conceptual framework. 

Currently, media proxies can only make sense out of content from hot media—they lack the 
grasp of context needed to participate intelligently in the experience of the media that 
surround and protect them.  A robust conceptual framework and the ability to work within a 
milieu of stories will provide the needed context.  A media proxy must be able to describe 
not only what it is doing, but why—i.e., the role its actions play in the achievement of its 
overarching goals. 

Initial efforts at Web Services implementations will likely not take advantage of any 
integration with knowledge technologies like RDF, XTM, or Cyc.  However, these initial 
steps lay the groundwork for future systems that will be able to explain themselves, manage 
contradiction intelligently, and have a complete enough understanding of the world to be able 
to handle unforeseen events within their domain of operation. 

What would this imply for the future?  It would mean, among other things, that the 
development of universal, completely explicit EDI standards—a truly daunting task—would 
not be necessary.  Intelligent software agents would use common-sense reasoning to 
intermediate between disparate standards for common activities, such as order placement, 
invoicing, and statement reconciliation, for example.  This is possible, if not today, certainly 
within the next four years, if R&D efforts are focused on this outcome, hence well within the 
Rogue Wave time frame. 

In any case the Web is moving toward an A2A focus, covering an incredibly wide variety of 
possible interactions.  More intelligent software based on the Semantic Web will ease these 
efforts and speed the integration of the global economy and communications systems. 

9.2.2.7 Anatomy of a media proxy 

The following drawing updates the preceding drawing to show the structure of an intelligent 
machine. 
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Figure 19 – Anatomy of a media proxy 

The layers of human intelligence have counterparts at every level in the world of machine 
intelligence, though the inference and story management aspects are still in their infancy.  
The next generation of Web agents will go far beyond the spiders and bots of the 1990’s, 
though truly intelligent automata are still a long way off in the future.  The uncertainties with 
respect to media proxies are still legion, including at least the following: 

• Will the Semantic Web have any meaningful effect on the time of the Rogue Wave, 
or is it still further off in the future? 

• Will its effects be primarily felt in the realm of human-machine interaction, or will 
media proxies driving embedded A2A be the focus of Semantic Web activity during 
the Rogue Wave? 
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The 2002 Rogue Wave Scenarios 
 

 
When I was just a little girl 
I asked my mother 
“What will I be? 
Will I be pretty? 
Will I be rich?” 
Here’s what she said to me 
“Que sera, sera 
Whatever will be, will be 
The future’s not ours to see 
Que sera, sera” 

 

- Doris Day, “Que Sera Sera” 
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10 Scenario Planning: A Lightning-Fast Overview 
Before we apply scenario-planning techniques to our analysis of the time of the Rogue Wave, 
we should provide the intelligent but uninformed reader with an explanation of what these 
techniques are and how they are used.  If you are not interested in the methodology used and 
want to go straight to the results, you can safely skip this chapter and move on to the 
scenarios directly. 

In the last half of the 20th Century, to address the problem of uncertainty in strategic 
planning, large enterprises developed a powerful prognostication tool called Scenario 
Planning.  Royal Dutch Shell, one of the early adopters of Scenario Planning, used it to 
leverage their market position from eighth to first place between 1970 and 1985.  As an 
illustration of the diverse uses to which Scenario Planning has been put, the technique was 
also employed by the transitional government of South Africa to make their successful 
transition away from an apartheid-based society in the early 1990’s.   

Several good pointers are given in the References at the end of the document to additional 
reading on Scenario Planning.  But in a brief summary, the way scenario planning works is 
by following the steps shown in the following table: 

Step Description 
Frame the question Develop a precise definition of what it is you want to 

know.  Include a time frame, geographic scope, or any 
other relevant limitation to keep a sharp focus. 

Research Learn everything you can about the context of the 
question. Make sure you absorb contrasting and 
competing views, not just your favorite viewpoint. 

Identify local forces Sift out the factors that affect the shape of the possible 
answers to the question. 

Identify predetermined elements Some of the factors have a high degree of certainty: 
demographic projections, tidal forces, etc.  These will 
evolve in the same way regardless of the turn other 
variables in the situation may take. 

Identify critical uncertainties Many factors will affect the outcome of the question. 
Identify the most influential forces, preferably two or 
three at most.   
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Step Description 
Develop a matrix of critical 
uncertainties 

Plot the critical uncertainties against each other in a 
combinatorial matrix. 

Identify and name the scenarios Eliminate absurd combinations and combine those that 
will lead to nearly identical outcomes, reducing the 
combinations to a set of distinct outcomes—scenarios 
describing possible futures.  Give each of the scenarios 
a catchy name. 

Develop plot lines  Real-world scenarios tend to follow common story 
lines: winners and losers, challenge and response, 
evolution, revolution, the Lone Ranger, etc.  Many 
technology scenarios are evolutionary, but every so 
often a revolution happens, a paradigm shift.   

Flesh out the scenarios Although the characters in planning scenarios are 
institutions and global forces rather than individuals, 
the implications of the scenario are often easiest to 
grasp when cast in a personal light. Create a plausible, 
interesting, and informative story around each 
scenario. 

Present the scenarios The purpose of planning scenarios is to influence 
decision-making, so the scenarios will need to be 
explained and defended to the decision-makers—
strategic management, investors, key customers, etc.  
Try to describe each scenario dramatically enough to 
give it life in the minds of the audience. 

10.1 Determining The Question 

Let’s adopt the following very general question as the focus of our inquiry:   

• What will Web technology look like in 2006, four years from now? 

Because the author’s clients tend to be information technology organizations, we are 
consciously taking the technological perspective as our focus.  As we work our way through 
the steps of scenario planning, we will limit our scope by focusing on the question of Web 
technology.  The questions of what the Web would look like from a user, organizational, or 
content perspective are equally valid fields of inquiry, and each would be a subject of 
investigation at least as rich and fascinating as the technological perspective. 

It isn’t possible to understand the driving forces behind the coming revolution of Web 
technologies in the Rogue Wave years without understanding the human needs and desires 
and the organizational requirements that drive purchase and usage decisions.  Consequently 
we spent a goodly portion of our analytical energy coming to grips with the current and 
expected future state of these perspectives. 

The following diagram illustrates the force vectors driving technological change in the Web 
arena. 
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Figure 20 – Forces affecting the future of Web technologies 

User needs and desires and organizational requirements drive both the proliferation of 
content and the technological advances that feed into the future of the Web.  The very 
proliferation of content is itself a driver of technological change, in many different ways, 
including but not limited to: 

• New media types 

• New delivery mechanisms 

• Increased storage and throughput requirements 

Not only do content and requirement-driven technological advances affect the Web, but the 
very manifestation of the new content and technologies in turn spur the users and 
organizations on to think of new uses for the Web.  Hence what we see here is a complete 
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feedback-driven system.   

As with any system, the second law of thermodynamics (entropy) requires that new energy 
come in from outside to drive the system, and in the case of the Web that impetus is the force 
of history itself.  Looking back at the changes in the Web that manifested so quickly in the 
wake of the terrorist attacks against the World Trade Center and Pentagon on 9/11/2001, we 
can easily see how the interplay of society, politics, religion, and technology have grown the 
structure and functions of the Web in many different ways. 

10.2 Researching the issues 

We spent a lot of energy identifying and clarifying the driving forces behind Web 
technologies.  It was only toward the end of this investigation and analysis that we came to 
the conclusion that a fundamental change was underway.  We realized that not only where 
multiple disruptive technologies appearing on the scene more or less simultaneously, but that 
they were converging with each other in synergistic fashion.  It appeared to us that an historic 
moment was at hand.  At that point we came up with the concept of the Rogue Wave as a 
metaphor for the kind of event that is about to take place. 

10.3 Uncovering the critical uncertainties 

As we have said before and will probably say again, the Rogue Wave will hit at some point 
in the next few years, but it is difficult to say exactly when or how.  The uncertainties we 
face are of great interest to us as investors, entrepreneurs, and technology executives.  It is 
vital to our success that we find some way to understand the possible ways the next four 
years could unfold.  So we looked over the driving forces we had uncovered in our analysis, 
setting aside those that appeared to be predetermined elements in the situation, and focused 
down on forces that represent critical uncertainties. 

We see the following issues shaping the outcome of our question over the time of the Rogue 
Wave: 

• Recession versus recovery 

• Emergence (or non-emergence) of a “killer app” for 3G wireless data 

We will show why this is so in the following subsections. 

10.3.1 Recession versus recovery 

The issue of recession versus recovery presents a significant critical uncertainty.  As this is 
written there is a pervasive assumption among analysts that the recession will be over by 
mid-2002, but there is less agreement as to the strength of the recovery.  Moreover, the 
analysts have been wrong in the past; given the unusual aspects of the current downturn, 
there is reason to hedge one’s bets on the economy.   

With respect to the evolution of the Web, a strong or weak recovery will produce the same 
result, albeit more slowly in the case of a weak recovery.  However, an ongoing recession or 
further downturn into depression would drastically limit the investments needed for next-
generation technologies that will drive the evolution of the Web.   

What about the possibility of ongoing terrorist attacks? 
Because the effect of the 9-11 attacks was intimately intertwined with the recession, we are 
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going to take additional terrorist attacks of similar magnitude as a leading indicator of 
ongoing economic troubles rather than an independent variable unto itself.  It is difficult to 
image a scenario in which the economy thrives in the midst of multiple acts of mass 
destruction. 

10.3.2 Emergence of a wireless data “killer app” 

The other critical uncertainty with respect to the future of the Web is the emergence (or lack 
thereof) of a wireless data “killer app”.  This application, if it emerges, will be a solution to a 
hitherto unsolvable problem, providing unique business value that can only be achieved via a 
wireless data-driven architecture.  With such an application driving the market, justification 
for investment in systems architectures, suitable user interfaces, and piggy-backed value-add 
applications will be a no-brainer.  Likewise, infrastructure build-out will get pushed and 
regulatory hurdles will fall like dominoes. 

Once the killer app takes hold, the momentum will build for other 3G wireless data-based 
applications and services, creating a cascade of positive feedback.  The herd effect will bring 
about profound and fundamental changes—but only when the killer app for 3G wireless data 
actually emerges. 
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10.4 Scenario construction 

Now we move on to constructing the Rogue Wave scenarios.  We will develop the matrix we 
use in uncovering scenario plots, and then we will look at cardinal signs to help us get early 
warning of which way the world is moving. 

10.4.1 Developing the matrix 

There are two steps in developing the matrix we will use to determine our plots: establishing 
the grid axes and naming the plots. 

10.4.1.1 Establishing the grid axes 

With our critical uncertainties in mind, we can develop the following matrix, which shows 
the dimensions and the factors associated with each dimension.  Note that the factors are 
additive at the intersections—the factors for the particular way the economy falls out add to 
factors associated with the emergence of a wireless data “killer app” (or the lack thereof). 

 
Figure 21 – Defining the axes of the matrix 
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In the diagram, we note the implications of each alternative along a given dimension.  We 
will use combine these descriptions to determine the nature of the plots that will be 
associated with each cell in the matrix. 

10.4.1.2 Choosing Scenario Plots 

The next diagram sets up the four squares of the grid and names the plots associated with the 
dimensions.  These four plots represent the 2002 Rogue Wave scenarios.   

In some situations, each of the cells in the matrix might not represent a viable alternative 
outcome; for example, two cells might actually represent force combinations that produce 
essentially identical outcomes.  In such a case we would combine the redundant cells to hold 
a single plot.  In this circumstance, though, all four cells are viable alternatives. 

 
Figure 22 – The Matrix and the four scenario plots 

We will discuss the implications of the four scenarios in more detail in the chapters to follow.  
The following table, which the reader first saw in Chapter 1, describes the scenario plots. 
Table 9 - The 2002 Rogue Wave scenarios (recap from Chapter 1) 

Scenario and factors Description 

Small Moves 

Economy   

The economy stagnates.  Wireless technologies idle on the runway, 
unable to get enough momentum to take off.  IT budgets remain 
jaundiced.  The Web undergoes some growth, but any changes in 
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Scenario and factors Description 

3G wireless killer app   
technology are evolutionary and non-disruptive.  The Rogue Wave rolls 
in, but later and with less immediate energy. 

Post-Wired Doldrums  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

In spite of a stagnant economy, 3G wireless data technologies find a 
sweet spot and begin to take off.  The third-generation (3G) Wireless 
Web becomes a reality, albeit a “lean-and-mean” reality focused on a 
particular “killer app”.  The Rogue Wave rolls in later and with less 
energy, except in the arena of wireless data. 

Wi-Fi Paradise  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

The economy recovers, and the technologies of the Web begin to 
blossom and bear fruit again.  Many wonderful things occur, but the 3G 
Wireless Web is not among them.  Lack of a killer app leaves the world 
of wireless data access still a realm of expensive toys and narrow-niche 
successes.  One aspect of wireless technology that does take off is the 
802.11b (“Wi-Fi”) wireless LAN, which becomes a ubiquitous feature 
both inside organizational walls and in all manner of public spaces.  The 
Rogue Wave’s power is strong in the near-term, except in the arena of 
wireless data. 

Post-Wired Cornucopia  

Economy   

3G wireless killer app  

In the midst of an economic recovery, 3G wireless data sprouts wings 
(in the form of a killer app) and takes off.  The technologies of the Web 
proliferate, funded by venture capitalists, who are sadder but wiser after 
the recession of 2000-2002 and the dot-com bubble-burst.  The Web 
becomes truly pervasive, becoming part of our clothing, buildings, 
appliances, and landscape.  The Rogue Wave crashes down on us with 
massive force. 

10.4.2 Cardinal Signs 

The following sections describe the cardinal signs that will apply across all the scenarios. 

10.4.2.1 Economy 
 

Signs of economic recovery or continuing recession  ♦ 

There are a number of key indicators to watch, and others it is generally wise to ignore. 

 Index of Leading Economic Indicators 

The Conference Board (http://www.conference-board.org/) provides the widely renowned 
Index of Leading Economic Indicators, focused on the United States, as well as similar 
indicators for other major economies around the world.  As of January, 2002, these indicators 
were pointing to the beginnings of a recovery in the U.S., but ongoing troubles in France, the 
United Kingdom, and Japan. 

 Employment statistics 

You can find a variety of employment statistics at http://www.bls.gov/.  However, 
employment levels are not useful because in general they are trailing indicators.  
Organizations generally shed employees as a last resort, since of all resources they are the 
hardest to replace.   

 Stock markets 

Similarly, the stock markets are not useful as a cardinal sign for any of the scenarios, since 
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they are far too volatile, and are generally reacting to events that may have either transitory 
or long-term significance.  Better to look at the events to which the stock markets react than 
the markets themselves. 

Economic recovery is hard to miss.  You can feel it in the air once it is underway.  Once 
again, the Index of Leading Economic Indicators is a good starting point, and the national 
Association of Purchasing Managers’ monthly index is another reliable gauge. 

 Deal flows 

Other important indicators to watch are the various types of deal flows: venture capital, IPOs, 
private equity investments, and mergers & acquisitions.  One site this analyst often consults 
is http://www.thedeal.com/, which covers all these markets for the US; another is 
http://www.ipo.com/, which focuses on VC investments and IPOs.  There are numerous 
others, including sites that focus on particular regions both inside and outside the US.   

The predictive ability of these indicators is mixed; VC investments typically trail rather than 
lead an economic recovery, and IPOs follow even further down the path.  However, study of 
VC investments and IPOs can help you spot trends even in the hardest of times, since they 
indicate what kinds of deals are surviving the toughest scrutiny.  They are also useful in 
spotting the emergence of a wireless killer app, as we shall see a bit later. 

Ongoing terrorist attacks ♦ 

As we saw earlier, the 9-11 attacks had a devastating effect on the U.S. economy, an effect 
which took months to shake off.  Clearly, if additional attacks are perpetrated by Al Qaeda or 
other such groups, our economic woes are likely to continue at some level. 

If, however, the attacks become commonplace, the Israeli experience shows that people learn 
to adapt to them.  In Israel, where the risk of a terrorist attack is very high, they have virtually 
no effect on the country’s economic life.  Hence we need to watch both for recurrences of 
terrorism and the emergence of a societal attitude of fatalism toward their occurrence. 

10.4.2.2 Killer app emergence in the 3G wireless data marketplace 

 Deal flows 

Deal flows, especially VC investments, are useful for spotting killer app emergence.  When 
looking at VC investments, watch for large investments ($25M or greater) in companies 
doing wireless applications, watching for multiple large investments in a particular 
application domain; this may be your best leading indicator of the potential emergence of a 
killer app.  If the investments are smaller and/or there is no cluster of investments around a 
particular application, there does not appear to be consensus on a killer app. 

 Keep an eye on the street 

We can also look directly at the wireless data marketplace for signs of a killer app.  Is there 
an application that appears to provide a compelling reason to buy into 3G wireless data 
technology?  If so, how large a segment of the overall market will feel that this is a 
compelling reason to buy?  When a ubiquitous application with a plausible business model 
emerges, expect 3G wireless to take off.  The later this happens in the next few years, the 
more likely is the Wi-Fi Paradise scenario (if economic recovery occurs) or Small Moves (if 
the economy continues to hurt). 
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The emergence of a true killer app for 3G wireless shouldn’t be too hard to spot—for this 
analyst the best indicator is when somebody who isn’t pushing product speaks on the 
tremendous success they are having with the new technology.   

At every conference this analyst has attended or read about in the wireless data marketplace 
to date, the speakers have almost universally been technology vendors or consultants 
marketing services that complement the vendors’ offerings.  When the speakers at such 
conferences are power users sharing their real-life success experiences, the industry will have 
turned a corner.  The industry will be truly driven by customer demand rather than 
technological momentum and vendor push.  At such a point, the killer app should be clearly 
visible, as the electronic spreadsheet was in 1984 when Lotus 1-2-3 came out for the 
newfangled IBM PC.   

This conference speaker will be a grass-roots evangelist, what Geoffrey Moore referred to in 
his book Crossing the Chasm as an Early Adopter, someone who derives a significant 
strategic edge through the application of the technology.  They will turn the technology into a 
disruptive technology, one that displaces market leaders, and use it well against their 
competition.  This success—ideally several such successes in the domain space of the killer 
app—will bring the vast majority of users on board, creating the momentum that can act as a 
lever to the otherwise ailing economy. 

 Application used as lever to force regulatory changes 

Another cardinal sign of the killer app’s emergence is that it will be used as justification to 
push through the needed regulatory changes to obtain wireless spectrum.  This will occur 
even in the face of an otherwise stagnant or even bleak economy. 
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11 The Small Moves Scenario 
This scenario, while painful to recount, is a definite possibility for the Rogue Wave years.  It 
can be summed up by picturing a recurrence of the year 2001 for each of the next three or 
four more years.  The name Small Moves comes from Carl Sagan’s book Contact.  It is the 
admonition to Ellie, the cosmologist-to-be, from her ill-fated father as she fruitlessly searches 
the shortwave band for signs of life.  The Rogue Wave begins to hit within our target time 
period, but it moves slowly and arrives late. 

 
Figure 23 – The Small Moves Scenario 

11.1 Key Factors 

In the Small Moves scenario, venture capital markets continue to languish as they did all 
through 2001.  Corporations balk at increases in IT spending, preferring to sweat off the IT 
bloat we discussed earlier. 

Even in the midst of startup carnage and its drought-stricken aftermath, there are signs of life 
on the Web.  The demand for news & information and communication over the Web is 
higher than ever, overshadowing the demand for e-commerce and entertainment activities. 

Both individuals and organizations continue to operate in hunker-down mode.  Economic 
factors work against the infrastructure build-out required for 3G wireless—the build-out of 
infrastructure still happens, but more slowly than in other scenarios.  Moreover, the 
regulatory roadblocks are harder to overcome.  The lack of a wireless killer app leaves the 
wireless data industry bereft of purpose, a technology in search of a problem to solve. 

In the realm of Internet-focused application frameworks, Microsoft’s .NET platform has a 
slight to moderate edge over the Sun’s J2EE platform, due to the huge installed base of 
Windows NT and 2000 installations.  These sites are more likely to make incremental 
adjustments rather than major leaps in a risk-sensitive world.  The Microsoft-centric installed 
base and recession-induced aversion to innovation.  J2EE and .NET applications both come 
into play in new projects that have near-foolproof potential for significant cost reduction or 
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new revenue generation. 

The hard-nosed bottom-line mentality applies across the board.  Semantic Web-based 
initiatives gain mind-share, but only where clear, immediate economic benefit results from 
the implementation.  Workflow applications exemplify the sort of new application that has a 
chance at coming to fruition, due to the great potential for cost-savings resulting from the 
streamlining of existing work processes. 

Intermittent connectivity (which you may recall from the subsection  
on page 42) is not a popular concept in the Small Moves world.  Without much wireless 
connectivity or VC investment in risky R&D-style projects, organizations rely on tried-and-
true (read “cumbersome and time-consuming”) techniques for synchronizing the few existing 
remote clients.  The non-triviality of intermittent connectivity scares off all but the most 
stout-hearted of funding sources. 

Intermittent connectivity

There could be some unlooked-for and unwanted roses rising from the compost of Small 
Moves.  For example, continued terrorist attacks would stimulate investment in security-
related  technologies.  The CIA’s venture fund, In-Q-Tel, was beefed up in a serious way 
following the 9-11 attacks, and has made numerous investments in the past few months in 
ventures pursuing a variety of solutions to various aspects of global terrorist pursuit and 
homeland defense. 

The lack of a wireless killer app leads to some inevitable and not necessarily desirable 
outcomes.  Microsoft will come to dominate the realm of wireless operating systems in the 
Small Moves scenario, simply by weight of their cash stockpile, which enables their 
continued investment at a time when other sources of venture funding are few and far 
between.  As we noted before, the build-out of wireless infrastructure encounters regulatory 
and fiscal obstacles, and 3G wireless implementation is delayed as a result.  Finally, the 
already-proven 802.11b (“Wi-Fi”) network technologies dominate wireless initiatives, since 
they are simple extensions of existing LAN architectures.  Pure 3G and 3G hybrid devices 
appear, but their cost and lack of compelling reason to buy mean they will fail to gain 
significant market share. 

11.2 Small Moves: A Slice of Life 

Dateline: May 20, 2004—Austin, Texas, USA 

Eric Sandström, a 30-year-old Web developer in Austin, faces a world that is much like it 
was in 2001. He was lucky to keep his job with the State of Texas, where he gets nice 
benefits and job security in exchange for a below-industry-average salary. He is very aware 
that industry averages are deceiving. Web companies have a disturbing tendency to go out of 
business right after their HR department fills out the salary survey. In fact, they come and go 
so quickly that some friends of his have worked for as many as eight different companies in 
four years. 

Eric stands in line at Starbucks a few blocks south of his downtown office. He sees a few 
people working at their laptops, hooked into the Starbucks Wi-Fi network; he recalls that the 
network, originally slated to go live in late 2001, instead took two extra years to complete. 
That seemed to be the way of things now: with the ongoing series of terrorist attacks that had 
plagued U.S. interests since 9/11/2001, the continuing slump in the stock market, and the 
demise of three of the top twenty Fortune 100 firms in the wake of the accounting scandals of 
2002, the capital markets were utterly averse to new technologies of any kind. 
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Eric's work consists of creating Web Services for business-to-government interactions.  His 
personal specialty is secure access, a skill in high demand. He is an avid .NET enthusiast, 
feeling smugly superior to the bulk of his work peers who were still writing Active Server 
Pages applications on IIS 5.  

He is also secretly jealous of the small minority of J2EE developers working in another 
corner of the state government; though J2EE has never caught on as much as the pundits had 
predicted in 1999 and 2000, it is still the most exciting corner of the developer community. 
Eric toys with a few J2EE projects on his home network. While he thinks the .NET platform 
is better thought out than the tangled world of J2EE specifications, the Open Source projects 
around J2EE are a community of which Eric longs to be a member. He participates in a 
.NET-related project and has enjoyed the feeling of respect that comes from having your 
code appreciated by your peers. But in the Open Source world, anything associated with 
Microsoft is looked on with suspicion. Moreover, Eric is frankly addicted to the marvelous 
tools and support he gets from Microsoft. 

Last year he worked on a really enjoyable project for the state’s Road Commission, creating 
a wireless application for work crews in remote locations. It wasn't a sexy 3G-type project, 
but it filled a real need and gave him a chance to work with some really neat technology. His 
skills in XML and XSLT are legendary now in the Texas government’s software developer 
community, and he often gets calls from other state employees to make a presentation about 
his wireless project. 

Eric has a great idea for a wireless app, delivering live concerts from Austin's Sixth Street 
music district to users via 3G wireless. He has a friend with money who would act as an 
angel investor to get the idea off the ground, but it depends on the rollout of 3G services to a 
wide enough audience.  That rollout has occurred in a few places in the U.S., notably in the 
Seattle area.  Still, a seamless 3G network is still years away. 

With Starbucks' Wi-Fi network up and running, and similar networks at the Austin airport 
and many of the big chain hotels around Austin, Eric hopes to convince his angel to let him 
build a version of his product that can be delivered through these channels. The only question 
he has not been able to answer thus far is the obvious one to the investor: how can we charge 
for this service to get a return on investment? 

Eric is reasonably happy with his life and the technology with which he is surrounded, but he 
misses the excitement of his early career during the dot-com boom. Then it seemed like 
anything was possible, and he was like a kid in a candy store; now he feels very grown-up, 
with all the attendant cares and worries. A change would be welcome, but he'll believe it 
when he sees it. 
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12 The Post-Wired Doldrums Scenario 
In this scenario, the technological world of the Web suffers from the same economic malaise 
as in Small Moves.  There is a difference, though, and that is the emergence of a “killer app” 
for 3G wireless data, a compelling reason to buy that makes the 3G world the bright spot in 
an otherwise pallid or dark economy.  The Rogue Wave crashes down in one technological 
arena, to the delight of local surfers, but fails to inundate the rest of the landscape—yet. 

 
Figure 24 – The Post-Wired Doldrums Scenario 

12.1 Key Factors 

Economically, many of the same factors apply here as in the Small Moves scenario’s 
 section.  There are a few differences, though, that stem from the emergence in Post-

Wired Doldrums of a killer app for 3G wireless data. 

Key 
Factors

In the world of Post-Wired Doldrums, the build-out of wireless infrastructure gets pushed 
through, because the killer app gives investors reason to move.  Investors and key vendors 
and customers pressure the government into bringing down the regulatory hurdles.  
Manufacturers of wireless devices see the opportunity and step up to the plate, though many 
of the devices they produce are hybrids capable of operating equally well over 3G and 
802.11b (“Wi-Fi”) networks.  This synergy of Wi-Fi and 3G produces a truly pervasive 
computing environment, though on a somewhat smaller scale than the economically brighter 
scenarios would allow. 

The nature of the 3G wireless data killer app determines a number of things about the state of 
Web technology in this scenario.  An e-commerce app, for example, would likely produce an 
emphasis on intermittent connectivity and security technologies.  A news & information app 
could further stimulate Semantic Web development, leading to faster and more intelligent 
searches and personalized Web spiders. 

An entertainment app, on the other hand, would stimulate a faster push toward high-
bandwidth 3G/Wi-Fi implementations, and probably favor Wi-Fi over 3G given its higher 
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bandwidth potential and ease of rollout.  Finally, a communications app would favor 3G 
investment and R&D over Wi-Fi, since the key value of communications is its “anytime, 
anywhere” aspect. 

12.2 Post-Wired Doldrums: A Slice of Life 

Dateline: June 30, 2004—Boulder, Colorado, USA 

Nadya Mitnick, a Ukrainian émigré who (along with her husband Dmitri) has been a 
software engineer in the West since the breakup of the Soviet Union, is sitting at lunch in 
downtown café, not far from her workplace.  She hears her boss calling to her, and smiles to 
herself.  He is more than 2,000 miles and two time zones away, and no matter how hard she 
tries she can no longer hide from him! 

She takes her hybrid PDA/cell phone from its holster at her waist and puts it on the table in 
front of her, setting its built-in stand so its mini-camera is pointed at her face.  His face shows 
in the color display, updating at about 10 frames a second.  She pushes the speakerphone 
button and says laughingly, “Hello, Ralph! Can’t I even eat my lunch in peace?” 

“Not while the markets are open—and they’re always open somewhere around the world, 
aren’t they?” he responds with a chuckle of his own.  “Seriously, I’ve got a customer support 
issue I need you to look at.  It’s probably just an issue with their hardware, but the front-line 
rep isn’t confident enough to push it back on them. The customer is complaining because 
he’s looking at his kids through the day-care center’s Webcam and their faces are green.” 

“What did they have for lunch?” 

“Not funny, Nadya.  Is there anything in the software that could cause something like this?” 

“Well, yes, I guess so.  Let me get more details from the CRM system when I get back to the 
office.  Can they wait another fifteen minutes so I can stop for a latté on the way back?” 

“Not a problem, we said we’d respond within three hours and the customer was happy.  Their 
in Indianapolis, so they’re on Central time. Let me know what happens.” 

“As you wish, Master,” Nadya replies, bowing graciously, then she presses a button to 
terminate the call.  The screen goes back to her normal portal display. 

Nadya and Ralph work for WithoutANet, the video messaging company that had burst onto 
the scene in Fall 2002.  Its IPO in August 2003 was not only the largest that year (an awful 
year for IPOs), it was bigger than all the others in the US combined, and was one of the 
largest ever.  Its line of business products was single-handedly credited with making the 
market for Windows CE-powered hybrid devices like Nadya.  These devices were now in the 
hands of more than a third of the US population and almost a billion people worldwide. 

The second big terrorist attack on New York City, in October 2002, had dealt a crushing 
blow to the travel industry, which had never fully recovered from the 9-11 attacks.  The 
incident was a surface-to-air rocket attack on a commercial airliner carrying several boxes 
full of anthrax spores.  While the effects had been less devastating than might have been 
expected due to fortunate wind conditions on the LaGuardia approach path, it still took a 
massive toll on national confidence. 

In the aftermath, people turned to the Web for comfort, to contact friends and relatives and 
make sure they were safe or to share their rage and grief, and to get up-to-the-moment news 
and information.  WithoutANet had just released its first product, a consumer product, in late 
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September, and by early November the devices were sold out everywhere.  People gathered 
around anyone holding them at airports, train stations, and cafés.  The CDMA2000 network 
required by WithoutANet devices covered only part of the nation, but it covered enough of 
the major metro areas to be eminently useful. 

Production ramped up quickly, and they were the most popular Christmas gift in December 
2002.  The new line of business products was released in March 2003, simultaneous with the 
government’s announcement of a resolution to the spectrum allocation problems and the 
commitment of funding for the nationwide CDMA2000 network advocated by the President 
in his State of the Union address a couple months earlier.   

Organizations seeking to avoid the cost and perceived risks of travel flocked to 
WithoutANet’s solution for videoconferencing, which worked on desktop, laptop, and 
handheld devices.  A clever new sliding-window video compression algorithm allowed 
WithoutANet’s products to take advantage of whatever bandwidth was available to a 
particular display device, which not only provided the competitive edge they needed, but also 
was the intellectual property the company needed to justify its IPO in the worst IPO market 
anyone could remember. 

Now WithoutANet had acquired enough cash to begin an aggressive M&A strategy, which it 
used to target its bandwidth vendors.  Almost a year after the IPO, it merged with Verizon 
and VoiceStream to become the second-largest player in the US cellular market.  It also 
bought the Microsoft spin-off that had taken Windows CE out of the Mother Ship.  Microsoft 
had spun off this unit in late 2002, partly as a sop to trust-busters and partly as an 
acknowledgement that it had failed at marketing the handheld OS, not such a shameful thing 
in an otherwise depressing world.   

For WithoutANet, though, ownership of the OS was a license to print money, since it had 
represented the single biggest cost other than the raw hardware in each of its handheld 
products.  WithoutANet had so widened the 3G wireless pie and the handheld device pie that 
its CE device competitors, though losing market share, experienced sudden growth in 
revenue.  With the acquisition of Windows CE, WithoutANet shared in their success as well. 

Nadya is happy with her lot as she walks back to her little office.  Like most WithoutANet 
employees, she had the option of working at home and receiving a bit of extra cash, or lining 
up office space.  Her colleagues are located all over the globe, staying in constant touch by 
use of their own products (“eating their own dog food,” as Microsoft used to call it).  Her 
husband is less happy with his job, working with a local SGML shop on legacy aircraft 
company shop manual systems.  Five years ago the job had been exciting, but after watching 
three quarters of his colleagues be laid off around him and suffering three different pay cuts 
himself, he was understandably envious of his wife’s success. 

Both look forward to a better economy and more opportunities for Dmitri in another year or 
so.  WithoutANet’s success hasn’t quite been enough to turn the whole global economy 
around, but it is the engine driving many indicators upward bit by bit.  After almost four 
years of official on-and-off recession, everyone is ready for a change.  There is still concern 
that another terrorist incident could cause another turn for the worse, but people are starting 
to get used to the idea that such things may be an ongoing part of life.  Only time will tell. 
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13 The Wi-Fi Paradise Scenario 
The Wi-Fi Paradise is a world in which economic recovery occurs, but the 3G wireless data 
killer app never emerges, and the market for 3G never quite takes off.  The Rogue Wave 
washes across the rest of the world, but the 3G wireless world is like a promontory that 
manages to escape the force of the deluge, its surfers left high and dry for the moment.  
While the technology continues to improve, companies struggle to find ways to make a 
serious profit off the new 3G devices.  Nonetheless, it is a happy world if you are not 
exclusively a 3G wireless investor! 

 
Figure 25 – The Wi-Fi Paradise Scenario 

13.1 Key Factors 

In the Wi-Fi Paradise, the economy recovers quickly from its turn-of-the-millennium 
stumbles.  Venture capital flows again in copious quantities, though the business plan vetting 
is much more rigorous and traditional in its parameters and expectations than during the dot-
com bubble.  The viewpoint of investors is a lot like it was during the late 1980’s in the 
Silicon Valley and around Boston’s 128 loop. 

The renewed economy causes demand for news & information and for communications to 
continue to grow, but the real news is the takeoff in Web-based entertainment and e-
commerce from the user perspective.  With renewed consumer confidence and increased 
disposable income, consumers are more ready to spend.  Simultaneously and synergistically, 
the boom economy lends momentum to many innovations in the underlying technologies, 
leading to a burgeoning of attractive new options for entertainment and online commerce. 

An area of particular interest to end users is the sudden explosion of new Web-enabled 
gaming interfaces, such as goggles and mittens for use in the new generation of Web-based 
Virtual Reality games.  In addition to gaming, these new user interfaces take online chat to a 
whole new level of interaction.  There is a dark side to all this—it’s now easy to spoof 
identities, so sexual predation takes off, and the VR technologies open new vistas of online 
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pornography.  Hate groups and cults use the new technologies for recruitment and training 
purposes.  But on the whole most people believe the gains are worth the risks. 

A revolution in application and system architectures changes the face of computing.  There is 
heavy investment in infrastructure build-out, but it mostly relates to widening Internet pipes 
to handle the massive increases in server-to-server and server-to-end-user traffic due to the 
explosion in digital video broadcasts. Within the enterprise, 10GHz Ethernet takes off nicely, 
but the really interesting news is the demise of the desktop PC.  Infiniband departmental 
LANs are born, in which the disk drives and motherboards of the old desktop computers are 
replaced by SAN’s and SyAN’s (storage area networks replacing local disk drives, and 
systems area networks replacing the CPU chipsets).   

Thanks to the realization of the Electronic Ink concept, there is often no need for a desktop 
monitor.  The monitors that remain are flat-panel displays on free-floating stands, embedded 
in desktops, or hanging on walls, with wireless keyboards and mice nearby.   

The Electronic Ink displays are paper-like objects the size of a standard newspaper page and 
are touch-sensitive, with a fixed keyboard-like area for character input and touch for pointer 
input over the dynamic display regions.  They are virtually unbreakable, and can be folded 
without damage.  Connected via Wi-Fi to a base station and then via fiberoptic Ethernet to 
the office Infiniband LAN, these displays will virtually eliminate the need for laptops and 
desktop PC’s. 

Data centers, of course, are utterly transformed by the new systems architectures.  The whole 
concept of racks is now history.  ROI formulae for data center operation are completely 
rewritten.  Portions of the Internet move to Infiniband, especially in the Boston-to-DC 
metroplex, the San Francisco Bay area, and the Olympia-to-Bellingham metro area around 
Seattle.  Within each of these areas, 10GHz node-to-node connectivity is universally 
available. 

Application architectures become increasingly distributed, in keeping with the new systems 
architectures.  A great deal of research and development occurs around optimizing for the 
new paradigm. 

In the content perspective, we see that both public and private-sector content initiatives are 
flourishing.  The Semantic Web becomes a commonplace reality; knowledge-based 
applications support every imaginable discipline. 

Innovation rules in the Web technology perspective.  The competition between .NET and 
J2EE is vigorous as organizations take advantage of proliferation of non-Microsoft platform 
and framework alternatives.  These include stalwarts like IBM, Sun, Oracle, HP, iPlanet, and 
BEA, but a growing cadre of Open Source startups nips at their heels.  The Microsoft camp 
relives the ‘90’s as third-party toolmakers revel in the powerful features of the .NET 
platform. 

Workflow is increasingly the paradigm of choice, as more and more business processes get 
Web-enabled.  Many of these processes are traditional ASP-type offerings with Web screens 
replacing VB or PowerBuilder client/server apps, but there are a growing number of behind-
the-scenes plumbing applications that fully automate supply and support chain initiatives. 

Within the wireless world, the build-out of 3G infrastructure occurs, and 3G devices and 
applications roll out, but there is no single application that drives the market.  Instead, early 
adopters take advantage of the new technology within particular market niches, and the usual 
band of technology enthusiasts show off their devices to admiring crowds at parties.  
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Wireless bandwidth allocation is still an issue, and the entrenched occupiers of the desired 
spectrum hold their ground successfully for the most part.  For this reason, 3G wireless 
coverage is spotty and often overwhelmed, even though the number of devices sold is not 
what the manufacturers hoped for. 

Wi-Fi is big and continuously getting bigger.  It has fewer barriers to overcome in people’s 
minds, with security being the biggest.  Coverage in public places spreads quickly, and 
Internet cafés spring up all over the US, as they already had in Europe and the more 
advanced economies of Asia. 

Because of Wi-Fi for the most part, distributed computing really takes off, and intermittent 
connectivity increases in importance as a result.  All major Wi-Fi-based business applications 
work well whether on or off the grid; it’s an implicit expectation in the marketplace now. 

There is a shoot-out in wireless OS world, with no clear winners other than the public.  Palm 
continues to hang in with its dogged adherents, much like Apple did in the PC arena.  
Windows CE is dominant, but there other players emerge, based on Linux with significant 
customizations to go for particular segments of the market.  Wireless devices under all OS 
target either 3G, Wi-Fi, or both, but the Wi-Fi only devices win the market-share war, since 
there is little perceived benefit in 3G—yet.  Forward thinkers expect the killer app to emerge 
any day now, and there is little doubt that one eventually will. 

13.2 Wi-Fi Paradise: A Slice of Life 

Dateline: July 10, 2004—Venice, Italy 

The scene opens with our Web designer, Katrina Freud, settling in for the moment at her 
office in Venice, Italy.  She looks at the whiteboard on her wall, and sees writing appearing 
there as if by magic under the sidebar heading “To Do Today”.  (Her whiteboard is actually a 
new kind of intelligent wallpaper created by a joint venture between 3M and the E Ink 
Corporation.  The wallpaper is linked to the office SyAN via an Infiniband link into a router 
embedded in a corner ceiling tile.) 

Her boss in Amsterdam is writing the To Do list on his copy of their shared whiteboard.  
While he is still writing, she circles one of the items he wrote earlier and notes beside it, “Jan 
is already working on this!”  His latest item stops in midstream, and he writes next to her 
note, “Sorry, hadn’t heard!” and adds a little smiley face.  Then he continues where he left 
off. 

Katrina's boss has outlined several projects on the whiteboard, some interesting, some not. 
He's also started to prioritize them, and she is grateful to see that one of the most interesting 
is also a high priority. She gathers her things and scribbles on the whiteboard, "I'm off to the 
cafe to get to work now- Ciao!" 

She heads down the six hundred year old narrow street, turns into the piazza and finds a seat 
at the outdoor cafe.  It is a beautiful day, a salty breeze off the sea breaking up the morning 
clouds already. She orders an espresso and cannoli and settles in to work. 

Her tablet PC connects seamlessly with the cafe's wireless network, and she is quickly logged 
into her collaborative workspace.  The materials she needs are already there for her, left by 
her boss. She looks them over and decides to ask a question or two, so she brings up a chat 
window. Her boss responds, his image coming through clearly over the Wi-fi link.  The 
Internet2 initiatives have made streaming video a reality for LAN-based users, though the 3G 
wireless equivalent still seems a long way off. 
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The outdoor noise of the cafe obscures the sound of his words, so Katrina puts on her beret 
with its built-in wireless headset. She asks and he answers her questions, and she gets on with 
her work. 

The animation tools with which she works rely heavily on the cafe's CAN (Computing Area 
Network, a combination of a SAN and a SyAN), which has an abundance of supercomputing 
power that would have turned the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory scientists of the 1980's 
green with envy. Yet this cafe is just like thousands of other businesses in Venice, and has 
invested no more in its wireless network and computing systems than it did in its four-group 
la Pavoni espresso machine. Katrina is developing a commercial whose actors look as real as 
if they were living creatures, but these exist only in the library of her animation kit, and are 
given life only by her commands. 

When she thinks back to 2001 and the changes that have occurred since the recession ended, 
she can be truly amazed. Advances have taken place on so many fronts that it is difficult to 
catalog them all. the strangest fact of all, though, is that 3G wireless hasn't taken off.  Even in 
Europe, where the infrastructure is years ahead of the US and still slightly ahead of Asia, 3G 
applications still appeal only to limited segments of the population. Online gaming is a big 
business, though it has yet to become profitable; everyone who has tried to find a way to 
charge for it has been abandoned by their clientele. Online advertising had already died on 
the wired Web for the most part by 2003, replaced by pay-per-view and subscription-based 
models. Advertising in the 3G world never even got started, the reactions to pilot programs 
being so fiercely negative. 

The best wireless data applications in Katrina's world work well whether the network is 2G, 
2.5G, some flavor of 3G, Wi-Fi, or a wired connection. They work seamlessly whether the 
user is connected or not, so they are still useful even when out of range of any network. 
Katrina's company has an excellent sales automation application from Siebel that works like 
that, as does the technician who repaired her printer last week. She was impressed with how 
easily the technician (a young African woman recently arrived from Chad) was able to get 
the information she needed, even a live video demo of how to make the repairs so she could 
follow along, and interrupt the demo when she encountered a situation that was unlike what 
the instructor was showing her.  

Though these applications seemed to make great use of the potential of 3G, there was no 
compelling reason Katrina could imagine why she or any other adult would want a 3G 
device. They were still expensive and the coverage was still iffy, and performance was not 
always up to snuff even where the signal was excellent. 

The most exciting thing Katrina has seen in recent months was at the office of an architect 
for whom she occasionally does some VR work. She (the architect) had recently purchased a 
"thing printer," a device from Epson that could take a CAD drawing and produce a three-
dimensional model, built up in layers of epoxy resin laid down molecule by molecule. It took 
a while to produce a model, and the models were limited to half a meter square by fifteen 
centimeters high, but the potential was quite impressive. Even more impressive was the fact 
that the higher-end "thing printers" could lay down an integrated circuit board on-the-fly, 
complete with gold traces, so one could take the printed object, insert chips, attach a power 
source, and have a fully functional computing device. Though not yet in wide use, such 
devices were expected to revolutionize the electronics manufacturing industry, dramatically 
reducing pollution and waste, and dropping the price of already-cheap devices by an order of 
magnitude. 
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Katrina is really happy with her world, especially with her ability to keep in touch with her 
aging parents a few hundred kilometers away in Austria. We leave her working away at her 
seat in the piazza, already on her second espresso of the day. 
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14 The Post-Wired Cornucopia Scenario 
Now, at last, we come to the best (if not necessarily the most likely) of all worlds.  The 
economy recovers, and a 3G wireless data killer app appears, leading to large-scale 
acceptance of 3G wireless data devices and software.  The Rogue Wave provides excellent 
surfing on every technology investment beach in sight! 

 
Figure 26 – The Post-Wired Cornucopia Scenario 

14.1 Key Factors 

All the same economic factors pertain as in Wi-Fi Paradise, except that the emergence of the 
wireless killer app magnifies the effects of the economic recovery in areas related to wireless.  
In particular, regulatory and spectrum allocation barriers to infrastructure build-out are 
steam-rollered out of the way.  VC investments pour into the wireless market, especially in 
the competitive realm of the killer app but also in 3G devices and peripherals and 3G 
software ancillary to or even unrelated from the killer app.  Once the devices and coverage 
are in place, users will begin to feel the attraction to other uses for the 3G network, and a 
synergistic effect will ripple out through the entire 3G space. 

As in the Post-Wired Doldrums scenario, the nature of killer app determines a number of 
things that will drive the direction and magnitude of Web-related technological evolution.  
To review and update our analysis there:  

• An e-commerce app would likely produce an emphasis on intermittent connectivity 
and security technologies 

• A news & information app would further stimulate Semantic Web development, 
leading to faster and more intelligent searches and personalized Web spiders 

• An entertainment app, on the other hand, would stimulate a faster push toward high-
bandwidth 3G/Wi-Fi implementations, but in this scenario (in contrast to Post-Wired 
Doldrums) the wireless network pie is bigger; both 3G and Wi-Fi will receive a lot of 
attention and VC investment 
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• A communications app would favor 3G investment and R&D over Wi-Fi, since the 
key value of communications is its “anytime, anywhere” aspect, though once again 
the larger pie will make this merely a difference in relative rate of increase, not a 
zero-sum game 

14.2 Post-Wired Cornucopia: A Slice of Life 

Dateline: August 22, 2004—Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 

Magdalena “Magda” Suarez, a Venezuelan college student on a semester abroad in Australia, 
is lying in her bunk laughing.   The VR display provided by her headset is displaying her 
little nephew Manuelito, aged eighteen months, as he runs across her parents’ living room 
this Christmas Day.  For her it is almost for midnight, but for them it is morning, and she is 
watching them open presents. 

The image is not perfect, but it is amazingly good.  The family can see a static picture of her 
on the small monitor underneath the twin Webcams on the videobot, a reminder of who is 
watching.  The ‘bot’ is controlled by Magda’s head movements and hand gestures, so she can 
wander around the living room at will.  The twin video streams are merged by the VR 
processor within her parents’ home network before being sent across the Internet to Magda’s 
VR processor and then on to her headset.  Manuelito’s mother, Magda’s sister Juanita, sits 
with her husband Jorge on the sofa to Magda’s virtual left, and her parents sit in armchairs 
off to the right. 

When Magda speaks, her voice sounds to them as if she is in the same room, coming out of a 
group of speakers in the bot’s body.  It is not the same as being there, but it is much nicer 
than the telephone! 

14.2.1 The third-millennium house 

Magda is studying VR programming, which is why her parents have invested in this piece of 
equipment, still a rather pricey luxury item.  Her parents think they are not otherwise much 
interested in technology, though they are thoroughly enveloped in an almost invisible 
technological cocoon in their recently-built house.  The household network is transparent to 
them even though a large-scale data center manager circa 1990 would have lusted for the 
household network’s storage capacity and processing power.  All the household appliances 
cooperate in many ways to save power; their electric bill is a quarter what they paid in their 
previous house, which was the same size as this house.  The house cleans itself while they 
are out or at night while they are sleeping.  Almost everything in the house is voice- or 
gesture-controlled.  Magda’s parents have grown so used to these features that they don’t 
think of them as technology any more. 

Magda’s specialization at school is in online conferencing software, a less flamboyant choice 
than the VR gaming programs that many of her classmates prefer.  Nonetheless her choice is 
wise from a career standpoint, because online conferencing is where the real money is.  
Businesses everywhere are “going virtual,” providing their employees with a work 
environment that involves no commuting time and no dress code—each person is rendered in 
the online conference environment in the avatar (virtual body) of their choice. 

Avatar creation is big business.  You can go into a studio in any major city and after thirty 
minutes of posing under their camera crew’s direction, have your avatar available on the 
studio’s avatar server.  You can record any number of avatars in different outfits of your 
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choice. 

14.2.2 The power of Open Source 

Magda has recently won worldwide acclaim for a super-fast ray tracing algorithm, which she 
made available to everyone through Open Source.  Her library has already been extended by 
several colleagues in distant places, and the current beta version is always used in meetings 
of the Magda RT affinity group she has organized to steer the evolution of her software.  
Though she receives no compensation for use of the software, she has already received 
numerous job offers from companies large and small that offer online conferencing 
environments.  Open Source has really boomed since the turn of the millennium, and the 
CVS archives have experienced geometric growth in every area of computing.  The typical 
contributor is a student looking to make her/his mark in the world, and many continue to 
contribute as long as their employers let them.   

Outside of the realm of commercial software vendors, employers tend to let their employees 
contribute—the benefits of such contributions tend to far outweigh the risk of giving away 
some proprietary technology.  Most businesses understand that their business processes and 
the knowledge of their employees are the real value they provide.  No one puts their whole 
system up for grabs, but many businesses now contribute routines and libraries that solve 
common problems, knowing they can obtain similar solutions in the open collaborative 
environment that Open Source provides. 

The W3C and IETF have merged under a single umbrella, recognizing that the Web and the 
Internet are now completely synonymous.  This merger has greatly reduced the friction of 
standards development, and great synergies have emerged between the low-level protocol 
development of the IETF engineers and the application-level work of the W3C adherents.  
BEEP has been adopted as the universal peer-to-peer protocol, and BEEP traffic now rivals 
HTTP on the Web backbones.  The star topology of Web servers has been replaced by the 
fabric paradigm of peer-to-peer in many application domains, including all forms of point-to-
point communications and electronic commerce. 

14.2.3 The surprising revolution of the 3G Wireless Web 

The Wireless Web of Magda’s world is even more exciting than its wired equivalent.  The 
killer application for 3G wireless has turned out to be real-time advertising.   

Real-time advertising is a location-focused advertising medium that allows retailers to offer 
incentives in real-time to nearby prospective consumers.  Unlike paper coupon books, 
newspaper ads, and other traditional advertising media, Real-time advertising works in real-
time to deal with short-term utilization “valleys”. Unlike existing reservations Web sites, 
Real-Time Advertising can be utilized by any type of location-based retailer and requires 
minimal advance setup and commitment. 

Real-time advertising consists of the following components: 
Table 10 - Real-time advertising components 

Component/Subcomponent Description 

vCoupons Notifications of incentives that can be transmitted to vDisplays in 
real-time, activated and deactivated at the retailer’s discretion 

vDisplays Electronic Ink window displays for retailers that are updated via 
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Component/Subcomponent Description 
wireless to show vCoupon activations and deactivations; vCoupon 
broadcasts can also be received by nearby 3G wireless devices 

 Subscriber’s storefront display Restaurant/store shows passers-by the currently active vCoupons 

 Other key storefront displays Generic vDisplays advertise all currently active vCoupons offered by 
nearby establishments 

Automated PBX-style answering service Provides two fully automated interfaces for retailers 

 Administration interface Set up vCoupons (both canned and fresh); activate fresh vCoupons; 
get billing and usage tracking reports from the system 

 Activation interface Used to activate and deactivate canned vCoupons 

Call center Provides human interface for retailers 

Businesses define a number of standard (“canned”) incentives that can be put into play on 
demand very quickly.  A restaurant example might be, “Free goat-cheese or stuffed 
mushroom appetizer to the first five dining parties.”  Each is a brief, scripted voice message 
(transcribed to text for use in the Web interface).  Incentives can also be created on-the-fly in 
real-time—in which case they are considered “fresh” incentives.  The activation interface 
supports creation of fresh incentives and the activation and deactivation of canned incentives. 

The vDisplay interface is an attractive Electronic Ink device that is attached to a display 
window and shows currently active vCoupons to passers-by outside the retailer’s 
establishment.  It is immediately updated using 3G wireless communications when vCoupons 
are activated or deactivated. 

Some retailers, for a variety of reasons, don’t want to subscribe to the real-time advertising 
concept, but are (for a fee) willing to put a vDisplay interface in their storefront window 
where it can be seen by passers-by.  This flavor of display unit shows all available vCoupon 
incentives currently activated by nearby establishments, a further means of driving foot 
traffic to the incentive offerors. 

When out on the town, Magda and her friends often want to know what restaurant can seat 
them right now, so they can make it to a movie that starts in 90 minutes or so.  They check 
for vCoupons on the displays located all over the Sunnybank area, and learn what incentives 
restaurants are offering to draw them in. As students they must be thrifty, and this assures 
them of the best bargains on a moment-by-moment basis! 

One of the coolest features of real-time advertising, in Magda’s mind, is that 3G wireless 
devices can run a program that receives vCoupon broadcasts for nearby businesses.  Most of 
her friends cannot yet afford these devices, which are relatively new to the market and still 
rather pricey.  Every so often one of her townie friends, an Aussie named Sarah, can borrow 
her mother’s device—she’s a real estate saleswoman who can easily justify the cost for use in 
her work.  When Sarah brings this toy along, Magda and her crowd love to ride the river 
ferry and watch for bargains they want to snap up. 

14.2.4 The late emergence of 3G wireless consumer devices 

The way 3G wireless has caught on seems upside-down to Magda.  Everyone had expected a 
consumer or road-warrior application would be the killer app, an application that real people 
would use.  Who would have thought that an embedded application would be the driving 
force behind an industry? But in truth, 3G wireless data was getting nowhere until mid-2003, 
when real-time advertising first appeared in pilot programs in Seattle and Tokyo.  Residents 
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of these cities represented the first areas of 3G coverage, so there was a critical mass of 
devices already on the street to test the concept.  The populations of both cities found real-
time advertising instantly addictive.  The originating company, RTA Group LLC, was 
snapped up almost instantaneously for a truly obscene sum by NTT, which then entered into 
a joint venture with AT&T and Ericsson.  Together these industry giants had the clout to 
make things happen, and within a year 3G networks were everywhere, even though 3G 
consumer devices were slow to catch up.  Embedded 3G wireless applications for business 
and industrial use caught on as soon as the infrastructure was in place; for these applications 
even a relatively expensive device was but a small part of the cost of the system and 
insignificant in light of the value delivered.   

Embedded 3G applications had caught on everywhere now, especially in the realm of 
vehicular telematics, where wireless networks were integrated with the Global Positioning 
System and geographic information systems (GIS).  Every new car and all commercial 
trucks, new or old, had 3G wireless navigation and remote assistance devices.  On trucks, 
freight manifest preparation and sign-off and vehicle scheduling applications were now done 
in real-time using 3G technology. 

Magda fully expects 3G consumer devices, such as the doubly hybrid PDA/phones that work 
on both 802.11 and 3G networks, to come down into the range of cell phones within a year or 
two at most.  Already they are a tremendous hit at parties and in the Internet cafés when 
some rich kid comes in to show off her mother’s or father’s new toy. 

As soon as the prices come down into the reasonable range, no doubt consumer applications 
will be taking off. Magda fully expects to see her animations running on these devices on 
every street corner by the time she quits school and takes up one of the job offers she 
continues to receive almost weekly. 
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15 Reading the Tea Leaves 
Having looked at the four scenarios, we have some idea at least of how the world of the Web 
could look in the time of the Rogue Wave.  The four worlds we’ve seen are very different in 
some ways, and (in this analyst’s opinion) each is a plausible evolutionary descendant of our 
current reality.  Assume we’ve done a good job identifying the most likely outcomes, and a 
major question still hangs over us.  Since we are looking forward rather than back, how do 
we hedge our bets?  What can we do now to prepare for these very divergent possible 
outcomes? 

We can’t answer this question for all perspectives, so we must keep in mind our focus on the 
technology perspective in this paper.  What are the business implications of all this for 
technologists, entrepreneurs, and investors interested in the Web?’ 

Frankly, this section is loaded with over-the-counter remedies, and short on miracle drugs.  
As every surfer knows, catching and riding a wave is a very personal thing, and the Rogue 
Wave is no exception.  General advice is about all you can get in advance of the moment of 
truth.  Be ready to catch the wave, and keep your balance once you’re up! 

15.1 Watch the economy 

Keep an eye on present and future indicators.  We already discussed the economic indicators 
in the  section in chapter 10.4.2, Cardinal Signs.  So many other factors are driven 
by economic recovery or continuing recession that you should devote a significant amount of 
your prognostication time and energy to this task. 

Economy

15.2 Don’t underestimate technological evolutionary momentum 

In good economic times or bad, the force of technological evolutionary momentum remains 
strong.  Innovations may remain in the laboratory somewhat longer in a recession than in a 
boom economy, but the genie never stays in the bottle forever. 

There are a number of local forces through which this evolutionary force will inevitably play 
out over the next few years: 

• There will be a shoot-out between the predominant Internet-focused application 
frameworks (J2EE and .NET) 

• Web Services will rule 

• 10GHz Ethernet will roll out, especially in large-scale enterprises 
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• New systems architectures will emerge to take advantage of emerging distributed 
processing technologies like Infiniband and 3GIO. 

• New user interface architectures (human-machine and machine-machine) will 
proliferate 

• Embedded Web applications will grow in importance, especially in the wireless arena 

• Increasing reliance on Internet-based distributed applications will lead to the 
emergence of the “information fabric” as a new paradigm subsuming the old-
economy concepts of supply chains and support chains 

15.2.1 Internet-focused application frameworks (J2EE and .NET) 

One of these two frameworks will dominate the next four years.  In the event of a recession, 
Microsoft has an edge, but it’s not a slam-dunk kind of edge.  In the case of economic 
recovery, all bets are off. 

Regardless of who dominates, both frameworks will survive.  Moreover, both frameworks 
can be counted on to handle new systems architectures, application architectures (especially 
Web Services), and new user interface and machine-to-machine interface paradigms. 

15.2.2 Web Services Will Rule 

In every scenario, Web Services plays an increasingly important role over time, as the 
World-Wide Web grows in importance as a transactional medium.  Web Services-related 
investments should pay off handsomely over the next few years, especially if the economy 
can support renewed expansion of the New Economy.   

Last year we thought that Web Services were a good bet only in the event of an economic 
recovery, and they certainly will evolve more quickly with more cash flowing through the 
economy.  Over the past year, though, it has become very apparent that the adoption of the 
Web Services paradigm is already well underway, driven in this dark time by the potential 
for costs savings Web Services can represent.  The Web Services market space is a difficult 
place for startups while the recession lingers, since organizations will tend to shy away from 
smaller and newer companies out of the innate conservatism a recession breeds.  During the 
dark times, a startup or smaller company’s best bet is to develop strategic marketing 
partnerships with much larger companies. With Larry Ellison or Bill Gates at your side, your 
sales presentations will go much more smoothly!  

15.2.3 10GHz Ethernet 

Larger data centers will inevitably move to this faster transport over the next several years.  
Study its applications and implications carefully.  As we pointed out, one key implication of 
10GHz Ethernet is the momentum it provides for the development of new systems 
architectures. 

15.2.4 New systems architectures 

Probably the most radical concept presented in this paper is the changing paradigm for 
system architectures made possible by Infiniband, 3GIO, and similar initiatives.  The way 
this paradigm shift will manifest may not be as presented here, but the ramifications of the 
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shift will be profound—this is the most disruptive technology on the four-year horizon, 
without question. 

15.2.5 New interface architectures 

Interfaces between humans and machines and between machines are the next most likely 
areas for a dramatic paradigm shift.  Watch closely for emerging applications in the realms of 
flexible paper-like display devices, virtual reality, tangible user interfaces, the Semantic 
Web, and (on the machine-to-machine front especially) nanotechnology. 

15.3 Finally: Hedge Your Bets 

As we pointed out last year, there are a few points to consider that will serve you well 
whichever way the world goes.  First, nurture your relationships with existing customers.  
While this is in some ways a trite observation, when new customer sales are strong it can be 
easy to forget how important your installed base really is.  Hopefully you have not made that 
mistake; if you have, get out now and invest what time and energy  it takes getting back in 
the good graces of your existing base.   When the economy stays sour for any length of time, 
your current customers may be your best source of revenue. 

Second, hoard and treasure your legacy skills and assets.  In old-fashioned terms, make sure 
you stick to your knitting even if you have one eye on the bleeding edge.  In dark times, the 
tried and true is an easier sell than the next new thing. 

And third, do keep that eye on the bleeding edge.  Invest as much time and energy as you can 
in coming up to speed on the new technologies, even if it’s a stretch.  When times are tough, 
it can be difficult to follow through on this, but when the sun comes out again you will be the 
first one on the beach, ready to surf the next wave.  It’s a heady feeling when that time 
comes—especially if the wave you catch this time around is the Rogue Wave! 
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Postscript 
 

 
Oh had I a golden thread 
And a needle so fine 
I would weave a tapestry 
Of rainbow design, of rainbow design 
 
In it I would weave the bravery 
Of women giving birth 
And in it, I would weave the innocence 
Of children of all the earth, children of all the earth 
 
Show my brothers and sisters 
My rainbow design 
I would bind up this sorry world 
With hand and heart and mind, hand and heart and mind 

- Pete Seeger, “Had I a Golden Thread” 
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16 The Pervasive Information Fabric 
It seems appropriate to take another step back and look farther ahead than just the next four 
years.  The Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution each described processes that took 
decades to come to fruition, and the coming age is no different.  The very terms themselves 
provided metaphors for their times, terms that characterized the world that came into being 
during the flowering of their age. 

Can we catch any glimpse of what metaphor we should use when we think about the world 
we will face in the aftermath of the Rogue Wave?  The author does not have any easy 
answer, and thinks that none is really possible at this point.  The Renaissance and the 
Industrial Revolution were not named in advance!  However, it is possible to speculate on 
what awaits us when the Rogue Wave’s energies recede, over the next decade or two. 

To get a flavor for what the coming time might be like, the author favors the concept of the 
pervasive information fabric.  The term comes from a paper entitled “Weaving the Pervasive 
Information Fabric”, written in the year 2000 by David De Roure and his colleagues from the 
University of Southampton, UK.  While De Roure uses the term in the context of ad hoc 
development of link spaces in wireless networking, this author feels the term captures a 
broader concept, one that is not in contradiction with De Roure’s vision.  The pervasive 
information fabric brings to mind a seamless brocade of information, covering and 
connecting all parts of the world.  This aptly describes the world we will face in the aftermath 
of the Rogue Wave. 

16.1 Getting off the information bus 

The Internet is growing at a tremendous rate, and the green edge of growth is not in the 
directly visible portions such as the World-Wide Web.  Instead, the Internet is becoming a 
global communications infrastructure for machine-to-machine communications, with 
distributed applications running across multiple computer systems in different corporations 
and even on different continents.   

The concept of the “information bus” was pioneered recently by market leaders like Tibco as 
a means of modeling supply and support chains.  The information bus will give way to a 
global “information fabric,” whereon datagrams will flow at light-speed from node to node.  
Just as real-world architecture found its counterpart in the realm of information, the future 
will likely find a place for the electronic counterpart of the weaver/designer.  We have time 
for just one example to get a feel for what the pervasive information fabric entails.  We will 
look to the future of the supply chain management for an example. 
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16.2 Object lesson: when chains become fabrics 

For a large-scale enterprise like an auto or pharmaceutical company, the “supply chain” is 
actually a very heavily interrelated network rather than a chain. There are some chain-like 
features, but it really is much more like a fabric than a chain, with the horizontals like courier 
and trucking companies, financial services, telecommunications, etc. like the warp and weft 
that tie together the various nodes. 

 
Figure 27 – A fragment of the pervasive information fabric 

Thinking of things in chains as we move into the Internet-based world of real-time 
management will be a hindrance rather than a help, because it's the wrong metaphor. The 
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supply chain concept assumes that demand is an input to the system rather than a variable 
within the system.  In real life, demand at any node in the fabric is a function of many 
factors, some of which are directly affected by the actions of other nodes in the fabric, both 
upstream and downstream. 

An excellent resource for further research in this respect is the domain of demand-based 
management, pioneered by Hau Lee, Director of Stanford University’s Global Supply Chain 
Management Forum. His paper “Ultimate Enterprise Value Creation” is a seminal resource 
on the subject.  The author will be investigating and expanding on the concept of the 
information fabric in future papers. 

16.3 The post-computer society 

Another hint about this future was hinted at in one or another of the scenarios we presented, 
but let’s bring it to the forefront.  What this author expects his as-yet-unborn grandchildren to 
find as they come of age in the post-Rogue Wave world is a world without computers—a 
post-computer society. 

What do we mean by this?  The automobile has been with us for more than a century, and it 
has certainly not disappeared; neither has the airplane, or any of dozens of other inventions 
that changed our lives in the 20th Century. 

But what about the typewriter?  We certainly live in a post-typewriter society.  There still are 
some around, but a child who sees one has to ask what it is for, and a meaningful explanation 
requires more than just a single sentence.  The child must understand what assumptions 
existed in society that required objects like typewriters to exist.  They must be made to 
understand what needs they fulfilled, and why the typewriter is no longer required to meet 
those needs. 

The author expects a similar situation to prevail in a decade or two with respect to computers 
as we now think of them.  They will no longer be necessary as separate objects. The 
pervasive computing fabric will envelop us like a cocoon, invisible but omnipresent. 

Is this a good thing?  There is, in fact, a dark side to all this.  Marshall McLuhan hinted at it 
in his concept of amputation.  A technology extends some human power, sensory or motor, 
which gives us more power; but the very extension causes some aspect of our selves to 
become atrophied, in effect to be amputated over time.  Increasing dependence on any 
technology limits our adaptability in some respects just as it increases our adaptability in 
other respects. 
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16.4 Conclusions 

The pervasive information fabric is probably a decade or two away from its full realization, 
and a century or more from a true flowering.  Its first outlines will be sculpted by the force of 
the Rogue Wave.  As the Rogue Wave recedes, we will see the threads of the pervasive 
information fabric more and more clearly. 

A weaving has two dimensions, warp and weft, each of which makes its own unique 
contribution to the strength and beauty of the resulting fabric.  In this case, both the warp and 
weft are themselves multidimensional, not two-dimensional as in a traditional tapestry.  The 
warp of the pervasive information fabric is the Web itself.  Crossing and interweaving among 
the warp threads of the pervasive information fabric is the weft, which is the power of the 
human imagination.  

The pervasive information fabric is the foundation of an as-yet-unimaginable global 
interconnectedness for the entire human race.  The integrity and compassion of our 
brotherhood and sisterhood will find its expression there, as will the darker sides of human 
nature as well.  Which side will prevail?  In all likelihood neither; there is little reason to 
believe that the future holds either Paradise or the Inferno.  Instead, humankind will muddle 
on toward its future, employing its technologies and media to do good or ill in turns. 

As Ellie’s father said in Contact: “Small moves.”  May our efforts allow us to bequeath to 
our descendants a saner and more loving world than was our generation’s birthright. 

. . . 

We have reached the end of our journey into the future, the coming years of the Rogue Wave.  
We hope it was an enjoyable journey, and that you will be a surfer rather than a sailor when 
the wave hits! 
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